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My Everything 
 

 
 
It doesn’t feel the way I thought it would. 

For that matter it doesn’t look the way I’d imagined it either. It’s very 
tranquil and peaceful. As the stars streak by me I can see nebulae and 
pulsars and colorful celestial phenomena all around me. There is a slight pull 
dragging me through space. No, dragging is the wrong word. I feel the desire 
to move forward, I can’t even begin to explain it. I don’t know what my 
destination is yet but I know that I want to get there more than anything 
else I’ve ever wanted.  

Before I go on however I feel a need to tell my story. I don’t know if 
there is anybody out there who will listen but it seems to matter little now. 

My name is Nathan Bartley, I was born in the small town of Western 
Falls in Montana on March 9, 2349 – that’s stardate 26185.2. I decided to 
join Starfleet when I turned eighteen but I couldn’t see myself spending four 
years at the Academy. So I just did the basic training and then packed my 
bags to go out and travel the stars. I considered myself real lucky to be 
assigned to Eagle. A deep space explorer under Captain Michael Owens. 

Six months have I been on Eagle and six months have I now been 
hopelessly and utterly in love. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
“For the sake of everything that’s sacred, will you stop staring at 
her?” That was Samuel Tenosa. My best friend on the ship. We had 
gone through basics together back on Earth. 

It was one of our typical get-togethers after a long duty shift. 
The usual bunch: Sammy, the lovely Akira Wannabe and the always 
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pestering Jack Portobello. We were all sitting at our spot on the upper 
level of The Nest, Eagle’s main lounge. 

“Forget about it,” threw in Jack and had another sip of his 
Saurian brandy. “He’s daydreaming again.” 

The gruff Italian was right of course. I was daydreaming. As for 
a few tables away sat the object of all my dreams and longings. She 
was my goddess and she had been since the first day I had laid eyes 
upon her.  

DeMara Deen. Lieutenant. 
Just the sound of her name made my heart beat faster.  
She was so gorgeous, so exquisite and desirable and yet so 

untouchable. She was perfect in every sense of the word. That 
flawless body, golden locks, copper skin that looked softer than 
Andorian silk and a smile … a smile that could have tamed an entire 
Klingon army. 

She sat just a few tables away but it could as well have been 
galaxies. She was laughing and casually conversing with the captain, 
of all people. No way could I ever hope of being that close to her. No 
way. But I could dream. 

“It’s pathetic how much you drool over her,” continued Jack. 
“Don’t get me wrong she’s quite something.” 

Oh yes, she was and that was my problem really. She was not 
just physically attractive, she had an almost mysterious aura to her 
that made her irresistible to most who as much as caught a glimpse of 
her. It wasn’t purely sensual like it was with Deltans, no it went far 
beyond that. 

“I can’t help it,” I finally managed to sigh. “I’m so in love with 
her.” 

“You and everybody else on the ship,” Sammy said and 
laughed. 

“You know she’s only about twenty years old,” Akira chipped 
in. “Tenarians are a fascinating race. Too bad there aren’t more of 
them in Starfleet.” 
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“Yes, I’m sure you would just love to meet some male 
Tenarians, wouldn’t you?” replied Jack. 

“I need to find me some man who has what it takes to treat a 
woman right,” she shot back. 

I could never quite tell what it was between the two of them. 
They loved to fight and it seemed obvious to everyone but to them 
that they were made for each other. 

Jack just scowled at her and then turned back to me. “Nat, the 
sooner you stop thinking about her the better. Trust me, she’s so far 
out of your league it isn’t even the same sport anymore. Besides, 
she’s an officer and there are certain boundaries when it comes –“ 

“Boundaries?” asked Akira. 
“Yes,” said Jack, annoyed by the interruption. “Officers and 

enlisted men don’t mix.” 
“That’s dumb,” was all that the young Japanese woman could 

think of to say. 
Jack nodded. “Dumb it may be but it is true.” 
“I don’t know I think I’m with Aki on this one,” Sammy said. 

“Speaking about officers.” He gently nodded his head towards the 
other side of the room and we all turned to look. 

Another lieutenant was headed towards our table. She had 
shoulder long, sandy blonde hair and dark blue eyes. She didn’t look 
it but the petite young woman was a technical genius and Eagle’s 
chief engineer. She was coming straight towards the table where we 
sat. 

We all quickly began to stand but she shook her head. “Please, 
you’re off duty.” 

So we stayed in our seats. 
“What can we do for you, ma’am?” Akira asked. 
Lieutenant Louise Hopkins looked slightly uncomfortable. In 

fact she always looked uncomfortable in a crowd. “I was just 
wondering if perhaps you could help me work on the recalibration of 
the injectors we discussed yesterday.” 
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“I’d love to,” Akira said and stood up. 
“No, no,” Hopkins replied quickly. “Not right now. Later.” 
Akira nodded and sat back into her chair. 
“About an hour?” Hopkins asked. 
“I’ll be there, Lieutenant.” 
“Thank you,” she said, gave us a curt nod and then quickly 

headed for the exit. 
“See, Aki gets along fine with officers,” Sammy pointed out. 
But the Italian wasn’t buying it. “That’s a woman thing.” 
Akira shot Jack a long stare. “You don’t even know what you’re 

talking about, do you?” 
I wasn’t paying anymore attention to their conversation. The 

captain had just left moments earlier and DeMara Deen sat all alone 
now. It might have been my imagination but she seemed to long for 
some company. And then, all of a sudden, she looked straight at me. 
There was no mistake about it, her radiant purple eyes locked with 
mine. It lasted less than a heartbeat as that was just as long as I could 
dare to look back at her. I quickly diverted my glance. Unfortunately 
my friends had noticed. 

“You should really go over there and talk to her,” Sammy said. 
“I’m sure she wouldn’t mind.” 

“Are you kidding me?” I shot back a little too loudly. There 
was no way I could do that. I was ashamed of it but it was the truth. 

Jack just shook his head. “Pathetic.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
I was on my way back to the quarters I shared with Sammy on deck 
eighteen. After the embarrassing incident in the Nest I was not much 
in the mood to be sociable anymore. It was then that I got the call 
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from Lieutenant Jose Carlos–deputy chief of security–to report 
immediately to the situation room for a mission briefing. 

When I arrived at the security offices on deck fifteen I found 
that nearly the entire department had already assembled in the large 
briefing room. I quickly found Sammy and Jack and joined them. 

“Do you know what’s going on?” 
Sam just shook his head. “We just got the call to come here. I 

think it’s serious.” 
“It’s never serious,” said Jack. “They probably just found an 

unidentifiable object on whatever rock we’re hovering over.” 
None of us knew much about Eagle’s current mission. The 

senior officers never let us in on the details and most of the time we 
had to rely on the rumor mill if we wanted to know specifics. The 
problem with that of course was that it was a completely unreliable 
source of information. Everybody had a different story to tell. What I 
knew for sure was that Eagle was currently in a sector of space which 
had not been properly explored by Starfleet and according to the 
rumors we had recently made contact with a mysterious alien race. I 
had long stopped paying much attention to rumors. 

The briefing started a few minutes later when Lieutenant Nora 
Laas entered the room. Nora was Bajoran. An ex-Marine and a 
former resistance fighter she was the toughest person I’d ever met. 
Not that I talked much to her. In fact most of the department was 
intimidated by the chief of security. But everybody secretly wished 
that they could be a little bit more like her. Me included. I sure was 
glad that she was on our side. 

I must admit I didn’t pay too much attention to the briefing. It 
involved some personnel protection assignment, fairly routine stuff. 
We did this all the time and hardly ever did anything happen. An 
away mission would have sparked my interest. Those were exciting 
and sometimes quite dangerous. But from what I picked up we 
weren’t to leave the ship. 
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After the meeting we all proceeded very orderly to the main 
armory in an adjacent room. One by one we were given our 
equipment. I was quite surprised to find what the armory officer 
handed to me. 

“You still don’t think this is serious?” asked Sammy as he 
checked his type-III phaser rifle. 

Jack was too busy admiring his weapon to reply. He had a 
thing for guns which I didn’t quite understand. But this was indeed 
an occasion. We usually never got to use the rifles, the most powerful 
firearm we carried. 

“Its times like these I wish we had some Marines on board,” 
said Sammy as he finished securing his own weapon. 

Jack shook his head. “Marines? They only come aboard if there 
is a full out war on. Besides we can easily handle whatever it is they 
throw at us.” Almost as if to emphasize his words he began to pet his 
rifle as if it was an intimate lover.  

I rolled my eyes. I shared Sammy’s sentiment. True, I worked 
in security but I hadn’t joined up to fight wars. I did however 
suddenly wish that I had paid more attention to the briefing. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
After having received our weapons, Lieutenant Nora divided us into 
groups and I was glad that Sammy, Jack and I stayed together. We 
and a few others headed for cargo bay two on deck twenty-eight. 
There were nine of us, led by Lieutenant Carlos who was an 
imposing, muscular man of Latin American ancestry. 

For a while we just stood around the bay, near the cargo 
transporter. I became increasingly anxious, looking left and right, 
halfway expecting something to creep up on us from behind the 
many crates. 
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Carlos noticed. “Relax crewman, this should be a walk in the 
park,” he said and gave me a reassuring smile. It didn’t feel honest 
but it helped putting my mind at ease somewhat. 

Then the cargo transporter came to life and something or 
somebody was beaming on board. I couldn’t believe my eyes when 
the pillar of blue light transformed into the delicate form of 
Lieutenant DeMara Deen. 

Sammy gave me a nudge with his elbow as he noticed the 
Tenarian operations officer. 

I ignored him and simply stared at her, she didn’t seem to 
notice me. She held a silver case not much bigger than something to 
hold a computer padd. She stepped from the transporter–my eyes 
followed her all the way–and approached Carlos. They spoke for a 
few minutes. To my displeasure I noticed that most men in the room 
were looking her way. I found that very rude of them. 

Then, without warning the red alert klaxons began to echo 
throughout the cargo bay and the lights turned to a deep crimson. All 
of us snapped to attention. Something was happening. 

“Intruder alert, security proceed to deck fourteen, section eight.” It 
was Commander Edison’s voice that blasted over the speakers. 
Eagle’s first officer. 

Carlos turned to us. “You,” he said and pointed at me and my 
group of three others. “Stay here, the rest with me,” he didn’t waste 
any more time and rushed out of the cargo bay with the remaining 
guards. 

I turned to Sammy. “What’s going on here?” I whispered. 
He shrugged his shoulders. 
“Jack, come with me to secure the door. You two stay close to 

the Lieutenant,” said Citek, the fourth member of my group. He was 
a Bolian, blue-skinned and all. He was also a Petty Officer and 
therefore our immediate superior. I liked Citek. He had a seemingly 
never-ending supply of jokes. The fact that none of them were any 
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funny didn’t bother him in the least. We just figured that Bolian 
humor didn’t translate well. 

He was all business now however. He took Jack Portobello with 
him to guard the main entrance to the cargo bay. 

That left us alone with Lieutenant Deen. Sammy discreetly 
gestured towards her. He wanted me to talk to her. I resolutely shook 
my head. 

He gave me an annoyed look. Then he pretended to spot 
something behind a crate nearby. “I’ll better make sure the room is 
secure,” he said to me and gave me another insisting glance. I 
couldn’t believe he was putting me into this situation but there was 
no point to object. He had already walked off, leaving me all alone 
with the woman of my dreams. My goddess. 

I took a careful step towards her. My heart was suddenly racing 
at near light-speed and I felt something stuck in the back of my 
throat. 

“Your name is Nathan, am I right?” 
She knows my name? I couldn’t believe she knew my name. I 

couldn’t speak, I just nodded slowly. 
“I’ve seen you around,” she said and smiled at me. That smile. 

The smile I could die for.  
“So, uhm, Lieutenant, do you know …”  
I don’t understand why I couldn’t manage a simple sentence. 

The purple eyes were bright as diamonds now and they were cutting 
right through mine. 

“Dee.” 
“Huh?” 
“Call me Dee,” she said with that smile. “I don’t care much for 

titles.” 
I nodded again. I felt like a complete fool. A nodding fool. I 

forced the next words out of my mouth and they sounded painful to 
my ears. “I’ve always meant to ask you if … uhm … if you like … 
Chinese?” 
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This wasn’t going well at all. What was I doing asking her that 
anyway? For all I knew she was the captain’s girlfriend. The captain! 
And here was silly me, nothing more than a crewman, asking the 
most desirable woman on the ship if she liked Chinese. I had lost my 
damn mind. 

She just looked at me with a puzzled expression on her face. 
I immediately began to stammer. “I mean … I mean, the food. 

Chinese food.” 
“I don’t think I’ve ever tried it,” she replied. Her smile was 

back. 
Maybe I was not completely lost, perhaps this could go 

somewhere. Why not, why shouldn’t I catch a break for once? I know 
it was wishful thinking but – 

“We’ve got an intruder!” 
Deen’s smile dropped off her face. 
The voice belonged to Citek and I heard footsteps running 

towards me. I turned around, bringing up my rifle. After that 
everything went so quickly I still have trouble understanding what 
exactly happened. 

Jack and Citek were coming our way fast. A weapon’s blast 
shot through the cargo bay and hit Jack square in the chest. I watched 
in shock as the beam burned its way through his uniform and his 
flesh. He immediately dropped to the floor.  

I whipped around to find the attacker. The shot had come from 
where Sammy had gone. And he was the only person I could find. I 
watched with utter disbelief as he fired again. This time connecting 
with Citek. No, that couldn’t be. Could I be imagining this? 

I brought my own weapon to bear and before I could even 
think about it I fired. I watched quietly as the force of the impact 
pushed him backwards and over a low crate. As I glanced down at 
my weapon I realized that it was not set to stun anymore. When had 
that happened? 
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I turned towards Deen. I saw something in her eyes I had never 
thought I would see. Utter fear. And it was because of me. She was 
afraid of me. She stepped backwards but I was faster. With the butt of 
my rifle I connected with her head which sent her spinning to the 
floor. I was on top of her instantly. I had turned my weapon around 
again and pushed the muzzle into her chest. 

She was still clenching the small case that she had brought 
aboard. I had no idea what it contained that could be so important. 
All I knew was that she had to die for it. 

She looked up at me, her eyes wide. “Nathan, don’t do this,” 
her voice was surprisingly firm. She did not beg. 

It didn’t matter of course. I had to kill her and that was all there 
was to it. I pushed the rifle harder. 

Kill her. Don’t think about it, just do it. You know you must. 
But those thoughts were not my own. That was not my voice 

inside my head. I looked around. There was Jack and Citek, both 
dead. And there was Sammy, killed by my own hand. I had just 
killed my best friend and I didn’t understand why. 

There was another presence in the room. In the shadows. 
Somebody stood there, watching me, quietly. 

I looked back down at Lieutenant Deen. Dee. I couldn’t do this. 
I couldn’t kill the one person I thought I was in love with.  

No. Kill her. Now. You know you must. 
And then I knew what had to be done. I jumped up and 

screamed like a maniac as I charged the stranger in the shadows. He 
didn’t see it coming. He was a man, not very tall. Small horns poked 
out of his bald head. Two antennas protruded from his temples. He 
tried to get away but didn’t have the time. I fired my rifle but he 
didn’t fall. He just stood there, straight as a beam. A large scorch 
mark on his brown vest. His dark eyes looked at me and for a 
moment I thought he smiled. When he finally sagged to the floor I 
knew what had caused his final amusement.  
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As I looked down I saw the dagger that was stuck in my chest. I 
didn’t feel pain not even when I dropped onto my knees. I had let go 
of my weapon and stared curiously at the curved handle of the 
dagger. I wondered if I should pull it out. I didn’t get around to it. I 
lost all feeling in my hands and legs and my body slumped to the 
ground. 

I closed my eyes for a few moments, gathering some strength. 
When I opened them again I saw an angel smiling down on me. She 
reached out to gently touch my face and stroke my hair. 

“You’re going to be alright,” she said softly. 
We both knew that wasn’t true but somehow it didn’t matter at 

that moment. All that mattered was that she was there with me. One 
last time. 

“I love you,” I said. 
She nodded, knowingly. 
She lowered her head and I closed my eyes once more when 

her lips touched mine. It was a short kiss but it was the most intimate 
sensation I had ever felt. I looked at her smile. I never wanted to stop 
looking at it. 

“You’re going to be alright,” she said again. 
And suddenly I knew she was right. How could she not be? She 

was my goddess, my everything. Hers was the last face I ever saw. 
 
 

* * * 
 
That is my story and I’m glad I had a chance to tell it. I feel I’m getting 
closer to where I’m going. I can see something. It looks like a rift in space. A 
portal, perhaps? There’s a bright yellow light and I’m beginning to feel 
warm. It is a very pleasant feeling.  

So this is what it looks like? I wonder if Sammy will be waiting for me 
on the other side. 

As for my last thoughts as I drift towards eternity? I think you know. 
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Beyond Acheron 
 

 
All Our Times Have Come. 

Here But Now They're Gone. 
Seasons Don't Fear The Reaper. 

Nor Do The Wind, The Sun Or The Rain. 
We Can Be Like They Are. 

Come On Baby...Don't Fear The Reaper. 
Baby Take My Hand...Don't Fear The Reaper. 

We'll Be Able To Fly … Don’t Fear The Reaper. 
Baby, I’m Your Man. 

Blue Öyster Cult – (Don’t Fear) The Reaper 

 
 

Captain’s Log, Stardate 50032.5. Eagle has been dispatched to Ajilon VI, an 
uninhabited planet near the Klingon border on which the Federation and 
Starfleet have been performing important geological field studies which 
scientists believe will lead to a revolutionary new way to terraform 
particularly hostile planets. The geologists and terrafromers on Ajilon VI 
claim to be very close to a significant breakthrough. Unfortunately the 
Klingon war has forced Starfleet to reprioritize. With Ajilon so close to the 
border and with intelligence information showing a steady build up of 
Klingon activity in the area, we have been ordered to secure the laboratories 
on the surface and evacuate all science teams. 
 In the meantime the settlers on Ajilon Prime have refused to leave 
their homes and decided to take their chances even while the Klingons have 
shown interest in this system in the past. I can only hope that they won’t be 
bold enough to directly assault a populated Federation colony. Eagle will 
not be able to remain behind to offer assistance as we have been instructed to 
leave the system as soon as the evacuation of Ajilon VI has been completed.  
 
 

* * * 
 
 
Life was great for Savannah LeBeau. 
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 Everything had just come together perfectly. Her lifelong 
dream to become a Starfleet officer had come true just a few months 
earlier and not only that, she had been given the posting of her choice 
when she had been allocated to the USS Eagle. A ship she had chosen 
not just because it happened to be a Nebula-class explorer with 
seemingly unlimited scientific resources but also because it was 
where Tam Grax had been stationed after he had graduated a year 
before she did. 
 They had both been determined not to let their relationship 
fizzle out like so many others at the Academy. So they had stayed in 
constant contact with each other after Grax had shipped out and as 
soon as Savannah had gotten her ensign pip, she had requested the 
same ship. 
 And the deities had smiled down at young love and given their 
tacit approval. 
 It hadn’t stopped there. 
 Like Tam, Savannah had majored in exo-geology at the 
Academy with a strong focus on terraforming. Her thesis paper had 
been on Doctor Joachim Stuber’s work on Ajilon VI, the very same 
place Eagle had entered orbit around two days earlier. 
 Savannah and Tam had been at the top of science officer 
Xylion’s list to assist the researchers on the ground with their work 
and ultimately to pack up shop in order to get the entire project out 
of the way of what could potentially become a battlefield any day 
now. 
 The Klingons were the last thing on Savannah’s mind however 
as she studied the consoles in one of Ajilon’s science labs. She felt like 
a kid in a candy store, having unrestricted access to almost a decade’s 
worth of geological data. 
 “By Rixx, Annah, can you imagine how high we’d have scored 
on those exams if we’d had access to this place.” 
 The young, caramel-skinned girl couldn’t quite get that 
Cheshire cat grin off her face even while her eyes never once diverted 
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from the screen. “Forget the exams, with this, I would have scored a 
perfect mark on my thesis.” 
 Tam, the only other person in the lab, turned to face her. “If I 
remember right you got ninety-five points on that.” 
 “Ninety-eight,” she said, her eyes still glued to that screen. 
Then her smile dropped off her face as if somebody had viciously 
backslapped her. “Oh my god.” 
 “What is it?” he asked with concern. 
 She had stopped scrolling through the text, now intently 
focused on a single paragraph. “ The Mohorovičić discontinuity on 
Ajilon VI lies at around ninety-five kilometers beneath the MSL and 
well within the asthenosphere and not within the lithosphere as I put 
in my paper,” she said and slapped her forehead. “There’s my perfect 
score. I’m so stupid.” 
 Tam laughed. 
 She shot him a withering glare. 
 “Did I ever tell you that you look cute when you think you are 
stupid?” he said and moved in closer to reach out for her waist. 
 “No,” she said sharply and tried to free herself from his grasp 
to focus on the console instead. “And stop acting so immature, we 
don’t have time for this.” 
 Tam didn’t let up. “Sure we do,” he said. “We’ll transfer all this 
stuff back to Eagle and you’ll have a whole week to look over all the 
mistakes you’ve made in your paper.” 
 That garnered him another glare. “Mistakes?” 
 He shrugged his shoulder innocently. “Sorry. Mistake. 
Singular.” 
 She nodded with apparent satisfaction but still fought his 
attempts to draw her closer. “Tam, this isn’t the place and we still 
have work to do.” 
 “I think we deserve a break. In fact as your superior officer I’m 
ordering you to relax.” 
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 “Oh do you now? You have one year seniority over me, that 
hardly makes you my superior officer,” she said and pressed her 
hand against his chest. “Besides, I have other things on my mind 
right now.” 
 He cocked his head slightly. “No you don’t,” he said with a 
lopsided grin. 
 He was right of course. He always was. She frowned. “I hate 
when you do that.” 
 She gave up resisting him and he pulled her in until their lips 
were mere inches apart. He smirked. “No you don’t,” he said just 
before their lips met for a passionate kiss. 
 All thoughts about the inappropriateness of the venue had 
slipped her mind even when his hand reached for the zipper of her 
uniform jumpsuit and pulling it down slowly. 
 She heard the footsteps first. 
 Like a startle deer she jumped away from Tam only to see that 
somebody had stepped into the open door way. Oh my god, oh my god, 
oh my god, we’re so busted. 
 Just calm down, Annah But when Tam turned to see who had 
interrupted their impromptu display of passion he realized that she 
was absolutely right. We’re so busted. 
 It was none other than Lieutenant Nora Laas, chief of security 
USS Eagle. Former Bajoran independence fighter, former Marine and 
current all around hard-ass. The kind of woman who had perfected 
the art of killing subordinates with a single look. The very same look 
she was giving the two young ensigns now. 
 “Lieutenant, ma’am ... we were just finishing up with …”, 
Savannah stumbled over her own words and didn’t help the situation 
by frantically fumbling with the zipper of her halfway undone 
uniform. 
 “I can see what you were finishing up with in here.” 
 “Ma’am, if I could just –“ 
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 Nora shut up Tam without a single word. The Look and one 
raised finger did the job just fine. 
 Of course Tam Grax could read exactly what the Bajoran was 
thinking. 
 Not one more word. You can consider yourselves lucky you’re not my 
officers or you’d be running a hundred laps around the saucer section 
tonight. 
 “You have exactly five minutes to pack up everything you can 
and transfer back to the ship. We’re getting out now,” she said and 
began to turn away. 
 Savannah who had finally managed to get her uniform back in 
regulation style took a step forward. “But we won’t be able to get 
everything here ready in five minutes. There is just too much data 
and what about the experiments and lab samples and –“ 
 Nora Laas turned back to look at the ensign with a slightly 
softer expression on her face. “Next time you might want to think 
about that before you decide to turn an away mission into a 
rendezvous. We’ve got reports of cloaked Klingon ships in the area 
so our orders are to pull out. You got five minutes. One second 
longer and you can find out how a Klingon will put up with your 
attitude,” she said and was gone. 
 Savannah took a deep breath. “She’s going to tell Xylion. That’s 
it, I’m dead.” 
 “Relax, you’re not dead.” 
 She glared at him. “This is all your fault. Now Xylion will find 
out and we’ll never go on an away mission ever again as long as we 
are on this ship. You know what that means? We might as well be 
back at the Academy.” 
 But he just shook his head. “She isn’t going to tell anyone.” 
 “How do you know that?” 
 “Because Lieutenant Nora might be a tough-as-nails warrior 
who’ll take on half a Cardassian army without thinking twice but she 
isn’t a tattletale. Trust me, it isn’t her style. Now come on, you’ve 
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heard her. We’ve only got five minutes and I don’t know about you 
but I’d rather not find out about Klingon work etiquette.” 
 She went back to her computer console to begin transferring the 
most essential data. “Can’t be much worse than hers,” she mumbled. 
“You do realize that we’re both dead, right?” she added without 
interrupting her work. 
 “We will be if you don’t shut up and get this done.” 
 “And we just got them to sign off on us sharing quarters 
together,” she continued, clearly unable to stop thinking about the 
encounter. “You know that’s the first thing they’re going to take 
away. Oh great, I hate to think having to move back in with Velane. 
You haven’t heard snoring until you’ve heard the Tellarite version.” 
 “They do have the nose.” 
 Savannah stopped and turned to look at him. 
 “What?” he said with an innocent shrug. “It’s true.” 
 “That’s just –“ 
 The force of the explosion threw them both to the ground even 
before the consoles all around them erupted with sparks and broken 
polymers. The lights went not a heartbeat later. 
 Annah! 
 Her training, not to mention her survival instinct had kicked in 
just in time. She had flattened herself to the ground and buried her 
head under her arms. 
 Tam Grex crawled over to her without delay, ignoring the dust 
and debris raining down on them from the dark ceiling. “Annah, are 
you alright?” 
 She looked up at his dirty face, her sparkling hazel eyes filled 
with shock. “What … what happened?” 
 “I don’t know,” he said, trying to look around the small lab. 
Without any major light sources in operation, he could hardly see 
further than a couple of meters. He focused back on her. “Are you 
sure you’re alright?” 
 She nodded slowly. “I’m fine.” 
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 The red glow of the emergency lights kicked in, giving their 
surrounding an ominous crimson glow. 
 Grex stood and tapped his combadge but his only response was 
a discouraging beep as it was unable to open a comlink. 
 Savannah followed suit and tried her own with the same 
results. 
 “I’m going to find Lieutenant Nora. I want you to head to the 
transporter room and report back to the ship.” 
 She shook her head. “No way, we’re both getting out of here.” 
 “We don’t know what happened, Annah. I need to find out.” 
 “Have you lost your mind?” she shot back, barely able to keep 
her composure. “It’s obviously the Klingons. What do you think you 
can do? You aren’t even armed.” 
 He reached for a small pouch at his waist and pulled free a 
small matchbox-sized phaser. “I’ve got this.” 
 “Where the did you get that from? They didn’t give me any 
weapons.” 
 “Well, you should’ve asked. Listen, now is not the time to 
argue. I need you to get back to the transporter room, that’s the only 
place on this Rixx forsaken planet where Eagle can get a clean lock on 
you. Go there and try to have them beam you out, let them know 
what happened,” he said and had already made his way to the 
doorway. 
 She took two steps after him. “Tam, please, don’t” 
 “Pull yourself together, Ensign,” he said sternly. 
 She shook her head. “Don’t do this.” 
 He gave her a small, reassuring smile. It’s going to be alright, 
Imzadi. 
 And then he was gone. 
 Savannah remained in the small lab, frozen in place for what 
seemed like an eternity but which in reality was no longer then ten 
seconds. She was angry at Tam for leaving her and she was 
frightened of what the Klingons would do to him, and her, if they 
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found them. Mostly however she was annoyed by her own reactions 
to this unexpected event. At the Academy she had always prevailed 
in stress simulations, always made the right decision and never 
hesitated. But this was no simulation.  
 She closed her eyes and took a deep breath, trying to force her 
mind to believe that it was.  
 When she opened them again she quickly made it to the open 
door and looked out into the corridor that connected the lab to the 
rest of the research facility which was home to over fifty scientists 
and technicians and another twenty-five crewmembers visiting from 
Eagle. 
 It was empty in both directions. 
 She had an easy decision to make. Turn left and do as Tam had 
said and make it back to the transporter room or turn right and 
follow him. 
 She didn’t hesitate again. 
 She turned right. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
  Savannah LeBeau had never been in a battle and as a member 
of the sciences division she had hoped she never would have to be. 
 She had passed all the basic courses at the Academy for armed 
and hand-to-hand combat. She had even had one hour’s worth of 
instructions on how to defend herself against a Klingon warrior. 
 What a monumental waste of time, she remembered thinking 
while her instructor had pointed out the best way to try and stop a 
blood thirsty Klingon swinging a bat’leth towards her head. The 
Klingons are our allies, when am I ever going to need this? 
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 Now, as she made her way slowly down the dark corridor and 
towards the sounds of weapons fire and battle cries she wished for 
nothing more than having paid more attention in that one hour. 
 Tackle them low, her instructor had told her. Tackle them low and 
aim for their kneecaps. Or was it their groin? Damn it, she couldn’t 
remember. 
 The corridor opened up into the facilities main lobby, a large, 
cavernous room with high glass ceilings beyond which raged the 
perpetual storms of Ajilon VI. 
 There were no Klingons here. At least none that looked alive. 
 The battle had moved on, the sickening smell had remained. 
 The smell of death, of burned air and material and flesh. 
 There were bodies everywhere, mostly personnel of the 
research station, a few Starfleet officers and just three or four dead 
Klingons. 
 Savannah felt sick and fought against the urge to heave. 
 “Tam,” she said so quietly, her voice hardly even reached her 
own ears. 
 A loud chink from above made her shoot up. The transparent 
aluminum was peppered with some nasty looking cracks, some of 
which were growing under the immense pressure from the angry 
elements buffeting against the sheer surface. 
 She didn’t have much time.  
 She turned back towards the field of corpses and found only 
two bodies clad in blue-shouldered Starfleet sciences uniforms. One 
was female, dark-haired, like herself, her face turned away from her. 
The other one was male. He lay face-down also but his size and mass 
was just about right to be … 
 Please, no. Please, no. 
 She approached slowly, very slowly, desperately hoping she 
would notice some detail that would make sure it wasn’t him. 
 She never reached his body. 
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 The growl coming from behind her made her swing around, 
her already pounding heart now ready to burst out of her chest. 
 The Klingon was easily seven feet tall and his face a grotesque 
mask of blood and feral pleasure. He had been injured, his right arm 
hung limply by his side. But his left arm was holding a short sword 
with a sharp glistering blade. 
 And he was coming right at her. 
 She stumbled backwards, slipped on the slick, blood-covered 
floor and then over a dead body to land awkwardly on her backside. 
 Remember your training, remember your training, remember your 
training. 
 But it didn’t matter how many times she repeated her mantra, it 
just wouldn’t come back to her. Her mind was entirely blank, unable 
to produce a single coherent action amidst the petrifying fear that 
had gripped it. 
 She stared at the warrior’s one good eye and saw nothing but 
bloodlust there. 
 He would kill her and there was absolutely nothing she could 
do about it. 
 His sword–she couldn’t remember what it was called–was just 
inches from her chest when she heard the phaser beam. 
 The Klingon fell forward and right on top of her but the sword 
never made contact. 
 She screamed. 
 Imzadi. 
 She heard his voice projected in her mind. 
 But her vision had become a blurry mess. An immense pressure 
was pushing down on her chest and she couldn’t breathe anymore. 
She was fighting for air now but it didn’t seem like a battle she would 
be able to win.  
 Her eyes focused on those two bodies lying on the floor again 
and for the first time she realized that the woman wasn’t dead yet. 
She was stirring slightly. 
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 The pressure eased off. 
 Strong hands grabbed her and pulled her onto her feet. 
 “Annah, are you alright?” 
 She looked at Tam’s reassuringly calm, dark eyes as they made 
contact with hers. His face was dirty and his uniform ripped and 
bloodied. He held a phaser in his hand, he had used it to cut down 
the Klingon. 
 “Tam … I thought you were …, I thought we were both –“ 
 She looked back down to find those bodies. The young woman 
was still stirring. She tried to reach her but Tam held her back. 
 “No, we have to get out of here now, the ceiling is coming 
down and this whole place will be exposed to poisonous atmosphere, 
we’ll die in a matter of seconds.” 
 “But she’s still alive,” Savannah protested. 
 Imzadi, you have to let go. 
 In the end he was stronger than any resistance she could 
muster. He pulled her away and out of the foyer. After that 
everything was like a blur and she would remember only bits of 
pieces afterwards. 
 They met up with Nora and the rest of the survivors. 
 They reached the transporter room. 
 They beamed back onto the ship. 
 Ajilon VI became a grave for those who remained. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
She didn’t want to be back there. Not ever again. 
 And yet she was. 
 Once again making her way through the crimson-tinged 
corridors and towards the main lobby of the research outpost just like 
before. 
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 But this time she knew exactly what she would find there. 
 The repugnant odor grew more overwhelming with every step 
she took. 
 She wanted to turn around and run away but her feet would 
not obey her commands and if she wanted to or not, they were taking 
her back. 
 Just like before the room was littered with the dead and nearly 
dead, most of them still bleeding profusely from the violent slashing 
wounds they had received. 
 Savannah’s boots stuck to the ground as if she had stepped into 
something sticky. She lifted one of her feet and found that it was 
drying blood. 
 It was eerily quiet this time around, she couldn’t even hear the 
storm raging outside. 
 Her gaze fell upon the eyes of the young, female Starfleet 
officer. She was stirring, not quite dead yet. 
 She rushed over to her prone form, knelt next to her and lifted 
her head into her lap. 
 The woman’s hazel eyes found Savannah’s but their life was 
rapidly draining out of them. Her mouth was forming words but 
they never came over her lips. 
 A tear shot into Savannah’s eyes. As hard as she tried, she 
couldn’t remember her name but she was sure she had served on 
Eagle with her. Maybe they had even attended the Academy together. 
She looked that familiar. 
 But what is your name? 
 It bothered her to no end that it wouldn’t come to her. It wasn’t 
right to forget it now. It wasn’t fair. 
 The girl died in her arms. 
 
 

* * * 
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“It’s driving me crazy that I can’t remember her name.” 
 But Tam Grax didn’t appear to be listening to her. They were 
sitting opposite each other in The Nest, Eagle’s single largest crew 
lounge, each of them with a barely touched beverage in front of them. 
 Savannah hadn’t stopped talking over the last hour and yet 
hadn’t noticed that the Betazoid across from her had barely said a 
single word. 
 Until now. 
 She looked straight at him even as his gaze seemed to be 
wandering. “Tam?” 
 He made eye contact. “Huh?” 
 “Jeez, I’ve been sitting here talking out my soul and you are off 
in your own little world. You’re a Betazoid, you’re supposed to be a 
good listener.” 
 He gave her a boyish grin. “I’m a geologist not a counselor.” 
 “Oh wow, thanks. And apparently not a boyfriend either, 
huh?” 
 That got to him and he looked genuinely embarrassed. “I’m 
sorry, Annah, I just been having a lot on my mind lately. You were 
talking about your dream.” 
 She took a sip of her grape juice and then nodded. “Dreams. 
I’ve had it every night since … you know. I keep going back to that 
place. It’s driving me insane.” 
 He moved his hand across the table to take hers. 
 She found his touch cold. 
 “It’s tough for all of us who came out of that alive. You 
remember what Nora said. If that hadn’t been just a scouting party 
none of us would have made it off Ajilon VI alive. Face it, it’s going 
to take some time to get over such a traumatic experience. But 
eventually you’ll just have to let go.” 
 “That’s easy for you to say, you didn’t stare down a Klingon 
who was ready to cut you in two.” 
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 His dark eyes become more intense. It wasn’t your fault, Imzadi. 
 “Like hell, it wasn’t. I froze up like a first year cadet. I could’ve 
saved that girl … damn it, I could have saved her.” 
 He shook his head. “Believe me, you couldn’t have.” 
 The cool tone in her voice gave her pause for a moment. He 
sounded so confident. 
 “Oh my God, what time is it?” she said and jerked her head 
around to find the chronometer. She found it. Savannah jumped to 
her feet. “I’m going to be late for my shift on the bridge. Commander 
Xylion will go ballistic.” 
 Tam smirked at her. “He’s a Vulcan, he doesn’t go ballistic.” 
 He was right of course, he wouldn’t. What the chief science 
officer would do was much worse. He’d give her that look that let her 
know exactly how disappointed he was and how much more he had 
come to expect from her. In a way that was even worse than the most 
intimidating glare Nora Laas could produce. 
 “I’ll catch you later,” she called back while she was already 
rushing towards the doors. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
She entered the bridge six minutes late. 
 She had been asked to assist Xyilon and Lieutenant DeMara 
Deen to sort through the data they had been able to recover from the 
research station on Ajilon VI. They were now both waiting for her at 
the science station at the back of the bridge. 
 “I’m so sorry I’m late, Commander.” 
 The tall Vulcan turned towards her and looked down at the 
much shorter officer. 
 Great, here it comes. 
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 “Ensign, Lieutenant Deen has preliminarily prioritized all the 
data we have been able to recover. Please assist her with finalizing 
the archival process and determine how much data was lost or is 
unrecoverable.” 
 She nodded. And? 
 But there was nothing else. No scolding, no mention of her 
tardiness, not even a glimmer to show his displeasure. He simply 
turned toward the Mission Ops station and began to work. 
 Slightly irritated by the lack of being reprimanded, Savannah 
wasn’t one to look a gift horse in the mouth and quickly joined 
Lieutenant Deen at Science I. 
 Savannah liked DeMara Deen. It was in fact pretty difficult to 
dislike the Tenarian lieutenant. She was just about her age, strikingly 
beautiful with her shimmering purple eyes and her flowing golden 
hair and quite possibly the kindest person she had ever met. But 
what Savannah appreciated the most about the youthful lieutenant 
was the fact that she treated everybody the same. Be it a crewman, an 
ensign or the captain, she extended everybody the same amount of 
respect and if she disagreed with you, she’d let you know straight. 
DeMara Deen wasn’t quite the typical Starfleet officer. 
 “Are you alright?” 
 Savannah took a seat next to Deen. “I’m fine, just a bit 
surprised, I guess.” 
 “Don’t worry about it, Annah.” 
 She looked at the beautiful woman next to her and then she 
thought she understood. They were giving her a break. Even Xylion. 
She wasn’t quite sure if she was supposed to be grateful or offended.  
 I’m not a fragile porcelain vase, you know? 
 But she decided to keep that to herself. 
 While Savannah began to work the panels, Deen kept her 
shimmering eyes on her. “I’m no counselor but I do get the feeling 
that something has been bothering you. Do you want to talk about 
it?” 
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 Savannah stopped. For a moment she wished Tam had shown 
such interest in her earlier. “It’s nothing, it’s just that dream I’ve been 
having. Have you ever had a recurring nightmare?” 
 She thought for a moment. “I don’t think I have.” 
 Savannah nodded. “Tam seems to think it will go away after a 
while.” 
 Deen’s eyes widened. “I beg your pardon?” 
 Savannah didn’t quite understand why. “I’ve talked to him 
about it before I came up here. That’s why I was late. To be honest I 
don’t think he listened to a word I said,” she said with a little smile 
and then ran another search algorithm on her station. “I don’t think 
I’m the only one who’s been affected but what happened on the 
research station.” 
 “You talked to whom?” 
 Savannah looked back at the now clearly concerned expression 
on the lieutenant’s face. “Tam. Tam Grex. You know him. We work 
together in Geology. Dark hair, dark eyes, about half a head taller 
than you, kinda handsome –“ 
 “Annah …”, but she stopped herself. 
 Savannah was quickly becoming very confused by her 
behavior. The look in Deen’s eyes had turned to one of pain and 
concern. 
 Even Commander Xylion, whose sharp Vulcan hearing had 
picked up on parts of their conversation, had interrupted his work to 
glance her way. 
 “What’s going on?” she asked. “Did something happen to 
Tam?” 
 She stood from her chair when she realized that everyone on 
the bridge was now looking her way. The half-Romulan tactical 
officer, the silver-haired helmsman, even Commander Edison and 
Captain Owens had risen from their chairs in the command area and 
now looked straight at her. 
 It was all a bit too much. “Please, tell me. What’s going on?” 
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 DeMara Deen who had also stood, took a small step towards 
her and tried to reach out for the ensign but Savannah flinched away. 
“Dee? What is it?” 
 “Annah, Tam never came back from Ajilon VI.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
Savannah’s head was spinning. 
 After the scene on the bridge she had escaped into the turbolift. 
Deen had called after her but she hadn’t, couldn’t stop. The world 
around her had felt as if it was falling in on her and she had trouble 
breathing. 
 This can’t be happening. It isn’t happening. I’m dreaming. That’s 
right, I’m still in the dream. 
 She took a deep breath, determined to wake herself. 
 But how? 
 “Computer, please list all occupants of this turbolift.” 
 The computer beeped obediently and responded. “Ensign 
Savannah Marylyn LeBeau is the only occupant of this turbolift.” 
 She nodded to herself. “Right. Computer, what is the current 
stardate?” 
 Another beep. “The current stardate is 50034.3” 
 “That sounds about right. But let me ask you this, Computer. 
How do I know that this isn’t a nightmare and you’re just telling me 
what I want to hear?” 
 This time the computer needed a second longer to respond. 
“Unable to comply. Please restate your question.” 
 Dream or no, that response was hardly a surprise and 
Savannah didn’t waste another second thinking about it. Instead she 
stormed out of the lift as soon as it had deposited her on deck ten. 
 It didn’t feel like a dream. 
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 The floor beneath her feet, the recycled air she was breathing, 
the stinging sensation in her lungs as she ran as fast as she could, it 
all felt perfectly real. 
 But it can’t be. 
 She didn’t stop until she had entered The Nest, nearly running 
right through two astonished crewmembers who avoided her just in 
the nick of time. 
 It looked exactly the way she had remembered it just a few 
minutes earlier. 
 “Tam, where are you?” she cried. 
 She caught the attention of almost everyone present but none of 
the faces that had turned in her direction belong to the person she 
was looking for. 
 The table at which she had sat was empty now. 
 She took another step into the room. “Tam?” she asked again 
but her voice was beginning to fail her. 
 “Annah.” 
 Her heart nearly stopped upon hearing the voice and she 
whirled around. 
 Only to come face-to-face with DeMara Deen. She had followed 
her from the bridge. 
 Savannah furiously shook her head. “It’s isn’t true, Dee. It just 
isn’t true. He was right here, I was talking to him.” 
 Deen stepped closer and Savannah could see the pity in her 
eyes. She knew what it meant. 
 “I’m not crazy, you have to believe me. We came back together. 
We both came back,” she said, her eyes becoming moister with each 
word. “You have to believe me.” 
 “I do,” she said softly and hugged Savannah. “I believe that 
you saw him.” 
 But something was wrong and she quickly freed herself from 
the embrace and took a step backwards. “No, you don’t. You think I 
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made it all up. Or you think that I’m seeing things but you don’t 
really believe me.” 
 “Annah, listen to me. What happened on Ajilon was a very 
traumatic event and –“ 
 “No, I’m not going to accept that,” she shot back. “I’m not 
being delusional. I can tell the difference between reality and dreams. 
And I didn’t dream Tam was here. He really was,” she said and 
didn’t care that she was causing another scene as everyone was no 
focusing solely on her. Even some of the patrons on the upper level 
had come up to the railing to look down and see what the commotion 
was all about. 
 Savannah didn’t care about any of them. Instead she caught a 
glimpse of a waiter who had stepped up the table she and Tam had 
been sitting at. He was in the process of removing a half-empty glass 
of grape juice. 
 But there were two glasses on that table. 
 “Wait,” she shouted and rushed over to the waiter. 
 He froze. 
 “Two glasses,” she said. “Two glasses,” she repeated and 
looked back at Deen who had followed her. “That grape juice was 
mine and the other one was Tam’s. Why would there be two glasses 
here if I was alone?” 
 Deen turned to the waiter. 
 He looked slightly embarrassed. “Well, you ordered both of 
them. It was a bit strange to tell you the truth. You put one in front of 
the empty chair and just sat there for nearly an hour by yourself.” 
 Savannah just shook her head. “No, no, he was right here. He 
was sitting in that chair.” 
 The waiter didn’t know what else to say. 
 And from the strange looks she was getting from the other 
patrons it was clear that none of them could corroborate her story. 
None of them had seen her sitting there with Tam Grex. 
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 Savannah just stared at the now empty seat. “I don’t 
understand,” she said and then turned to Deen with pleading eyes. 
“What is happening here?” 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
DeMara Deen had taken Savannah back to her quarters. 
 “I think Xylion will understand if you don’t feel like finishing 
up the data analysis today.” 
 But the data analysis was the last thing on her mind as she 
stared out of the window and the stars racing past the ship. “I saw 
him, Dee. I remember talking to him, touching him,” she said and 
then turned to face her. “I remember coming back with him from 
Ajilon as clear as I remember my first day at the Academy.” 
 “The problem is nobody else on this ship does. Which means 
either there is something wrong with over eight-hundred people or 
…” 
 “Or there is something wrong with me,” Savannah finished. 
“But why? Why would I imagine all this?” 
 “I don’t know,” she said with a shrug. “But I’ve been told that 
the human brain is a very complex machine. Too complex for its own 
good and sometimes it has its own very genuine way to deal with a 
traumatic experience.” 
 The ensign let herself plop down on her bed. “So I’m imaging 
all this because I can’t handle the fact that Tam might have died on 
Ajilon?” she said, mumbling to herself. 
 The Tenarian took a step towards her. “You know, as your 
superior officer I probably need to order you to report to Trenira for a 
full psychological evaluation.” 
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 Savannah quickly shook her head. “Please don’t.  I know how 
these things go. I get something like this on my service jacket, it’ll 
stay with me forever.” 
 “Alright,” she said with a smile. “Tell you what. You take the 
rest of the day off and don’t worry, I’ll square it with Xylion. You get 
some rest and we’ll talk again tomorrow. Maybe things will right 
themselves. Or at least your memory will.” 
 “Thanks, Dee.” 
 “You just get some rest,” she said and turned towards the 
doors. 
 “Dee?” 
 She stopped short before reaching the exit and turned. 
 “What if there isn’t anything wrong with me? Isn’t that 
possible?” 
 Deen thought about that for a second. “Well, I suppose stranger 
things have happened. I’ll run some scans, check for temporal 
anomalies, chroniton particles, that kind of thing. I’ll also have a look 
to see if there is any precedent for what you’re experiencing in the 
database.” 
 Savannah nodded gratefully and Deen left. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
She was back again in the one place she didn’t want to be. 
 Once again the smell was nauseating but once again it didn’t 
stop her from entering the lobby of the research center. 
 Once again she stepped into the sticky puddle of blood 
covering the slick floor. 
 Once again she found the two bodies. 
 But it wasn’t the young woman she may have been able to save 
she focused on this time. 
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 It was the dark haired male ensign lying close to her. He had 
looked so familiar before, like she was supposed to have known him. 
But her mind had shielded her from the truth. 
 With shaking hands she slowly turned his body, for the first 
time beginning to comprehend who had died here.  
 Then she saw his face. 
 Imzadi 
 Her eyes sprang open. 
 “I swear Xylion must have been working on an Orion slave 
ship before he signed up for Starfleet the way he works us. Or maybe 
he just thinks that we’re all good little Vulcans who don’t mind 
working around the clock to please our master.” 
 Savannah jumped out of her bed as if it had caught fire and saw 
just a glimpse of somebody walking into the washroom. 
 “Tam?” she sounded almost hysterical. 
 “I’m sorry, Annah, I didn’t mean to wake you but …”  
 He had walked back into the bedroom, giving her a curious 
look. 
 “Are you alright? You look like you’ve just seen a ghost?” 
 She furiously shook her head as if it might help her to make 
sense of what she was seeing. “I’m still dreaming. Wake up, 
Savannah. Wake up!” 
 “Hey, what’s wrong?” he said and tried to shorten his distance 
to her. 
 But she slipped away. This isn’t real. You’re not real. 
 Imzadi, what are you saying? I’m right here. 
 She glared into his dark Betazoid eyes. “No, you’re not. At least 
… I don’t know anymore.” 
 He moved quickly, embracing her before she could shrink 
away again. “Doesn’t this feel real?” he said as he held her tightly. 
 And it did. It felt very real. She wanted to run away but she 
didn’t. She took in his familiar touch and fragrance and everything 
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seemed to be just right, just the way it was supposed to be. She let 
herself relax in his strong arms. 
 I don’t know what is happening to me. 
 Everything is going to be alright, Imzadi. Everything is going to be 
fine. You just have to let go. 
 And then she felt that cold shiver up her spine again and she 
began to tremble slightly. 
 “Computer,” she said, never letting go of Tam but closing her 
eyes tightly. 
 A soft trill confirmed it was ready to receive her request. 
 “What is the location of Ensign Tam Grax.” 
 She held her breath. 
 “Ensign Tam Grax is not on Eagle.” 
 She quickly let go of him and stepped away. 
 “Imzadi,” he pleaded. 
 But she just shook her head. “You’re not real. You’re not here,” 
she said and ran out of the room and down the corridor. 
 “You have to let go, Imzadi,” he called after her. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
The corridors were empty and seemed to go on forever. 
 She still heard his voice in her head, even as she tried to put as 
much distance between herself and her quarters as possible. She had 
no idea where she was going, she had no idea what she was doing. 
 What the hell is happening to me? 
 But an answer to that simple question was just not forthcoming. 
 Tam Grex was dead. She had seen his death certificate, she had 
seen pictures of his body taken after the Klingon attack had been 
repelled and she had even seen him in her dreams. Or were they 
memories? She couldn’t tell anymore. 
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 The line between dreams and reality was becoming a blur. 
 Is this what it feels like to lose your mind? 
 When she finally stopped, her lungs burning and her legs tired, 
she found herself in front of sickbay. She hadn’t consciously tried to 
reach it but now that she was here she decided to enter. 
 It was empty. 
 There were over eight hundred souls on Eagle and she hadn’t 
encountered a single person–a person who was supposed to be alive–
within the last ten minutes. A sudden feeling of panic and 
abandonment took hold of her. As if she was the only person left 
alive. 
 “Hello?” 
 There was no answer. 
 “Is anyone here?” 
 This isn’t right. Nothing here is right.  
 “Please, anyone?” she begged now. 
 “Ensign?” 
 She whirled around to find Eagle chief medical officer step into 
the room. The raven-haired doctor gave the young woman a curious 
look. 
 “Doctor, thank God,” she said, relaxing visibly. “I was 
beginning to think …” 
 “You were beginning to think what, Ensign?” asked Doctor 
Ashley Wenera when Savannah didn’t continue. 
 She looked right at her. “I was beginning to think I’m losing my 
mind.” 
 “Why don’t you take a seat,” Wenera said as she reached for a 
tricorder. 
 She did as instructed and plopped herself on one of the bio 
beds. “To tell you the truth, Doctor, I’ve been having the worst day.” 
 Wenera activated the tricorder and began to scan her. “I’ve 
heard about the incident in the Nest yesterday.” 
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 She swallowed. She knew that if the chief medical officer knew 
about her mental breakdown, if that was indeed what it was, then she 
was in trouble. Of course the chances of sweeping the entire affair 
under the rug had been rather small considering the scene she had 
caused. 
 “How have you been sleeping?” 
 “Not … good.” 
 Wenera nodded sympathetically. “We lost twenty-two good 
people on Ajilon VI. Nobody is supposed to sleep good after that.” 
 Savannah averted her glance.  
 “I know that you and Ensign Grax were close. It is never easy 
to lose a fellow crewmember. It is so much more difficult to lose a 
close friend.” 
 “Doctor,” she said and looked straight at her. “I keep seeing 
him. I mean, really see him. Just like I see you now. How is that 
possible?” 
 She shook her head slightly. “I don’t know. But I’ll give you 
something to help you sleep for now,” she said and turned her back 
to her to load a hypo-spray with a mild sedative. “You will have to 
find a way to let go.” 
 When Wenera turned back to her patient, she found her staring 
back at her with wide-open eyes. “Something wrong?” 
 “You sounded just like … “ 
 The doctor applied the hypo to her neck. “This will help you 
sleep. I suggest you attend the memorial service tomorrow. I think it 
should help you find some closure.” 
 She hadn’t even known that there was one. “I don’t know if I 
can do that, Doc. I don’t know if I’m ready.” 
 “Yes you are. I want you to go there. In fact, consider it an 
order. I may not be a counselor but I think, therapeutically speaking, 
it’s a step into the right direction for you.” 
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* * * 
 
 
She hadn’t wanted to attend a memorial service for somebody she 
wasn’t even convinced yet was really dead. 
 But she didn’t have a choice. Savannah knew that if she didn’t 
attend, Doctor Wenera would most likely prescribe her a month 
worth of session with Counselor Trenira. Even though the way things 
were going, it looked as if a trip to a psychotherapist’s couch was 
becoming unavoidable. 
 She was running late. 
 Savannah had found that her rarely used dress uniform was 
practically falling off her slim frame. She had always been a slender 
person but apparently had lost a significant amount of weight over 
the last days. The truth was she couldn’t even remember the last 
proper meal she’d had. 
 She was forced to replicate a new uniform, two sizes smaller, 
and then rushed out of her quarters in hope that the delay would go 
unnoticed. 
 “Hold that door,” she shouted as she hurried down the corridor 
and towards the holodeck. 
 But the crewmember didn’t appear to have heard her and 
slipped inside without taking notice of the approaching ensign. 
 She managed to get to the doors just as they were about to close 
and she had to jump in order to avoid being hit by them as they 
squeezed shut. 
 Great, now even the doors treat me like air. 
 What she found inside was a beautiful yet somber setting. 
 The memorial service had been set up on a hill surrounded by 
fields of fresh smelling wheat which seemed to reach all the way to 
the horizon.  
 Bright rays of sunshine penetrated the cloudy skies, giving the 
entire scene a serene amber tinge.  
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 There were easily over one hundred of Eagle’s crewmembers 
assembled here as well as all surviving personnel of the science 
outpost and yet it wasn’t crowded. 
 The captain had already moved behind a glass podium and as 
Savannah moved closer she noticed that he stood apart from the 
others, separated by a reflecting pool. She counted twenty-three 
sparkling lights under the surface, one for each person lost. 
 “We have come together today to remember and honor those 
who are no longer with us. But let us be determined not to focus on 
the pain that their loss has caused us but instead celebrate their 
accomplishments, their courage and their resolve …” 
 As Captain Owens spoke, Savannah found DeMara Deen and 
Ashley Wenera standing close to the pool, both of them, like herself, 
wearing blue, thigh-long dress uniforms. 
 She joined the two women. 
 “This is a beautiful program, Doctor, serene but inspiring. It is 
very appropriate,” said Deen. 

Savannah nodded. “I agree, I think Tam would have liked it,” 
she said and tried hard to avoid becoming teary. 

“Thank you,” said Wenera quietly. “But I didn’t do this on my 
own. Hopkins and Xylion helped with the programming.”   

They kept their eyes trained forward to see holographic images 
pop up behind the captain, displaying the faces of those who had 
died. 
 “Trevor McGuiness,” the captain said as he began to go 
through the names one by one. 
 Savannah found her chest tightening again, her head was 
beginning to spin slightly and her knees felt weak. 
 Maybe I shouldn’t have come. 
 “Elizabeth Delhomme.” 
 She turned to see if anybody had taken notice. But the crowd 
was listening to the captain and watching the holographic images. 
No, not everybody. 
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 One of the many faces was looking straight at her.  
 And differently to all the others, his one was smiling. 
 Imzadi 
 “Tam Grex.” 
 She closed her eyes. Get a grip, Annah. He’s not here. He can’t be 
here. 
 When she opened them again she found that he had refused to 
disappear. Instead he was making his way through the crowd. 
Coming right towards her! 
 Panicked she looked around. Somebody, please notice him. 
 It was a futile hope. 
 And he knew he wasn’t going to go away either.  
 She took a deep breath. I guess I just have to face it. 
 “Anderson Ling” 
 And then the world around her blinked out only to be replaced 
by a different yet very familiar place. No, not again, not now. 
 She knew immediately where she was but this was the first 
time her nightmare had crossed over into a waking state. It had now 
turned from a distressing dream to a much more disturbing 
hallucination. 
 She tried whatever she could to get herself out of this vision but 
instead her legs began to walk on their own accord, taking her back 
into the foyer of the science outpost, through the blood and the dead 
bodies and right towards Tam Grex. 
 It’s going to be alright, Imzadi. All you have to do, is let go. 
 She fell to her knees next to his body, his dark empty eyes 
looking right up at her. 
 She wanted to take his hand but found that he was holding on 
to another dead body instead. The body of the young woman she had 
been unable to save. 
 Savannah turned the girls body and looked at her face. 
 This time she recognized her immediately. 
 “Savannah LeBeau.” 
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 She was looking at her own face. 
 No, no, this can’t be. This can’t be. 
 She was back on the holodeck and there was her face again, 
larger than life as a holographic projection and captured during a 
heartfelt laugh as if somebody had made a terrific joke. A joke to 
which she herself was the punch line. 
 “This is a mistake,” she shouted. “I’m right here. Captain, I’m 
right here.” 
 He didn’t take notice, nobody did. 
 Nobody but Tam Grex who put a hand softly on her shoulder, 
causing her to turn and face him. 
 “They made a mistake.” 
 But he shook his head.  
 “What’s going on here? I don’t understand,” she said with tears 
in her eyes. 
 “I think you do, Imzadi,” he said. “You came back for me but it 
was too late.” 
 She nodded as the memories were beginning to reassemble 
themselves bit by bit. She had found his dead body in the foyer and it 
had paralyzed her. A Klingon had come after her but Tam hadn’t 
been there to save her. 
 She swallowed as she began to understand for the first time. 
“What happens next?” she whispered, shaking slightly. 
 Tam took her into a tight embrace. “Let go.” 
 And she did. Of the holodeck, of the people assembled there, of 
Eagle, she let go of everything that was keeping her in this universe. 
 “I’m scared.” 
 “You don’t have to be,” he said and looked into her eyes. “It’s 
going to be alright.” 
 She believed it. Even when she felt everything around her 
beginning to dissolve. Everything and everyone but her and Tam 
Grax. 
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DeMara Deen shuddered as she felt a sudden cold shiver run 

right up her spine. She turned to look to her side but found nobody 
there. 
 “Did you feel that?” she asked the doctor. 
 Wenera shot her a quizzical glance. “Feel what?” 
 “I’m not sure. It felt like a chilling breeze.” 
 “I get those every time I attend one of these,” she said with a 
little smile. “I like to think that it means that they’ve moved on to a 
better place.” 
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The Longest Day 

 
 
0434 hours 
 
“Attention, a ship-wide red alert has been issued. All personnel report to 
your duty stations. Attention, a ship-wide red alert has been issued. All 
personnel report to your duty stations immediately.” 

Srena’s eyes sprang wide open upon hearing the computer 
voice. Her green eyes wandered towards the chronometer even 
though she had tried to train herself not to do that anymore. 

It was still hours until her shift was due to start. The damn 
Jem’Hadar simply didn’t have the slightest sense of timing.  

The young Andorian ensign let out a small sigh. This was not 
why she had joined Starfleet just about three years ago. Had it only 
been three years? It felt like a lifetime ago now. And so did the 
Academy. This was of course ironic considering that she had spent 
less than three years on Earth to train to be a Starfleet officer. After 
the war had broken out and Starfleet had decided to graduate her 
and thousands of other cadets early, she had seen it as her first step 
of the great adventure she had embarked upon. And why not? That 
was why she had joined. To be the best pilot the fleet had ever known 
and to steer a starship to places nobody had ever seen before. 

Back then she hadn’t really imagined that the war would last 
very long or even considered that Starfleet’s decision to not allow her 
and her fellow cadets a full four years at the Academy had been an 
action born out of desperation. 
 She had soon learned the hard way that this was not the 
adventure she’d hoped for. She had seen friends and colleagues 
being killed in front of her eyes and had come herself close to such a 
fate on numerous occasions. 
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 Her only blessing was that she usually didn’t have the time or 
the energy to think about the war and how badly it was going for the 
Federation. 
 This was one of those times. 
 She jumped out of her bed and found her uniform shirt exactly 
where she’d left it the night before. On the floor, next to her bed. 
 As the beta shift flight controller her station during a red alert 
was on the bridge, regardless what time or shift it was. Protocol 
demanded that she’d make it up there within two minutes of the red 
alert being called. 
 The only problem? She really needed to go somewhere else 
first. 
 She rushed out of her bedroom and across the lounge and 
towards the washroom she shared with her roommate. And found 
the doors closed. 
 She could hear the sonic shower running. 
 “By Uzaveh, you gotta be kidding me, Mikki? It’s a red alert, 
there is no time for a shower.” 
 Her response coming out of the washroom was unintelligible 
however. She was cleaning her teeth at the same time. 
 Srena banged against the doors one more time and then gave 
up. Mikaela Besson had a thing about personal hygiene which was 
perfectly fine. But she didn’t seem to understand that in certain 
situations it simply had to take a backseat. For example when the 
lives of everybody on the ship were at stake. 
 It didn’t help that as a science officer, Srena’s roommate had 
completely different priorities and duties than she did.   
 She bit her lips, trying hard not to focus on the urgent reason 
she had needed to use the washroom. She just had to cope, she finally 
decided and then grabbed the rest of her uniform and rushed out of 
her quarters. 
 She would have to have a talk with Mikaela once this crisis was 
over. 
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* * * 
 
 
0441 hours 
 
When she arrived on the bridge she noticed that all senior and alpha 
shift officers were already at their stations which technically meant 
that she was late. Probably by a half a minute or so. 
 It wasn’t that she was required to take the helm, that duty had 
fallen to Eagle’s primary flight controller, the silver-haired Krellonian, 
Lif Culsten. She had to be on the bridge as a stand-by and as such she 
quickly headed for one of the aft bridge stations where she would 
monitor sensor data and ship logs at Science II until or if she was 
needed to take the helm. 
 Everybody was too focused on their stations and their own 
duties to notice that she had arrived late. Everyone but Commander 
Tazla Star.  
 The Trill first officer shot her a disapproving glare before she 
returned her attention back towards the view screen. 
 Srena’s antennae drooped slightly before she focused on her 
own station. Star had it out for her, she was convinced of that. Since 
she had come aboard as Eagle’s new executive officer she had quickly 
and deservedly gained the reputation as a hard-ass. She was worse 
than Lieutenant Commander Xylion, the Vulcan science officer who 
had temporarily held that position before her and she was in a 
completely different universe than the late Commander Gene Edison 
who had been Eagle’s original and much beloved first officer. 
 Most people speculated that Star was so tough on the crew 
because she had something to prove. After all she had a rather 
questionable past, including a stint at the Starfleet stockade after 
losing her own command and rumor had it that she had come aboard 
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Eagle under false pretenses initially and that she had been involved in 
numerous illicit affairs. 
 And yet the captain had decided to keep her on board even if 
most believed that he didn’t trust the shady Trill one bit and 
preferred to keep her on a short leash. 
 Srena didn’t care much for rumors and she had liked Star well 
enough, especially during those few times she had worked with her 
in which she had demonstrated a skill for unconventional if not risky 
tactics. All that had changed after she had been made permanent and 
now it seemed she was riding her harder than any other officer on 
board. 
 The mood on the bridge was tense. The light levels had been 
dimmed and the obnoxiously flashing red alert strobes reminded 
everyone that danger could be imminent. 
 How imminent however nobody seemed to know for certain. 
 Eagle had been patrolling this sector of space for over a week. 
During that time they had run into the Jem’Hadar exactly once but 
Srena had lost count how many times the ship had gone to red alert 
due to a supposed sensor contact. 
 And even though they had gone through this exact same 
routine over and over again it was no different than the previous 
times. 
 Commander Xylion was sitting in front of his science station, 
analyzing every iota of information the sensors were feeding him and 
trying to get an exact location on the threat. So’Dan Leva, their half-
Romulan tactical officer was entirely focused on his weapons 
systems, standing by to unleash deadly volleys of phaser fire and 
quantum torpedoes at a moment’s notice. The beautiful Tenarian, 
DeMara Deen at ops, kept her eyes peeled on ship resources as well 
as sensors while Lif Culsten made sure the ship maintained optimal 
maneuverability in case they needed to quickly change course or 
implement defensive maneuvers. 
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 Her gaze lingered on the helmsman for a moment. Another 
reason why she hated being on stand-by duty was that she was only 
really needed if something bad happened to Culsten. She hated the 
idea of having to replace him in an emergency. 
 Captain Michael Owens sat in his chair at the center of the 
bridge, asking for status reports and ship conditions every fifteen 
minutes or so. She was thankful for that as she feared that the silence 
and the waiting would drive her crazy. 
 Srena was not the only one who had noticed that Owens had 
taken on a tendency to micromanage ship operations over the last 
few months. Tasks he had usually left to his second-in-command he 
now, more often than not, took on himself. 
 The reason for that was apparent. 
 If Tazla Star was bothered by this clear vote of no confidence in 
her abilities, she didn’t let it show. At least not in front of the captain. 
Instead she paced the bridge, making sure to stop by at every station 
to keep an eye on the instruments. 
 When the red-headed Trill decided to check on Srena, she 
quickly turned back towards her station, squared her shoulders and 
took a small breath. 
 She could sense the much taller woman step up right behind 
her where she remained for a few moments. 
 Srena tried hard to focus on her screens and spot any 
discrepancies there that may have been the cause for the first officer’s 
interest. As much as she tried, she couldn’t find anything wrong. Of 
course Star was not making it easy for her to concentrate while 
breathing down her neck. 
 “Are you experiencing a problem, Ensign?” she said just 
quietly enough to make sure that Srena could hear her while not 
distracting the other officers on the bridge. 
 She hadn’t expected to be addressed and now scrambled her 
brains for an answer. 
 “I asked you a question.” 
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 “No, ma’am,” she said quickly, keeping her eyes on her 
console. 
 “Good. You were late on the bridge. Make sure that doesn’t 
happen again,” said Star and then quickly moved on to the next 
station. 
 Srena exhaled and then looked after the first officer who didn’t 
grace her with another glance.  
 Just as Star returned to the command area at the center of the 
bridge, Captain Owens stood. “I think this has gone on just about 
long enough,” he said. “Stand down from red alert.” 
 The flashing red lights ceased immediately and the bridge 
illumination returned to is normal levels. 
 “Commander, I’m getting sick entirely of these sensor echoes. 
This is the third night in a row we went through this. Get this taken 
care of,” he said, hardly giving Star a chance to formulate a response 
of her own and then strode towards the turbolift. 
 Srena noticed the slightly irritated expression on her face. No 
doubt she felt as if Owens blamed her for Eagle’s recent sensor 
trouble. 
 A few minutes later the regular duty shift returned to the 
bridge and Srena beat a quick retreat, not wanting to be in Star’s 
immediate vicinity when she began to grill the crew to get to the root 
of this problem. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
0721 hours 
 
The red alert situation had lasted nearly three hours during which 
time she had been forced to stay on the bridge. Srena couldn’t get 
back to her quarters quickly enough. 
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 She ignored her roommate who was already napping on the 
couch and rushed into the washroom. 
 She felt icky, tired and hungry. 
 Taking a quick sonic shower wasn’t a difficult choice and once 
she was done and changed into a clean uniform she was looking 
forward to a bite to eat and then maybe follow Mikki’s example and 
try to get some more sleep. 
 She got as far as the replicator. 
 “Flight Ops to Ensign Srena, report to the main hangar deck for an 
immediate ESO.” 
 She hit her combadge with a sigh. “This is Srena, 
acknowledged. I’m on my way.” 
 An ESO or an emergency shuttle ops meant that she was 
needed to get to the hangar bay without delay and prep a shuttle for 
immediate take-off. With ESOs she wouldn’t learn the ins and outs of 
the mission usually until well after the shuttle had launched. 
 She found the timing odd, after all she had only just arrived 
from the bridge and at the time there had been no indication that a 
shuttle mission would be required anytime soon. Of course during a 
war this meant nothing. She had since learned that any situation 
could change in a heartbeat. 
 She shot a quick and longing look at the replicator, then at her 
roommate, once again asking herself why she hadn’t decided to 
pursue a science track instead before she half ran out of the door. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
0742 hours 
 
She managed to get from her quarters on deck twenty-five to the 
main hangar on deck six in just under two minutes. 
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 Even though Srena was a passionate pilot the main hanger on 
Eagle was one of her least favorite places on the ship. The massive 
cavernous deck right underneath the main shuttle bay was filled with 
rows of shuttles of various size and configuration, ranging from the 
Nebuchadrezzar, the Danube-class runabout, all the way down to an 
array of workbees, the one-seater maintenance crafts. 
 And unless Eagle was in the middle of a major shuttle 
operation, the hangar was poorly lit, casting huge shadows across the 
deck. The fact that her footsteps reverberated loudly made this place 
downright spooky. 
 Her standard vehicle for an ESO was the Osiris, a bulky, Type-8 
medium-sized shuttlecraft. Unless Flight Ops told her otherwise, she 
needed to proceed immediately to the Osiris and get her ready to 
launch within three minutes. 
 She found the craft with practiced ease. 
 The shuttle appeared to be in immaculate condition and 
showed no signs of the crash landing she’d had to make a few 
months earlier when she had been shot down over an urban area 
during a rescue mission. Srena hadn’t piloted her and thankfully 
Ensign Michael Lely and his co-pilot had survived the crash. The fact 
that the small vessel didn’t need to be replaced was a testament to the 
efficiency of the engineering crew which had managed to fix her up 
like new. 
 There was no deck crew required for take-off. The processes 
were nearly entirely automated and as the stand-by vessel, it was 
kept always ready to go. 
 Srena ran her palm along the white hull of the ship as she 
headed for the ramp at the back, she liked the feel of the cool 
duranium against her skin. 
 She was not surprised to see that her co-pilot hadn’t arrived 
yet. 
 She didn’t let that slow her down. Instead she jumped into the 
pilot seat and began to run through the pre-launch sequence. 
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 Run start-up diagnostic, check. Engage main power, check. 
Confirm structural integrity at operational levels, check. Activate 
impulse engines and thrusters, check. Life support systems, check. 
All systems check: Go for launch. 
 She was ready. The only problem: Unless it was a dire 
emergency, she was not allowed to take off without her co-pilot. 
 That’s when Crewman First Class Dinkins finally showed up. 
 “Come on, Darren, hustle.” 
 But Dinkins barely seemed in a hurry at all as he took the co-
pilots chair. Dinkins was a tall, dark-skinned, broad-shouldered–
some would have said, slightly intimidating–enlisted man. He was at 
least five years older than Srena which usually wasn’t much of a 
problem. But he was also the kind of person who wasn’t particularly 
interested in what people thought about him. 
 “Relax, Blue,” he said. “I’m here. Let’s get this started.” 
 She rolled her eyes. She didn’t particularly care for the 
nickname he had decided to give her. 
 “Ready for pre-flight check?” 
 “Already done,” she said and stabbed a panel on her control 
station, causing the ramp to close. 
 Another few taps activated the elevator and opened the ceiling 
to the bay above. Srena thought that they were being lifted into take-
off position far too slowly. She was tempted to speed things up by 
activating her vertical thrusters early. An urge she wisely suppressed. 
Flight Ops would have ground her for life for trying a stunt like that. 
 “My, aren’t we an impatient one today. You do know what’s 
going to happen, Blue.” 
 She also suppressed a sigh. Her stomach was rumbling and she 
didn’t want to have this conversation now. 
 Then the lift finally positioned them in the almost entirely 
empty shuttle bay which easily rivaled the below hangar deck in size. 
The huge space door was beginning to rise, accompanied by a 
warning siren. 
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 “Osiris to Flight Ops, we are ready for immediate take-off and 
clearing of Eagle airspace, flying straight out,” said Srena. 
 “Flight Ops, Osiris. Acknowledged. You are cleared for Eagle 
airspace, straight out departure. Stand by for take-off clearance.” 
 The Andorian ensign was impatiently tapping her fingers close 
to the controls which would engage the thrusters. She ignored the 
look and the knowing smile on Dinkins’ face. 
 “Flight Ops, Osiris. Please be advised that this has been an exercise.” 
 “You know I hate to say I told you so,” said Dinkins. 
 Srena buried her face in her hands. 
 “Flight Ops, Osiris. Please acknowledge my last.” 
 Dinkins activated the comm. “Osiris to Flight Ops, this is 
Crewman Dinkins, we acknowledge. Powering down and returning 
to parking. Catch you guys next time. Dinkins out.” 
 The rating was already on his feet. He gave Srena a clasp on her 
back and headed for the ramp which was beginning to come down 
again. “Don’t worry, Blue, I’m sure one of these days we actually get 
to fly this bucket.” 
 Srena turned around. “Is it too much to ask for you to try and 
make it here in time?” 
 He shrugged. “What’s the point? It’s always an exercise.” 
 “Next time it may not be one. Besides we get graded on our 
times and right now we don’t look so good.” 
 He seemed to consider that for a moment. “Always the 
ambitious officer, huh? Straight out of the Academy and already 
looking for those lieutenant pips.  I wouldn’t worry my pretty little 
head, Blue. To me you always look great,” he said and then jumped 
out of the shuttle, not even waiting for it to be lowered back to its 
parking spot. 
 Srena uttered a heavy sigh. Her stomach was killing her but 
before she could even think about her first meal of the day, she 
needed to make sure the shuttle was back in the same place where 
she had found it. 
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* * * 
 
 
1054 hours 
 
She hadn’t gotten the chance to grab that much desired meal. 
 In fact Srena hadn’t gotten a chance to do much of anything 
after the shuttle exercise had ended. 
 And now that she sat on the floor, leaning against a bulkhead 
in one of Eagle’s countless corridors, she wasn’t quite sure if she ever 
would. 
 She gripped her phaser rifle tighter and looked over the faces of 
the dozen or so crewmembers who were looking at her for 
leadership. 
 Like Dinkins, they were all enlisted personnel which wasn’t a 
big surprise. The majority of Eagle’s crew consisted out of enlisted 
men and since the war had started the number of officers had 
decreased while the number of ratings had gone up sharply. But 
unlike her mouthy co-pilot, these crewmembers were young, 
inexperienced and impossibly greener than herself. Most of them had 
only just completed a few months of basic training. 
 The flashing red lights that lit up the corridors reminded her 
that they were still in danger. They couldn’t stay here long, they’d be 
easy prey for the Jem’Hadar who had boarded Eagle a few hours 
earlier and were now running around the ship almost unrestricted, 
causing death and destruction in the process. 
 Srena wasn’t the person in charge. She had to look for 
leadership somewhere else herself. Usually that would have been a 
relief, had it not been for the fact that Mikaela Besson was in 
command of their little group of novices. Her roommate. 
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 As it so happened she and Mikaela were the only two officers 
in the bunch and the blonde-haired human technically had seniority. 
Besson had actually enjoyed a full four years at the Academy, to 
Srena’s three and had been in rank almost eighteen months longer. 
 Srena adored her roommate. She was a great friend, an 
occasionally smart girl and apparently quite gifted in the field of 
exobiology. She had however a lousy tactical sense and no skills 
whatsoever in fighting an enemy with the kind of training and 
purpose as the Jem’Hadar. 
 “Damn it, Mikki, we have to move.” 
 But the human woman didn’t seem of the same mind. She was 
sitting up against the opposite side of the hallway and kept looking 
up and down the corridors as if she wasn’t quite sure which way to 
go. 
 They had been stuck in this position for nearly ten minutes, 
ever since they had barely escaped a Jem’Hadar boarding party 
which had taken over the transporter rooms and were now 
threatening to take control of the rest of the deck. Everybody knew 
that it be suicide to try and fight them off, they were far larger in 
number and much better armed. 
 “We need to head to the rallying point,” said Besson finally. 
“It’s just a few sections down this corridor. I think.” 
 But Srena shook her head. “We need to get off this deck and 
regroup with security or the Marines on nineteen. If we stay here, 
we’re dead.” 
 The human shot her an angry glare. “I’m in charge here, Srena. 
I say we head for the rallying point. It says so right there in the ship’s 
operational manual. Have you ever actually read the thing?” 
 The Andorian rolled her eyes. “I know about the rallying point 
but if we follow the book on this one, we’ll walk right into the 
Jem’Hadar. Use your head.” 
 “I am. And I say we head for the rallying point. Now,” she said 
and got onto her feet.  
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 “Mikki, this is a mistake, just trust me on that.” 
 But Besson didn’t want to listen and took a few steps down the 
corridor. 
 Half of the crewmembers hiding out in the corridor got onto 
their feet to follow Mikaela while the other half looked at Srena. 
 “Come on,” she told the group. 
 But before she could make another move or say another word, 
her eyes went wide. 
 Srena didn’t understand immediately why, only that she must 
have seen something disturbing down an intersecting corridor. 
 “Mikki, what –” 
 And then the shooting started. 
 The young human ensign was directly in the line of fire. 
 She went down hard even before she could try and defend 
herself. 
 “Mikki!” Srena cried and tried to get to her prone form which 
was now sprawled out in the middle of the corridor a few feet away. 
 But she didn’t answer. 
 Srena didn’t make the same mistake as her roommate and 
instead pushed her back against the wall, trying to spy around the 
corner. 
 The poloran blasts nearly took off her head. 
 And the Jem’Hadar were already moving down the corridor. 
 She took a deep breath, brought up her rifle and squeeze off a 
few shots towards the approaching enemy. It did not have the 
intended effect. If anything, it only made them madder. 
 “Mikki, can you hear me?” she shouted. 
 But her body simply refused to move. 
 Srena looked back at the rest of the group which had wisely 
decided to move away from the corridor. Most of them were not even 
armed. One of them, a male Grazerite wearing a blue uniform was 
holding a medical tricorder which he had pointed towards Mikaela’s 
motionless body. He looked up at Srena and shook his head slightly. 
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 The ensign immediately understood what this meant. 
 She fired a few more rounds by sticking out the rifle passed the 
bend of the corner and then hastily gestured the group to retreat. 
 Srena allowed herself one last look back at Mikaela’s lifeless 
body before she quickly followed suit. 
 The turbolifts had been deactivated in order to slow down the 
intruders but Srena managed to lead her team without further 
incident, or enemy encounter, to one of the Jeffries tube access points. 
 She ensured everyone was through before she went in herself 
and then quickly took the lead in climbing upwards. 
 She knew that they were exposed in the cramped space if the 
Jem’Hadar decided to target them. There was little opportunity for 
cover here and a single, well-placed shot could have taken out her 
entire team. They needed to move fast and Srena made every effort to 
spur her people on. 
 Climbing up six decks as quickly as possible without even 
having had a chance to get some breakfast wasn’t an easy task for her 
either. But Srena hadn’t been a two-time All-Federation track athlete 
for nothing. 
 A thick layer of sweat covered her face when she finally 
reached her destination and just as she was about to open the hatch 
to lead her onto deck nineteen, somebody on the other side removed 
it for her. 
 She instinctively grabbed her phaser rifle and pointed it 
towards the opening. 
 But instead of the pebbled, reptilian face of a Jem’Hadar, Srena 
was relieved to see a smooth, blue visage of a fellow Andorian 
looking down at her. 
 He held out his hand and lifted the short ensign almost 
effortlessly out of the Jeffries tube. She didn’t know the man by name 
but she was scarcely surprised to find him wearing a Marines 
uniform. Her people had a deserved reputation as a warrior race, 
maybe even more so than any other member of the Federation. And 
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while she had never truly felt the kind of aggressive urges of many of 
her kinsmen and had found a different calling in being a pilot, she 
knew that many Andorians preferred to work in security or join the 
Marines. 
 Her rescuer was not alone and the rest of his outfit quickly 
helped the other crewmembers out of the maintenance hatch. 
 “Am I glad to see you guys,” she said and turned to the highest 
ranking Marine she could find, an Efrosian sergeant. “Deck twenty-
five has been taken over completely by Jem’Hadar. We didn’t all 
make it out.” 
 The sergeant nodded. “Understood. We’re here to escort you to 
the checkpoint, ma’am.” 
 “Thanks,” she said and let herself slide down a bulkhead to 
wait until they were ready to move out again. Track star or not, she 
was exhausted from the power climb she had been forced to endure. 
She quietly counted down all the crewmembers which had followed 
her as they were helped out of the Jeffries tube. 
 They were all there. All but Mikaela. 
 She didn’t get the chance to rest for long. 
 The shooting started so suddenly, she couldn’t even find where 
she had put her phaser rifle. A handful of Marines who had stood 
guard went down immediately. 
 Srena tried to jump on her feet but instead clumsily ran into 
another crewmember.  
 It was then that she saw the Jem’Hadar. They were 
approaching from both sides, with her and her people and the 
Marines trapped in the middle. 
 She heard orders being shouted but it seemed a futile effort as 
most of the Marines weren’t even able to get off a single shot before 
they went down. 
 By the time she had finally found her footing and had her 
phaser out of the holster, the Jem’Hadar were already practically on 
top of her. She managed to squeeze out one shot, neutralizing an 
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opponent before he had a chance to dissect a crewmember with his 
polearm but then felt a large hand grip her shoulder.  
 She was spun around and pushed painfully back into a 
bulkhead. The large Jem’Hadar who had her pinned was not going to 
let go and his dark, empty eyes were looking down at her with 
merciless determination. 
 She wasn’t strong enough to free herself. Nor could she stop the 
razor-sharp blade that he was driving into her chest. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
1121 hours 
 
Srena never felt any pain. 
 That was because the polearm never penetrated her flesh. 
 Instead the blade simply vanished out of existence as soon as it 
made contact almost as if she was protected by a magical force field. 
It wasn’t magic. The blade simply didn’t really exist and neither did 
the polearm to which it belonged nor the Jem’Hadar who was 
wielding it. 
 And just like that they disappeared, along with the slain 
crewmembers and Marines and the corridor itself. 
 Srena stumbled slightly, now that the pressures were gone but 
managed to steady her footing before she could fall onto the black 
and yellow gridded floor of the holodeck. 
 Just a few feet away she spotted Mikaela lying on the floor, the 
only other real person who had been on the holodeck. She walked 
over to her. “It’s over, you can get up now,” she said. 
 The young woman didn’t move. 
 Srena walked all the way up to her and put her boot against her 
shoulder to rock her slightly. “Hey, you fallen asleep or something?” 
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 Besson began to giggle and then slowly picked herself up. 
 But Srena was not amused and shoved her as soon as she was 
back on her feet. 
 “What was that for?” 
 “You being stupid and getting yourself killed back there,” she 
said. “I told you not to go that way.” 
 She shrugged her shoulders. “I was just trying to follow the 
rules.” 
 Srena rolled her eyes. 
 The holodeck doors parted to allow security chief Nora Laas 
and two deputies to enter the holodeck. 
 Both ensigns quickly jumped to attention. 
 “At ease, ladies,” Lieutenant Nora said. She was going over a 
padd but somehow seemed to be able to keep an eye on the junior 
officers at the same time. Judging by her facial expression, she wasn’t 
particularly happy. “You realize that you’re both dead.” 
 “Yes, ma’am,” they responded in unison. 
 The Bajoran gave them both expecting looks. “And? Don’t you 
have anything to say about that?” she said, focusing on the more 
senior officer first. 
 “I followed the book to the letter, ma’am. I don’t understand 
why I got killed.” 
 “I see,” said Nora. “I suggest you remember to tell that to the 
Jem’Hadar if you should ever be unfortunate enough to run into 
them in the real world. If you only explain to them that you are 
following the book to the letter, perhaps they will show pity on you 
and just leave you be.” 
 Besson had nothing to say to that. 
 Srena snickered. 
 Nora shot her a glare and she stopped instantly. “And you? 
You got yourself and your people off the deck. Well, congratulations. 
But you didn’t get very far now, did you?” 
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 “With all due respect, ma’am, but even with the Marines, the 
Jem’Hadar must have outnumbered us two to one. How was I 
expected to get out of that alive?” 
 The security officer smirked at that. “I’m going to leave you to 
ponder that on your own,” she said and used her padd again. “Now, 
your results will be added to your file and I suggest you put a little 
bit more effort into this the next time. Otherwise we might as well 
give up to the Dominion now and take our chances,” she said, spun 
around and left the holodeck with her deputies. 
 Both women exhaled. 
 “Oh, no,” said Srena her antenna sagging slightly. “It’s going 
into our files. Which means Star is going to see it. She already hates 
my guts enough.” 
 Mikki pushed her playfully. “You worry too much.” 
 “That’s easy for you to say, you don’t have her breathing down 
your neck.” 
 “I’m sure it’s not that bad.” 
 “And why for Uzaveh’s grace did you not listen and follow me 
off the deck?” 
 “I’m sorry, alright. I thought that with Nora watching and all 
she would want me to show initiative as the more senior officer. 
Following regs seemed like the right thing to do at the time. If it 
makes you feel better I promise that if we ever get boarded for real 
I’ll let you make all the decisions,” she said and snickered again. 
 “Gee, thanks.” 
 “I’m famished, let’s go get something to eat,” she said and 
headed for the exit. 
 Srena followed. “I really should try and get some rest before 
my shift starts.” 
 They exited the holodeck and stepped onto the corridor. 
 “If you don’t get to eat now, you’re not going to make it 
through your shift.” 
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 Srena knew that her roommate was right so she begrudgingly 
followed Mikaela towards the Nest.  But before they even reached the 
turbolift, they ran into the last person Srena had wanted to see. 
 Commander Star stood in the corridor in conversation with 
another officer and as far as Srena could tell there was no way to 
avoid her, all she could do was carry on and pray that the first officer 
wouldn’t spot her. 

Unfortunately for her, Tazla Star was the kind of woman who 
prided herself at being completely aware of her surroundings at all 
times. 
 “Ensign Srena, I’d like a word.” 
 The Andorian froze and looked at the first officer. Then she 
looked back at Mikaela. 
 “I’ll save you a seat,” she said. “Be strong,” she added sotto 
voce and then quickly went on her way in order to avoid having to 
answer to the Trill exec herself. 
 But Star wasn’t quite done with the other officer yet. 
“Lieutenant, I don’t care how many people you need to bring in on 
this and how many double shifts it will take. I want you to get to the 
bottom of those sensor glitches and have them ironed out.” 
 The Trill was talking to Louise Hopkins, Eagle young chief 
engineer who seemed somewhat embarrassed to be taken to task by 
the commander in such a public place. But she simply nodded. “I’ll 
have it taken care of, sir.” 
 “Excellent. I expect a full report by 2000 hours.” 
 Hopkins understood that the conversation was over and beat a 
quick retreat towards her engine room. 
 Star turned towards the waiting junior officer. “Ensign.” 
 “Yes, ma’am,” she responded immediately, stepping up to the 
commander and standing up straighter. 
 “I’ve had a look at your recent ESO results and I have to say 
I’m not pleased. Your response times have been lacking.” 
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 “I know. I’ve been having some troubles with my co-pilot. He’s 
–“ 
 Star raised a hand, cutting Srena off. “To be honest, Ensign, I’m 
not really interested what kind of problems your having. I need your 
ESO times to improve or I’ll have to take you off the active piloting 
roster for shuttle missions.” 
 That was the last thing Srena wanted. True, being on both helm 
and shuttle duty was extra work but it was also the kind of challenge 
she wanted. And it was the kind of extra effort that would ensure her 
recommendations and promotions down the line. 
 “I think maybe you’ve put too much on your plate, Ensign. 
With the war going on I need you to be good at one position and not 
mediocre at two.” 
 “Ma’am, I believe I am one of the best pilots on this ship. And 
not making use of all my abilities would be a waste, especially as you 
say, during these times of hardship.” 
 She immediately knew that she had come on too strong and 
wished she had phrased that differently. Srena wasn’t really the 
boisterous type but she was certain that she’d been right.  
 “Pretty sure of yourself, aren’t you?” she said with a tiny smile. 
 “I’m just trying to perform to the best of my abilities, ma’am.” 
 “Well, right now you’re not. I’ll give you one more chance to 
prove to me that you can handle the workload. But if you can’t 
deliver, I’ll ground you. Carry on,” said Star and spun on her heels to 
head down the corridor. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
1139 hours 
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When Srena entered the upper part of the Nest on deck eleven, she 
found her roommate at a table with a few of their friends and true to 
her word she had saved her a seat. 
 But somebody else in the room caught the Andorian’s attention. 
 At a table close to the forward facing windows sat Darren 
Dinkins. He was laughing and enjoying a meal with a couple of his 
own acquaintances. When Dinkins spotted Srena he winked at her 
and then turned back to his friends who quickly broke out in 
laughter again. 
 She didn’t know what he had said but for whatever reason his 
attitude was bothering her greatly. 

She made the unusual decision to walk over to his table.  
 Unusual because enlisted crewmembers and officers didn’t mix 
much on Eagle, especially not socially. It wasn’t a hard and fast rule; 
the two groups simply remained mostly separate unless it was work 
related. 
 Dinkins didn’t appear surprised to see the short ensign 
stepping up to his table. 
 “Hey there, Blue, what can I do for you?” 
 His friends tried hard not to laugh at Dinkins’ rhyme. 
 She looked the three men over. It was quickly apparent that 
Dinkins was their unquestioned leader. “Could I speak to you for a 
moment?” she said after she focused on him again. 
 “Naturally, my dear.” 
 “In private?” 
 “Surely I don’t have to interrupt my lunch for this 
conversation. Besides, whatever you’d like to discuss with me you 
can do so openly and in front of my friends here. I have no secrets,” 
he said and smirked again. 
 She took a deep breath. “Very well. I’m concerned about our 
ESO performance. Commander Star is riding me hard on this and I 
just need us to perform better.” 
 “You need us to perform better.” 
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 She nodded. “Yes.” 
 “And that’s because of Commander Star?” 
 “Yes, because of Commander Star,” she said, beginning to feel 
exasperated by this languishing conversation. 
 “See, now this seems to me like an officer’s problem. You and 
Commander Star and the whole spit and polish officer corps being 
concerned about figures and statistics which have no real life 
application or value whatsoever. I’ve been around a little while and I 
know when things are serious and when it’s all for show and I’m not 
really one for show. Catch my drift here, Blue?” 
 One of his friends snickered. 
 “You’re saying that you don’t care about the exercises.” 
 “No, that’s what you’re saying. I don’t believe I used any of 
those words.” 
 “Whatever,” she said. “What makes you so sure that you’ll 
know for certain when it’s for real, anyway? You’ve got a sixth sense 
for that or something?” 
 “You could say that. And now that we’ve established that, 
here’s an idea. Why don’t you let me enjoy my meal and go back to 
your officer friends and next time Spots gives you a hard time about 
your performance in another meaningless exercise, you’ll tell her 
when the Jem’Hadar come knocking we’ll get those shuttles flying 
out of here faster than she can get her panties in a bunch.” 
 Srena didn’t know what else she could say. So eventually she 
just turned around and began to do just as Dinkins had suggested. 
 “Was nice catching up with you, Blue. We should do it again 
sometime.” 
 His two friends couldn’t hold it in anymore and broke out in 
laughter once again. 
 Srena froze with her back towards the group of highly amused 
crewmembers. It was quite clear what was happening here. Dinkins 
and his friends enjoyed being able to push around junior officers who 
had perhaps half the experience that they had. They knew perfectly 
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well how valuable they were. And during a war perhaps even more 
so than a little Andorian ensign who had been called cadet until very 
recently. 
 She turned around very slowly to see Dinkins’ expecting gaze 
fall upon her. 
 She took small but determined steps back towards their table, 
placed both her hands on the edge of the top and then lowered her 
head slowly. “That is ensign to you.” 
 “Beg your pardon?” he said, still with a wide grin on his face. 
 “I hear you call me by that nickname one more time and I will 
go and have a conversation with Commander Star. And I’m sure 
Spots would just love to hear about the imaginative name you’ve 
come up for her as well. And trust me when I say that it doesn’t 
matter how good you are or how long you’ve been in the fleet, once 
you are known to them as a crewman using racial slurs for his own 
enjoyment, you’ll be pulling the nastiest, dirtiest and most mind-
numbing assignments for the remainder of your depressing Starfleet 
career.” 
 Dinkins wanted to say something else but she didn’t let him. 
 “You will start showing more dedication and professionalism 
when you work with me or I promise you, I will make it my mission 
in life to make yours as miserable as I possibly can.” 
 His friends had long since stopped laughing. 
 “If any of this is unclear to you, tell me now.” 
 He needed a moment to find words. “No,” he said with a lot 
less confidence in his tone than he had shown just moments before. 
 “No?” 
 “No, ma’am.” 
 Srena nodded with satisfaction. “Great,” she said and pulled 
herself back up to her full height, her antennae seemingly standing at 
attention. “Nice catching up with you. We should do that again 
sometime,” she said and walked away, leaving Dinkins’ table to the 
dead quietness that had fallen over it. 
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 “What was that all about?” said Mikaela when Srena had 
finally come over. 
 She shrugged. “Just work stuff.” 
 “Right,” she said. “Well, you better get something to eat.” 
 Srena would have loved nothing more than doing just that. 
Unfortunately time was not on her side. She shook her head. “No can 
do,” she said and snatched a bright green apple from her roommate’s 
plate. “My shift is about to start,” she said, bit into the fruit and 
headed for the doors. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
1200 hours 
 
After a detour to her quarters for a much needed yet much too brief 
sonic shower and a replacement for her sweat soaked uniform, Srena 
arrived on the bridge just in time for the start of beta shift. 
 She took her station from Lif Culsten who gave her a pat on her 
shoulder. “Don’t forget, we have a department meeting at 1800,” he 
said before he darted off towards the turbolift. 
 He did not get a glimpse of her stunned expression. She had 
indeed forgotten that all of the ship’s helmsmen were due to hold 
their semiweekly meeting that day. 
 So much for early dinner.  
 There was no point in dwelling over it and she swiftly took her 
seat in front of the flight control console. Her first order of business 
was to check their current course as well as speed, position and 
destination. Once she was certain that Eagle was not going to crash 
into a planetoid, she brought up the logs and quickly familiarized 
herself with all the events that had taken place during the previous 
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shifts. She found that besides the red alert that morning, nothing of 
any consequence had transpired. 
 Lieutenant Junior Grade Lance Stanmore, the beta shift 
operations manager, or how she liked to think of him, her partner in 
crime, was an easy-going, blonde and shaggy haired human who 
even though older and more experienced than her had never treated 
her like anything but an equal ever since she had come aboard. He 
was also an endless source of jokes, usually making bridge duty 
during beta shift a lot of fun. 
 And more importantly it helped to pass the time when nothing 
else was happening. 
 The mood on the bridge also depended on the person in 
command. It was rarely the captain himself, sometimes the first 
officer but more often than not one of the other members of the senior 
staff had the bridge during the second shift of the day.  
 Today it was Lieutenant Commander Leva, the chief tactical 
officer. The half-Romulan didn’t mind a jovial atmosphere while he 
was in charge maybe because he spent most of his time at the tactical 
board, running simulations or analyzing tactical data. 
 “Did you hear the one about the grieving Ferengi?” 
 Srena was still recovering from the last joke Lance had told but 
she definitely needed more. Very little of her day had given her 
reason to laugh. 
 What she failed to realize however was that the bridge had 
fallen dead silent while she had been looking at her instruments. “No 
I haven’t,” she said, unable to stop herself from giggling. “What 
happened to the Ferengi?” 
 When Lance didn’t reply, she looked up from her station and 
towards the human to her left. He was giving her a surprisingly 
serious look, shaking his head slightly. 
 She didn’t understand why. Not until she ventured a look over 
her shoulder. 
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 Her cheeks flushed and turned to periwinkle when she spotted 
Tazla Star who had only just stepped onto the bridge. She was 
looking straight at her. Srena bit her lip and quickly turned back 
towards her station, hoping that the chastising look was as far as the 
first officer was going to take it. 
 Srena was in luck when Star turned to Leva instead. 
“Commander, I think I’ll take over the rest of your shift.” 
 “If you wish,” he said. “But it is not necessary.” 
 “Maybe not, but truth be told, I’m not crazy about the idea of 
the ship’s most experienced tactical officer pulling double shifts 
while we’re fighting the Dominion. Go get some rest,” she said. “I 
want you on the top of your game when we need you.” 
 The Andorian felt completely put off by the way Star was 
coddling Leva. It stood in stark contrast to the way she had been 
riding her all week. She wisely kept those thoughts to herself. 
 Moments later the tactical officer had left the bridge and 
Commander Star had taken the center seat. Srena couldn’t help but 
feel as if the Trill was keeping her focus firmly on her alone. She 
wasn’t brave enough however to spy over her shoulder to confirm 
that theory. 
 This feeling lasted the better part of the next few hours during 
which barely a single word was spoken. 
 It was a beeping sound coming from Lance’s station which first 
heralded trouble. 
 “Commander, sensors are picking up a faint energy signature 
at two-seven mark seven. Distance approximately two hundred fifty 
thousand kilometers. The signature appears consistent with that of a 
Jem’Hadar attack ship.” 
 Srena immediately sat up straighter in her seat and went to 
work to try to corroborate his report with her own navigational 
sensors. 
 She already knew exactly what was going to happen. Star 
would call a red alert, the captain and the alpha shift would return to 
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the bridge and she would hand her station back to Culsten. They 
would try to find this supposed contact for the next couple of hours 
until a frustrated Owens would call the whole thing off again and it 
be declared as yet another sensor malfunction. 
 She nevertheless went through all the motions. She couldn’t 
afford to skip a single one, not with Star on the bridge. 
 “Tactical: I can confirm sensor contact with unidentified object 
at previously established coordinates. Computer analysis: Chance of 
contact being a Jem’Hadar attack vessel: 58.56%,” said Junior 
Lieutenant Trinik, the young Vulcan manning the tactical station in 
Leva’s absence. 
 Srena was getting the same results from her instruments as 
well. “Helm concurs,” she said and then braced herself for the red 
alert. 
 It never came. 
 “Ensign, check those coordinates,” said Star. “Are there any 
stellar anomalies in the area that could throw off our sensor 
readings? I want to know why we can’t get a 100% match.” 
 She quickly did as instructed. “According to our star charts the 
sensor contact is in the middle of an asteroid belt orbiting the Gamma 
Tauri star.” 
 She had to at least call a yellow alert, Srena thought. It was 
protocol when detecting an enemy vessel. When she didn’t, Srena 
and Lance exchanged quick, surprised glances. 
 “Helm, change our heading to the Gamma Tauri system. 
Tactical, stand by shields and weapons.” 
 Irritated as she was, Srena nevertheless executed the new 
orders immediately. “Yes, ma’am, adjusting heading to two-seven 
mark seven. Estimated time of arrival at current speed, twenty-five 
minutes.” She didn’t like this one bit. Sure, there was a chance this 
was another sensor glitch but if it was not, then she really preferred 
for Culsten and the rest of the senior staff to be back at their stations 
instead. She had fought the Jem’Hadar before and she knew she 
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could do it again but she couldn’t help for her palms growing sweaty 
and her heartbeat accelerating. She couldn’t stop wondering why Star 
wasn’t calling the captain. 
 “Weapons and shields are on stand-by,” said Trinik. “Shall I 
initiate yellow alert?” 
 Clearly the Vulcan was as confused as Srena. 
 “Negative.” 
 Srena dared another glance towards Lance at her side to see if 
he perhaps understood what Commander Star was up to. 
 “Ensign, mind your station,” Star said sharply. 
 Srena’s antennae twitched in embarrassment and she promptly 
focused on her own panel again. “Aye, ma’am.” 
 For the next twenty-five minutes no words were exchanged. 
 “We’re approaching the Gamma Tauri asteroid belt,” she said 
when her console told her that they had arrived. 
 “Drop to impulse and raise shields. Lieutenant Trinik, do you 
have the sensor contact? Any changes?” 
 Srena had Eagle back to sub-light speed within a couple of 
seconds. 
 “Shields up. The sensor contact is unchanged,” said the tactical 
officer. 
 Srena felt Star stand up from the captain’s chair and move 
towards the screen which now showed a massive asteroid field with 
a multiple times more massive, bright white sun burning in the 
background, causing a marvelous blend of long shadows and lens 
flares. 
 She seemed to just stand there for a moment, studying the 
image almost as if she could spot the Jem’Hadar ship, supposedly 
somewhere within the tight asteroid belt, with her naked eye. 
 “Ensign,” she finally said, causing the Andorian to flinch 
slightly. “Do you think you could safely take us into the field and 
within visual range of the sensor contact?” she said without taking 
her eyes off the screen. 
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 “Yes, ma’am,” she replied without thinking about the question. 
 This caused Star to smirk and she glanced down at the pilot. 
“Are you sure? You need to get us through there without so much as 
grazing a piece of rock.” 
 She felt the urge to swallow. That was asking for a lot. She 
looked down at her instruments to double check on the density of the 
asteroid belt and the average size of the rock fragments. It could be 
done, she decided but it wouldn’t be easy. She looked back up at the 
first officer and gave her a firm nod. “I can do it. But not with the 
shields up.” 
 Star seemed to consider that for a moment. Then she turned to 
head back to the command chair. “Mister Trinik, drop shields. 
Transfer auxiliary power to inertial dampers,” she said and sat in the 
chair again. “Ensign Srena, take us in, thrusters only.” 
 And so she did. 
 As a pilot she was excited about the opportunity to test her 
skills and trying to squeeze a three million metric ton starship 
through an asteroid belt. At the same time she was petrified of 
messing up and driving Eagle right into one of those huge rocks. And 
all the while a Jem’Hadar ship was lingering by closely, hidden 
somewhere within this moving maze she was to navigate. 
 She put all those thoughts out of her head and instead tried to 
imagine that it was just her alone piloting a small and nimble one-
man interceptor like she had done countless times before when she 
had flown for Nova Squad at the Academy. 
 “Distance to sensor contact now fifty thousand kilometers. 
Signature is still too faint for a complete identification,” the Vulcan at 
tactical reported. 
 “Bring weapons online,” said Star, her eyes remaining glued to 
the screen. 
  For the next few minutes silenced reigned on the bridge yet 
again with nearly every single set of eyes closely watching the screen 
where asteroids passed by at what seemed to be mere inches but in 
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reality were many meters. Still, if one of those rocks were to come too 
close to the hull, without shields, it could have caused significant 
damage. 
 “We’re getting a visual of the sensor contact,” Lance said. 
 Srena couldn’t afford to look at the screen however. 
 “Magnify.” 
 “Sensor contact confirmed as a Jem’Hadar attack vessel,” the 
Vulcan tactical officer said. “However I’m not reading an active 
power source or life signs on board. It appears heavily damaged.” 
 “It’s a wreck,” Stanmore said. “No wonder we were not able to 
identify it sooner, its warp core has been destroyed and its been 
running on battery power. Sensors were probably having a hard time 
distinguishing it from the rocks surrounding it.” 
 Star seemed to agree. “It must have been caught in the asteroids 
belt’s gravity field after a battle. We’ll tow it free and investigate it 
once we have cleared the belt again.” 
 “Engaging tractor beam,” said Trinik. 
 “Ensign, reverse course and take us out of the field. Just as 
before.” 
 “Reversing course,” she acknowledged. She had listened to the 
conversation taking place around her but she hadn’t been able to take 
her eyes of her instruments for even a second. Eagle and more 
importantly the asteroids surrounding them hadn’t stopped moving 
and she had to make sure that they would stay well clear of them. 
 This task had become even more challenging when she had 
been given the order to make a u-turn. It didn’t help that Eagle had 
become about a million pounds heavier as soon as it had taken the 
Jem’Hadar vessel in tow. 
 She managed to turn the ship around but couldn’t avoid their 
payload to be slammed into two small asteroid fragments. 
 “Careful with the goods, Ensign. A destroyed Jem’Hadar ship 
won’t have a lot of intelligence value,” Star said sharply. 
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 “Yes, ma’am, sorry, ma’am,” she said quickly but again 
couldn’t risk making eye contact. Her fingers were now racing over 
her console, making constant and miniscule course corrections to 
keep Eagle as well as their load out of harm’s way. She desperately 
wanted to wipe the perspiration off her brow which was threatening 
to drip into her eyes. 
 “Srena, there’s a big one at one-four-two mark one-four,” said 
Lance. “It’ll cross your flight path.” 
 “I see it,” she said but didn’t make any major course corrections 
to avoid it. 
 The operations officer shook his head. “Still coming.” 
 Srena nodded but didn’t say anything. 
 Apparently the first officer was seeing it as well. “Ensign, you 
need to adjust your course.” 
 “With all due respect, ma’am but right now there is no place for 
us to go but forward or that Jem’Hadar ship will be crushed to 
pieces.” 
 “Find another way.” 
 “Only one way, ma’am,” she said. “Hold on.” 
 Eagle plunged sharply at the last moment, dropping 
underneath the large asteroid and pulling the Jem’Hadar vessel along 
with it. The ship shuddered noticeably as the inertial dampers were 
not able to compensate in time for the sudden maneuver. 
 “We’ve cleared the asteroid belt,” Lance said and then shot 
Srena a beaming smile. 
 “We have sustained no damage to the hull,” reported the 
tactical officer. 
 All in all Srena felt pretty good with herself. She finally 
managed to wipe the sweat off her forehead and then turned to find 
the first officer. 
 She did not look happy. In fact she looked surprisingly tense. 
 It caused Srena’s antennae to droop with disappointment. 
There simply was no pleasing her. 
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 “Owens to bridge, what the hell is going on up there?” 
 The young Andorian could see the pained expression on the 
first officer’s face upon hearing the captain’s voice. It took her a 
moment to find words. “Sir, we have located a disabled Jem’Hadar 
vessel within an asteroid field and have just finished towing it back 
into open space.” 
 “I’ll be right there. Owens out.” 
 Srena finally understood why the first officer had never called 
out an alert. She had not wanted to alarm the captain unnecessarily. 
If it had indeed been another sensor malfunction, he may have 
blamed her for it. But judging from the tone in his voice he was not 
pleased at having been kept in the dark. 
 The young Andorian quickly turned back to her station when 
she noticed that the Trill’s glare looked distinctly accusatory as if this 
had all been her fault. 
 Owens entered the bridge no two minutes later. He shot a brief 
glance towards the screen where he spotted the Jem’Hadar ship still 
being held in a tractor beam and the asteroid belt from which they 
had liberated it. He focused on his first officer next. “Commander, 
my ready room if you please,” he said and left no doubt that it hadn’t 
been a request. 
 Lance turned to his Andorian crewmate after the ready room 
doors had closed behind the two senior officers. “Think somebody 
may be in trouble,” he said with a smirk. 
 She nodded but took little joy at the revelation. “Yeah. And 
guess who she’s going to let it out on?” 
 “You have nothing to answer for,” he said quickly. “You did a 
remarkable job getting us through that without so much as a single 
scratch to show for.” 
 She appreciated the nice words but she knew that a certain Trill 
would not see it that way at all. 
 Star remerged from the ready room some five minutes later. 
Srena had no idea what exactly had been discussed behind closed 
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doors but to her credit the first officer kept her chin up even as she 
headed straight for the turbolift, not acknowledging a single person 
on the bridge. 
 Thankfully a little while later her bridge duty came to an end 
and she promptly handed over her station to the gamma shift 
helmsman. She nearly ran off the bridge to find a bite to eat before 
she had to report for her department meeting. 
  
 

* * * 
 
 
1811 hours 
 
Srena found herself in Eagle’s observation lounge for the routine 
department meeting with the rest of the ship’s flight controllers, 
minus of course the person currently manning CONN. That position 
was meant to rotate in order to make sure that nobody would ever 
miss more than one meeting a week. 
 Including Lif Culsten, the Krellonian primary flight control 
officer, Eagle had six helmsmen whose main duty was to pilot the 
starship. There were also numerous other officers and crewmembers 
with sufficient flight experience to take over the controls if necessary 
but the department meeting was just for the dedicated controllers. 
 Srena was lucky to be the beta shift pilot, a position she had 
been given not because of her experience and certainly not because of 
seniority but because of her stellar grades at the Academy and the 
fact that they had lost at least half of their more experienced pilots to 
personnel reassignments due to Starfleet’s desperate need for 
qualified people. But she had long since earned the respect of both 
her boss as well as the other helmsman in the team. 
 And she got on with everyone.  
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 Her relationship with Lif Culsten had started out rather well 
after she had come aboard. The silver-haired and earless Krellonian 
was an immediately likeable guy who wasn’t so much concerned 
with proper protocol but instead tried to be a friend to those who 
served with him. 
 Things had changed between them somewhat after a shuttle 
mission during which he had ordered her to sacrifice herself by 
crashing her craft into an enemy ship. Thankfully it had never quite 
come to that but no matter how hard she had tried, she hadn’t been 
able to see him quite the same way afterwards. And he had become 
more distant as well as if he had realized that being a close friend to a 
subordinate could be a liability during times of war. 
 The meeting was informal and mostly an outlet for Lif to 
explain any new practices, regulations or orders he had been given 
by the first officer. They discussed how one of the portside thruster 
units was becoming more sluggish and how the inertial dampers 
needed to be recalibrated in order to smooth out the effects of sudden 
warp acceleration. 
 And everybody was cursing their recent problems with the 
sensors which would create phantom images of Jem’Hadar attack 
wings and throw them out of bed in the middle of the night. 
Everybody but Petty Officer Waldorf who was on night shift duty 
and up late anyways. 
 She wasn’t particularly focused during the meeting which 
lasted nearly an hour, still lamenting the lack of any substantial 
nutrition. She also couldn’t deny that her day had sapped most of her 
energy. She remembered days at the Academy in which she was 
allowed to sleep in until the late morning, have a relaxed brunch, 
attend a couple of classes and spend the rest of the day and part of 
the night with friends. Those good old days when she tended to be 
amply fed and full of energy were but a distant memory now. 
 “Srena, could you stay a moment?” Culsten said after the 
meeting was done and everybody was heading for the exit. 
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 The Andorian nodded and kept her seat. 
 “I’ve got about half a dozen outstanding reports I’m still 
waiting for you to complete,” he said. 
 Her antennae sagged noticeably. Srena rightly thought of 
herself as a skilled pilot but she was dead awful when it came to 
paperwork. And Starfleet loved its paperwork. An outdated term in 
the twenty-forth century as paper had become near obsolete, it was 
still used to describe the myriad of reports required by Starfleet 
officers to complete. 
 “I have to submit these to Star by the end of the week or I’m 
going to be in big trouble,” he said and sounded meekly apologetic 
about it. He wasn’t doing this out of spite or because he liked to work 
her but because it was being asked of him. 
 She buried her face into her hands.  
 “Srena?” 
 “She hates me, Lif.” 
 He shook his head. “No she doesn’t.” 
 She freed her face and looked at him. “Oh yes, she does. And 
now more than ever after she blames me for getting her into hot 
water with the captain. She’ll find any excuse to criticize everything I 
do. And you know how bad I am at those reports. That’s just what 
she needs to kick me off the ship.” 
 “I’m sure it’s nothing personal. She’s just overcompensating. 
Nobody fully trusts her after the things she’s done in the past and 
now she’s trying to reestablish herself as a trustworthy and capable 
officer. Right now she’s facing a lot of adversary from the officers 
under her command and it will take some time until we’ll all get used 
to each other. Give her a chance.” 
 “Well, that’s great but why does she have to let that all out on 
me? I’m all for giving her a chance but she isn’t giving me one. It’s as 
if I have the words whipping girl tattooed on my forehead?” 
 Culsten laughed. 
 She didn’t. 
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 “I tell you what, we’ll get together tomorrow and I’ll help you 
with your reports. We’ll make sure she won’t find a single thing to 
complain about.” 
 Srena’s frown was replaced by a beaming smile and her 
antennae twitched excitingly. “Thank you, Lif, I really appreciate 
that,” she said and stood. 
 “Don’t mention it.” 
 She headed towards the exit but halfway there she stopped and 
turned around. “And how about you talk to her about what you’ve 
told me? That whole thing about her trying to establish herself and us 
all getting used to each other. Maybe she’ll go easier on me.” 
 Culsten didn’t find the right words straight away and fumbled 
for a moment. “I don’t think so. I like her and all but I’m not 
suicidal.” 
 Srena gave him a mock salute. “Your courage is inspiration to 
us all, sir.” 
 “Get out of here,” he said with a smirk. 
 
 

* * * 
 
1922 hours 
 
“Main power is up and running. Structural integrity at one-hundred 
percent. Impulse engines hot and on stand-by.” 
 Srena looked over her own instruments. “Life support systems 
are showing green.” 
 Dinkins finished up the pre-launch sequence. “All systems 
check. We are go for departure.” 
 The elevator platform had already lifted the Osiris into take-off 
position and the bay doors had fully extended, only a force field now 
separating the shuttle bay from the cold dark vacuum of outer space. 
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 “Osiris, Flight Ops. We are ready for immediate ESO. Request 
permission for take-off and clearance of USS Eagle airspace, straight 
out departure,” said Srena after toggling the comm. 
 The response was immediate.  “Flight Ops to Osiris. 
Acknowledged.  You are cleared for Eagle airspace, straight departure. 
Please stand by for take-off clearance.” 
 Srena was relaxed this time around, confident in the knowledge 
that both she and Dinkins had worked as quickly and as efficiently as 
possible to get the Osiris into position for take-off. She knew Star 
would find a way to disagree but she didn’t know what else she 
could possibly do different. 
 She stole a glance at her co-pilot but the crewman was entirely 
focused on his instruments, a serious expression on his face. 
 They had barely said more than a few clipped words to each 
other after they had met up on the hangar deck and boarded the 
shuttle. The truth was that she had taken no enjoyment in speaking to 
him in the manner that she had earlier. But if she had to sacrifice their 
comfort in order to do her duty properly than that was a price she 
was willing to pay. 
 “Flight Ops to Osiris. Please be advised that this has been an exercise. 
Power down and return to parking.” 
 Srena was barely surprised. “Osiris, solid copy on all. Returning 
to parking.” 
 “Shutting down engines,” said Dinkins. 
 The space doors were beginning to close again but before she 
could see them fully shut, the elevator lowered the shuttle back into 
the hangar deck. Once the shuttle was back in place and its main 
power shut down, Dinkins turned to look at Srena. 
 “Permission to be dismissed, Ensign.” 
 She was taken aback by the coldness in his tone. “Permission 
granted.” 
 He got out of his chair with little delay but had to wait until the 
ramp was fully lowered before he could leave the shuttle. 
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 Srena swiveled around her chair. “Listen, I’m sorry if I came off 
like a bossy shrew in the mess hall. We were both off duty and I 
didn’t have the right to take you to task the way I did.” 
 He turned around and looked at her for moment. Srena felt tiny 
when she saw his cold eyes staring down at her from his large six-
foot-four frame. 
 “No,” he said. “You have nothing to apologize for. It was me 
who was out of line and you were right about the nicknames. They 
were inappropriate.” He relaxed his shoulders slightly. “The truth is 
I’ve become so indifferent over the years that I’ve lost perspective. 
I’ve gotten so used to pushing around fresh-faced and clueless 
officers simply because I could get away with it, never realizing how 
much trouble I was causing for them. I am the one who needs to 
apologize and I promise, I won’t give you anymore problems.” 
 Srena stood. “Apology accepted. And I know some of those 
officers. They can be a real pain,” she said with a smile, a mental 
image of her sometimes-dizzy roommate appearing in her head. 
“Don’t stop torturing them on my account.” 
 At that Dinkins laughed. 
 
 

* * * 
 

 
2005 hours 
 
She was on her way back to her quarters feeling a lot better about 
herself and a nice hot Andorian style dinner was the only thing on 
her mind when the call interrupted that pleasant fantasy. 
 “Commander Star to Ensign Srena, please report to my office.” 
 Srena wanted to scream in frustration but then decided that 
perhaps doing so, in the middle of a busy corridor no less, may not 
have worked out in her favor. 
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 “On my way, ma’am,” she said instead and came about. 
 As she headed towards the dreaded lion’s den, she tried 
desperately to go through everything that had happened today, from 
the red alert in the night hours and her late appearance on the bridge, 
her poor performance in the ESO in the morning, her death in the 
holodeck simulation to her rattling the ship during their trip through 
the asteroid belt. They were all fodder for Tazla Star’s ultimate goal 
and if she wanted to survive the day in one piece, she’d better have a 
good justification for all her actions ready. 
 It turned out she was only second in line to get chewed out.  
 Once again she had to wait for Star to finish off with Louise 
Hopkins. 
 “We have identified the anomalous sensor readings and traced 
the problem to a faulty subroutine in the navigational deflector array. 
We believe this was caused by damage we took during the battle in 
the Illirium system last week. Preliminary findings show that the 
wrecked Jem’Hadar vessel in the Gamma Tauri system may have 
created sensor shadows, aggravated by an increased solar flare 
output from the Tauri star and the misaligned subroutines in the 
deflector array.”   

Star was paying close attention to the young engineer. 
“Solutions?” 
 “We can realign the fault subroutine to reduce the chance of 
sensors picking up ghost signals but to fully repair the damage we 
need to install new parts we can only get from Starbase 224. But since 
we have located the Jem’Hadar ship which has been the primary 
trigger for the sensor echoes, I think we will see a sharp reduction of 
false alarms until we can reach the starbase.” 
 “Very well, Lieutenant. I will discuss rerouting to 224 with the 
captain as soon as possible. Dismissed.” 
 Hopkins nodded sharply and then turned away from Star’s 
desk to leave the room. She mouthed the words good luck to Srena 
before she managed to slip out of the room. 
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 “Ensign.” 
 The Andorian quickly stepped up to the desk and stood at 
attention. “Reported as ordered, ma’am.” 
 “At ease.” 
 She put her feet apart and placed her hands behind the small of 
her back to stand at parade rest. 
 The first officer looked over a bunch of padds spread out over 
her desk but then put them all aside and glanced up at the ensign 
who made sure to keep her own glance fixed to a point on the wall 
behind the commander. “You think I’m riding you too hard, don’t 
you?” 
 Srena panicked. Had Culsten talked to her after all? If he had 
told her that she was in anyway unhappy with the way she had been 
treated, she may as well have thrown herself out of an airlock right 
away. 
 She hesitantly made eye contact. “No. No, ma’am. Not at all, 
ma’am.” 
 The red-haired Trill couldn’t quite suppress a chuckle. “Ensign, 
I was a junior officer once, too. I know exactly how you feel,” she said 
and stood. “Point in fact, you should consider yourself lucky you 
weren’t in my shoes. My superiors back in the day worked me so 
hard I was seriously considering resigning my commission. And back 
then we weren’t even at war. Which, coincidently, means that you 
don’t have that luxury.” 
  Srena nodded. “Yes, ma’am.” 
  “That brings me to my point. Surely you understand that while 
we are at war we need everyone to perform to the maximum of their 
abilities. We cannot afford any weaknesses.” 
 “I understand, ma’am.” 
 The exec picked up a padd. “I’ve had another look at the results 
of your recent exercises. You did much better in the holodeck 
simulation than your roommate but as a bridge officer that is to be 
expected.” 
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 Srena fought the urge to swallow. The fact that she had 
survived longer than Mikki had been her only true accomplishment. 
 “I’ve read Lieutenant Nora’s assessment of your performance. 
What do you have to say for yourself?” 
 She thought about that for a couple of seconds. “I did my best, 
ma’am.” 
 “No, you didn’t,” came the prompt reply. 
 Srena’s eyes opened wider, her blue antennae twitching 
slightly. 
 “You let your guard down. You did a decent job to withdraw 
from a deck that was clearly lost and you got your people out of 
harm’s way initially but once you met up with the Marines you 
simply stopped paying attention to your surroundings. You became 
complacent.” 
 “There was nothing I could’ve done. We were surrounded, 
even if I had kept up my guard, we would have been overrun in a 
matter of minutes,” she said, her words now flying out of her mouth. 
She immediately regretted the outburst. “Sorry, ma’am,” she added 
after a moment. 
  “So maybe you could have given yourself a few more seconds. 
Maybe a rescue party was on the way and would have gotten there in 
time to find survivors. The point is, you don’t know what could 
happen. But your duty is to ensure your subordinates’ survival for as 
long as you possibly can.” 
 Srena hesitated for a moment. “I think I understand.” 
 “Good. Lucky for you, you were never meant to survive the 
simulation.” 
 The ensign was at a loss for words. 
 Star smirked and raised her padd. “You never took the 
Kobayashi Maru test at the Academy. You did now.” 
 “This was a no-win scenario,” she mumbled mostly to herself. 
 The first officer nodded and took her chair again. “And you got 
further than most other officers I’ve put through it. Well done.” 
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 The compliment had been delivered so quickly that Srena had 
almost missed it. “Thank you, ma’am.” 
 “Don’t even think about resting on your laurels. Your ESO 
times have improved quite a bit but I think you can do even better.” 
 “Yes, ma’am.” 
 “Now let’s talk about what happened during your shift on the 
bridge.” 
 Srena couldn’t help avoiding the urge to swallow. Star was 
doing the good news, bad news spiel and surely would let her have it 
now. 
 “You did a pretty good job getting us through that asteroid belt 
without taking any damage. Not an easy task with a Jem’Hadar ship 
in tow.” 
 The air was pregnant with an unspoken but and Srena braced 
herself for it. 
 Star wasn’t looking at the ensign anymore. Instead she 
appeared busy while attending her padds. “But you managed to get 
me into trouble with the captain,” she said after a short pause. “If you 
had gotten us out of there without that little bump at the end he 
would have never been the wiser and I could have spared myself a 
very unfortunate conversation,” she added and looked straight into 
her eyes. 
 Srena had no idea how she was supposed to respond to that. 
 “Do you have any thoughts on that, Ensign?” 
 She didn’t. She wanted to tell her that it had been her job to get 
them through the asteroid field in one piece while keeping their 
cargo safe, not to make sure that the captain would not be alerted to 
Star’s unorthodox mission. But she didn’t quite have the courage to 
do that. 
 “I’ll come clean with you,” she said. “I was not happy and I 
would have loved nothing more than have you removed from your 
current position after that. But then I realized that it wasn’t you I was 
angry with. I take it you know about what has been said about me?” 
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 “I’ve heard stories, ma’am.” 
 She smiled. “Some of them, I’m afraid are true. I have a difficult 
task on this ship, Ensign. I have to find a way to make the captain 
and the crew trust me, something they don’t at the moment. And 
maybe going after the Jem’Hadar ship in that asteroid belt was the 
wrong way to do that but I’m not willing to sit back and let things 
continue the way they are now.” 
 Srena mustered all her courage for her next question, one she 
had never asked any superior before. “Permission to speak freely, 
ma’am.” 
 The Trill seemed as surprised by that request than the ensign 
had been of asking it. But she nodded. “Go ahead.” 
 The young Andorian hesitated. She wasn’t entirely sure what 
she was allowed to say in a situation like this. Where was the line? 
Could anything she said be used against her? She was certain there 
were protocols about this kind of thing but they escaped her at the 
moment. “I think that maybe you’re trying too hard. I can’t imagine 
that the captain would have agreed to keep you on as a first officer if 
he didn’t believe that you could be trusted. Somebody told me today 
that all I needed to do is give you some time to get used to the rest of 
us. Perhaps that’s true. Maybe we all need is just a little bit of time 
and perhaps then trust will follow,” she said but didn’t dare to look 
her into the eye. If anything she tensed even more. 
 For a moment nobody spoke and Srena felt unbelievably 
uncomfortable, immediately regretting every single word she had 
said.  
 But eventually Tazla Star laughed. It was so odd to hear her do 
that that Srena couldn’t help but look at her. She had never seen her 
laugh before. 
 “So now it has come to this, has it? I’m getting advice from a 
junior officer?” 
 “I’m sorry, ma’am,” she said quickly. “It wasn’t my place to –“ 
 “Do me a favor, Ensign.” 
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 “Ma’am?” 
 “Stop calling me ma’am and start calling me sir. It’s been 
driving me crazy.” 
 That didn’t help putting her at ease at all. “Yes, sir. Sorry.” 
 “I’m going to tell you something I probably shouldn’t,” she 
said, this time keeping her eyes on the short Andorian. “I think you 
have the potential to be a pretty damn good officer. If you keep 
things up you’ll move up quickly on this ship and beyond. I’m 
certain of that.” 
 Srena felt her words stuck in the back of her throat as a 
beaming smile came over her face. “Thank you, sir,” she finally 
managed. 
 But Star quickly shook her head. “Don’t do that,” she said. 
“Don’t thank me and don’t give me that smile.” 
 It disappeared from her face. 
 “If you’re serious about unlocking that potential of yours, 
you’ll have to work hard. And don’t think for even a moment that I 
will let up on you. On the contrary, you will come to hate my guts.” 
 She couldn’t quite keep her lips from curling up slightly. “I 
don’t think I will, sir.” 
 Star smirked. “We’ll see,” she said. “Now go and get some rest. 
You look dreadful.” 
 “Yes, sir,” she said, turned on her heels and headed for the exit. 
 “Oh and ensign?” 
 Srena turned before she reached the doors. 
 “Our little conversation will not be leaving this room.” 
 “It’s like it never happened, sir.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
2021 hours 
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She really wanted to replicate some sort of dinner when she entered 
her quarters but she simply didn’t have the energy.  
 Unsurprisingly, Mikki was already in her bed and snoring 
away. 
 Srena found her own moments later. She kicked off her boots 
and removed her black and gray uniform jacket by letting it fall 
unceremoniously next to her bed but couldn’t find the strength to 
unzip the golden undershirt before she fell face first into the soft 
mattress. It had been some time since she’d had the inclination to 
change into her night clothes before going to sleep. Sometime before 
the war had broken out, she thought. 
 She closed her eyes and that smile returned onto her full red 
lips. She was completely exhausted. It had been one of those days 
that just didn’t seem like it would ever end.  
 But before she dozed off into blissful sleep, she felt an 
undeniable sense of fulfillment and accomplishment. It had been a 
long, hard day and there had been many moments in which she had 
began to doubt her competency, her standing as well as her future as 
an Eagle crewmember and a Starfleet officer.  
 But all those fears were now gone, she didn’t even think of the 
war and the constant threat that each day could end up being her 
last. 
 She was going to get exactly three hours and thirteen minutes 
of peaceful rest. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
2334 hours 
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 “Attention, a ship-wide red alert has been issued. All personnel report to 
your duty stations immediately.” 
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Ship of the Dead 

 
 
 
“Captain’s Log, Stardate 54432.1. I’m happy to report that our recent 
mission to provide medical assistance to the colony on Delta Cephei 
III has been completed successfully and that the crew has performed 
well given the challenging task. As the commanding officer it was of 
course my duty to ensure the team worked efficiently and I dare say, 
judging by the results, that I have succeeded in getting the best out of 
each one of them. I have often wrestled with the notion of making 
command decisions which could very well have grave consequences. 
Upon reflection some of my decisions on Delta Cephei very much fell 
into that category and I was forced to make some hard choices. Of 
course a good leader does not shirk away from such responsibility 
and maintains a fearless and confident—“ 

“You’ve got to be kidding me?” 
“Goddamn it, Aliris, you do not interrupt the captain when he’s 

recording his log.” 
The beautiful, dark-skinned Risian woman stepped into the 

cockpit of the runabout and dropped herself into the chair next to the 
clearly flustered Graham Torain. “First of all, you’re not a captain. 
You’re a lieutenant. Junior grade. And have been for what? Three 
months?” 

The blonde-haired lieutenant’s face morphed into a frown. 
“Five months next Wednesday. But that’s beside the point. I’m in 
charge of this mission and the highest-ranking officer on this ship. 
That makes me captain pretty much by default. It’s an old Earth 
tradition. Look it up.” 

“And here’s the second thing. A four-day trip to a colony to 
treat a mild outbreak of the Levodian flu is neither a mission nor a 
challenge. And the hardest choice you had to make over the last 48 
hours, was if to taste the local cuisine or to stick to the replicator.” 

“And of course you stuck to the boring old replicator,” said 
Jonas Gradkowski who leisurely strolled into the cockpit from the 
rear compartment. The young petty officer was a man molded for his 
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security position, his muscle-packed physique nearly exploding out 
of his uniform. “No sense of adventure in your bones, skipper, eh?” 

“Oh don’t encourage him, Jo,” said the Risian with a smirk as 
she looked over the helm controls.  

“You people are all way out of line,” said Torain and turned to 
his own instruments, trying hard to mask his sulking expression but 
failing quite miserably. 

“Don’t go and upset Graham again. He’s done a great job on 
Delta Cephei.” 

“Thank you, Yifey. I’m glad at least somebody here appreciates 
my leadership,” said Torain who practically lit up over seeing the 
Chinese nurse join them. The lithe young woman gave him a warm 
smile in return. 

Aliris and Jonas exchanged a knowing look, one that didn’t go 
unnoticed by Graham. “What?” 

“God, you’re so obvious, it’s painful to watch,” said the Risian 
ensign with a bemused smirk. 

Graham’s face reddened slightly and then shot a quick look at 
the nurse who had taken a station behind him. He seemed relieved to 
find that she appeared too distracted with her work to pay much 
attention to what Aliris had said.  

“You mean like when you get all googly eyed for Chayton 
when he steps into the room. Now that’s pathetic,” he said 
defensively. 

Gradkowski inserted himself in between the two officers. “Hey, 
Aliris goes googly eyes for any man with a pulse. That’s just how 
she’s wired.” 

“Mmm, that’s right, you big strong hunk of a man, you,” she 
purred seductively and squeezed one of the security guard’s huge 
biceps. 

The petty officer laughed as he allowed her small hand to roam 
his massive arm before he looked back towards Graham. “Every man 
but you, it seems.” 

“Nothing personal. I just don’t go for superiors. It makes things 
complicated,” she said with a chuckle. 

“Whatever,” Torain shot back and then gave the security guard 
a death stare. “Wanna give us some room here, Petty Officer.” 
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“Sir, yes, sir,” he barked. “Wouldn’t want to cramp your style, 
sir,” he added as he stepped away from the two pilots to take a seat 
at the aft station. 

“And I don’t get what you see in that guy Chayton anyway,” 
said Graham Torain while pretending that this entire conversation 
didn’t really interest him in slightest. “The man hardly says more 
than two words at a time and seems to have no ambitions 
whatsoever. I hear he’s been a med tech for the last five years, ever 
since he joined, not been promoted once. That’s lousy, even for an 
enlisted man. He seems to have no friends and nobody knows the 
first thing about him.” 

Aliris peered at him. “Been studying up on the competition, 
eh?” 

“What? No,” he said a little too quickly. “I just like to know 
about the people who serve under me.” 

“Sure. Well, if you must know, women love the strong silent 
and mysterious type. And it helps if you look like a guy who can take 
care of yourself. Plus, I have a thing for men with an indigenous 
background. Something wild and primal about that.” 

“You have a thing for brutes is what you’re saying.” 
She shrugged her shoulders. “Maybe,” she said and then 

glanced at the nurse sitting in the back. “But I’ve got my own 
competition to worry about,” she whispered. 

“Perhaps I can help take care of that,” said Torain with a boyish 
gleam in his eye. 

The Risian burst out laughing despite herself, causing pretty 
much everyone in the cockpit to look her way. Nobody with a more 
heated expression on his face than Torain. “Sorry,” she apologized 
meekly. “But sure, if you can, by all means.” 

A computer chime caused a much-needed distraction and Aliris 
jumped at it. “Uh, this looks like some sort of distress signal coming 
through.” 

Torain looked perplexed. “What?” 
But Yifey seemed very interested by this news and turned 

towards Aliris. “A distress signal? Who’s sending it?” 
“I’m not sure. This looks … I think it’s … “ 
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“Klingon,” said Gradkowski who had positioned himself 
behind the Risian and was looking at the display over her shoulder. 
“That’s a Klingon signature. I’d bet my phaser rifle on it.” 

“Well, then you gotta be right. You love that thing more than 
life itself,” joked Aliris and turned to look at Torain. “What do we 
do?” 

“We’ll forward it to the nearest starship,” he said and brought 
up his long-range sensor display. “Eagle is two days away at high 
warp.” 

“We have to at least listen to it first,” insisted the nurse. “See if 
we can help.” 

Aliris raised her eyebrows in silent agreement and didn’t miss 
Torain’s momentary indecision. 

Then he nodded. “Alright, pipe it through.” 
“It’s audio only,” said Aliris and within seconds the small 

runabout cockpit was filled with a static-laden voice. 
“I say again … this is the Klingon Defense Force vessel Lukara. We 

require immediate assistance. To any ship in range … this is a distress 
signal from the Klingon vessel Lukara. We require assistance.” 

“Klingons. I knew it,” said Gradkowski. 
“Is this all there is?” asked Jiang.  
The Risian nodded. “It’s a continuous loop after that.” 
“Alright,” said Torain. “We’ve listened to it now we’ll have to 

forward it to somebody better equipped to handle an emergency.” 
“You can’t be serious,” Jiang said. “They clearly need help as 

soon as possible. If we’re the nearest ship we have to respond. That’s 
Starfleet regulations, right?” she asked and looked at Gradkowski 
who merely shrugged. 

“She may have a point there, Captain,” said Aliris with a smirk. 
“Time to make a command decision.” 

But Graham Torain looked visibly uncertain and clearly 
reluctant to answer to a distress signal. And from a Klingon ship no 
less. 

“I don’t see how we have a choice in the matter,” the nurse 
added and then gave Torain an instant look. “Graham?” 

Those eyes focusing on him were apparently enough to finally 
sway him. “Alright. Aliris, set a course and send word to Eagle that 
we’ll be delayed.” 
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“Aye, aye, sir,” she said playfully and went to work. 
“I’ll go prepare Chayton and Telvin to treat Klingon 

casualties,” said Jiang and headed for the back. 
“I’ll get my rifle,” added Gradkowski and followed her. 
“Way to show strong leadership,” mumbled Aliris once they 

were alone in the cockpit, promptly eliciting yet another angry frown 
from Torain. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
"I have taken command. The captain has fallen sick. We don't know why." 

"Can you give us any details on his symptoms? What's his 
current condition?" asked Jiang of Lieutenant K’thor, the Klingon 
officer they had made contact with after finding the Lukara adrift. The 
man looked almost bored, as if dealing with the Starfleeters was all a 
great inconvenience to him, no matter that it had been he who had 
sent the distress signal in the first place. 

"Bah. I'm a warrior not a healer." 
"Of course," she said and looked at her fellow crew for help, 

clearly a little intimidated by the warrior’s attitude. 
"Uh, we've noticed that you seem to be adrift. Are you 

experiencing technical difficulties as well?" asked Torain who 
apparently wasn't that much more comfortable with speaking to a 
Klingon than the nurse had been. 

K’thor shot the man a death stare, as if wordlessly challenging 
the audacity of his question. A few droplets of blood trickled down 
his nose which he quickly wiped away with the back of his hand. 
"The engineer is not feeling well either." 

"How about you?" Jiang tried out carefully. "I've noticed you 
have a bit of a bleeding—" 

"I am fine. Now, are you going to prattle all day or will you be 
coming over to use your famed Starfleet medical skills to help the captain 
before he expires? Serves me right to accept help from a bunch of children. 
Will there be a proper starship arriving soon?" 
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"I assure you, sir, you have made no mistake asking for our 
help. This is right up our alley," Torain said quickly. "We will beam 
over shortly. Nebuchadrezzar, out," he added and closed the channel. 

"Klingons give me the creeps," Jiang mumbled. 
"Yeah, but they are so fierce and striking," added Aliris. 
Torain ignored the comment. "OK, I suppose we should get 

over there," he said and looked at the nurse. "Is your team ready to 
go?" 

Besides from Yifey Jiang, the medical team consisted out of 
Crewman Telvin whose most distinctive features besides his youth 
and inexperience, were his bald head and delicately formed Tiburon 
ear lobes and medical technician Chayton; tall, brown eyed, dark 
haired and overall handsome, of Native American descent, his most 
distinguished characteristic was the fact that he said little when 
prompted and barely nothing at all when not. 

Jiang nodded shyly. 
"We're not going over there alone though, right?" said Telvin, 

shooting the others nervous glances. 
"I'm the captain," said Torain but corrected himself when he 

noticed the Risian’s disapproving frown. "Commanding officer. So 
obviously I should stay with the ship. 

"As I said earlier," said Gradkowski, "no sense of adventure." 
"Fine, I'll come along. I wouldn't mind meeting some of those 

hunky Klingons, anyway," said Aliris and rose from her chair. 
"Actually, I was hoping Gradkowski could ... uh ... join us," said 

the Tiburon. 
"Oh yes, he's right, I totally should." 
"I don't know," said Torain, clearly slightly unsure himself. "I 

don't want to intimidate the Klingons." 
Aliris laughed at that. "Us intimidating them? I think it takes 

more than one security guard to intimidate a ship full of Klingons. 
No offense, Jonas, I know you’re a big, strong feller yourself." 

He waved it off. "None taken. And no worries Telvin, I'll 
protect you from the scary Klingons," he said and presented his 
phaser rifle. 

The Tiburon looked appeased but Graham Torain appeared 
only more concerned now. "Please don't wave that thing into 
anyone's face over there. I don't want us to be single handily 
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responsible for the repeal of the Khitomer Accords. That goes for you 
as well, Aliris. Remember, you’re representing the Federation. So be 
on your best behavior." 

"Who me?" she said in a tone of mock surprise. "Whenever am I 
not? Besides you forget. Not only am I representing the Federation, 
I'm also a walking advertisement for Risa," she said and unzipped the 
top of her jacket and the blood-red uniform shirt underneath just 
before stepping into the transporter alcove. "I hear those Klingon 
ships are awfully hot." 

Graham Torain rolled his eyes as he watched the five 
crewmembers dematerialize. 
 

*  *  * 
 
 
Everybody in the away team had a certain idea as what to expect on 
the Lukara and it mostly involved a welcoming committee of angry 
and cantankerous Klingon warriors armed to the teeth with disruptor 
pistols and razor sharp bat’leth swords. They had however not 
expected what they came to find. 

Darkness. 
Utter and complete. 
"Are we ... are we dead?" Telvin asked, his voice sounding 

hollow and unsteady. 
There was no immediate response. 
"Uh, guys, are you there?" 
"Relax, Telvin, we're not dead. The lights are just out," Aliris 

finally said. 
“Did anyone think of brining beacons?” asked Jiang. “Because 

that would have been a good idea.” 
“Thanks for that, Doctor Obvious,” retorted the Risian with just 

a hint of annoyance. 
“Wait a sec.” 
And then there was light. Gradkowski had turned on the 

tracking light of his phaser rifle, for the first time allowing the away 
team to get a glimpse of their surroundings. It wasn’t much but 
enough to make out what looked like a Klingon transporter room. As 
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expected the members of the away team stood on the transporter 
platform itself. Otherwise the room appeared empty. 

A sudden metallic rattle made the team turn towards the doors. 
Telvin looked as if he was going to suffer from an imminent 

heart attack. “There’s …. there’s somebody out there.” 
The noise continued and Gradkowski shined his light on the 

apparent source. 
“Well, of course there is,” Aliris said and headed for the doors. 

“They’re probably trying to get in here to welcome us,” she said and 
then began to try and pry the doors open. “Chayton, give me a 
hand.” 

The Sioux didn’t hesitate and within moments he had 
positioned himself opposite the Risian to help her open the two 
heavy door panels. 

Their efforts bore fruit and the doors gave way.  
“You want to point that somewhere else?” a fierce voice asked. 

It was a Klingon woman and Gradkowski’s phaser and light were 
aimed directly at her. 

“Jonas,” Aliris said. 
The security guard lowered his rifle. “Sorry.” 
There was enough light coming from the corridor now to afford 

the away team a decent look at the Klingon. She was tall, with long 
black hair and a distinctive, bony forehead. Her bare arms showed 
off her muscles, giving little doubt that she was well trained in the 
ways of combat. 

“Apologies for … all this,” she said gruffly and gestured to 
their surroundings. “We’ve had some … difficulties. I’m B’Nera and 
I’ve been assigned to the medical bay.” 

The Risian nodded with understanding. “I’m Ensign Aliris 
from the starship Eagle. These are—“ 

“An ensign?” she nearly spat, interrupting her and looking 
over the rest of the young away team. “K’thor was right, you are but 
children.” 

Jiang stepped forward. “We may not be senior officers,” she 
said. “But I assure you I’m a fully trained medical professional and 
very capable to look after your sick and injured.” 

B’Nera seemed to weigh that statement for a moment. “I 
suppose we don’t have much of a choice. Follow me. You must see to 
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the captain straight away,” she said and set out down the corridor 
without affording the Starfleet officers another look. 

Aliris and Jiang exchanged a quick look and then followed 
along with the rest of the away team. 

It became quickly apparent that things weren’t much better 
outside of the transporter room. The corridors were illuminated by 
weak, crimson red light which tended to flicker on and off constantly, 
making it difficult for the away team to navigate the ship and follow 
B’Nera who had adopted a brisk pace. 

“This ship feels a bit empty. Is that normal?” asked Telvin 
when he hadn’t spotted a single crewmember besides B’Nera while 
walking the corridors. 

“Crew is busy with repairs,” she said curtly, never slowing 
down. 

“Right.” 
Then the Klingon medic finally stopped in front of a set of 

doors. “This is the sickbay.” 
“What’s … what’s that sound?” asked Telvin and looked 

further down the corridor but was unable to see anything in the 
dense crimson murk surrounding them. “It sounds like … like 
banging.” 

Gradkowski followed his glance. “I don’t hear anything.” 
B’Nera shrugged it off. “Probably the stabilizers have gone out 

of alignment,” she said. “We mustn’t tarry. The captain requires your 
help.” 

“Agreed,” said Jiang. 
This time Chayton and Gradkowski pried open the door. The 

first thing that hit the away team was the repugnant odor emanating 
from the room. It smelled of blood, sickness and death, nothing like 
the sterile environment of a Starfleet sickbay. 

“By Galartha’s Peak,” exclaimed Aliris and quickly covered her 
mouth and nose. 

Jiang and the two med techs handled the unexpected odor 
slightly better and led by the determined nurse, quickly rushed into 
the medical bay. Thankfully what they found didn’t quite match the 
appalling smell. 

A handful of bodies were occupying most of the beds, either 
sleeping or in a coma, but other than that nothing seemed to be much 
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out of place for a starship’s infirmary. It wasn’t as clean as a Starfleet 
facility, and the flickering lights left much to be desired but that 
didn’t stop Jiang to get out her medkit and head for the first patient 
she saw. 

“Him first,” said B’Nera, and pointed at the one bed which 
stood apart form the rest. 

“I think I’ll do my own triage first.” 
“Him first,” she practically barked. “The others are all in a 

coma. The captain is still conscious.” 
Jiang realized that she was right and quickly began her 

diagnosis. 
The broad-shouldered and portly Klingon looked past middle 

age with a full, graying beard and a large mane of curled, black hair. 
At first glance he did not appear to be injured in any way. He did 
however have a high fever, his skin looked damp from perspiration 
and sickly pale in places. His eyes were strangely out of focus as if he 
was looking right past the bulkheads. He did not appear aware of his 
surroundings. 

“Captain K’ven,” B’Nera said but without trying to approach 
the sick man. “I have brought Starfleet healers. They will help you … 
and the others.” 

But Jiang seemed to be frustrated by what her tricorder told her 
about her new patient. “Temperature is eighteen degrees higher than 
normal and he appears to suffer from chills and acute myalgia.” 

“Influenza symptoms?” said Chatyon who stood by her side. 
“Perhaps but not a strain we’ve ever encountered before. Let’s 

start this off with 2 cc’s of bicaridine to try and lower his body 
temperature before he burns up.” 

Instead of helping to treat the Klingon captain, Telvin once 
again looked off into the distance. “There it is again. Louder this 
time.” 

“Jeez, Telvin. Stop jumping at every noise, will you?” said 
Gradkowski with a chuckle. 

“B’Nera, you don’t look so good. Are you alright?” asked Aliris 
who had noticed that she was bleeding from her nose. 

“It’s nothing,” she said quickly and wiped the blood away. “I’ll 
be right back,” she added and headed through a door presumably 
leading into another section of the medical bay. 
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In the meantime Jiang and Chayton were not making much 
progress. “I don’t understand, he’s not responding to the bicaridine 
at all,” the nurse said with apparent frustration lining her words and 
then turned to the others. “We’ll need some help here. I’m completely 
in the dark.” 

“What do you need?” Aliris said. 
“Get B’Nera back or somebody else who can tell me anything 

about what’s been going on here. I need some medical history, I need 
to know what the early symptoms were, what treatments they’ve 
tried, blood work and medical scans. How the hell am I supposed to 
even start treating this man without any of that?” 

Aliris shot the usually shy Chinese woman a curious glance. 
“Alright, don’t get hysterical. Jonas and I will go and find somebody 
who can help. Telvin, why don’t you go get B’Nera back here.” 

“Uh … maybe I should stay here.” 
“Now, Telvin,” Jiang insisted. 
“Alright, alright,” he said and followed the Klingon woman’s 

earlier path while Aliris and Gradkowski left the sickbay to scour the 
rest of the ship.  

“I can’t believe they left their sick captain here while the rest of 
the crew goes off playing hide-and-seek,” said a clearly exasperated 
Jiang as she tried another compound on the Klingon in hopes to 
stabilize him. When that didn’t show any effect either, she uttered a 
heavy sigh and then glanced towards Chayton who appeared 
unfocused himself. 

“I know you have this whole mysterious thing going on and 
that you don’t like to share your feelings or … you know, talk, but I 
would really appreciate some encouragements right about now. 
Maybe it would help make this whole experience a little less creepy.” 

He turned and his brown eyes looked straight into hers. 
“Something is very wrong here.” 

“Really? That’s all you’ve got to say?” she said and attended to 
her patient again. “Honestly, maybe you shouldn’t talk after all. 
Maybe—“ 

Captain K’ven practically jumped into a sitting position, 
reached out for Jiang’s lower arm and held on tight, his glazed over 
eyes staring at the terrified nurse with haunting intensity. 

Jiang couldn’t help but scream in surprise and terror. 
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“The dishonored dead … Kahless save us, the dishonored dead 
have returned … the dishonored dead are here …” 

“Let go, let go of me,” screamed Jiang. 
Chayton reached out for the Klingon’s firm grip and after a few 

seconds managed to dislodge him from his hold on the nurse. Not a 
moment after K’ven collapsed back onto the bed, mumbling 
incoherently in an obscure Klingon dialect the universal translator 
was unable to decipher. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
“I cannot believe that I finally get a chance to visit a Klingon ship and 
the only Klingons we’ve come across are either unconscious or 
otherwise uninterested.” 

“Not exactly what you had hoped, huh?” said Gradkowski as 
he waved his rifle into yet another dark recess only to find it as 
empty as all the other spaces they had searched while roaming the 
ship. 

“I’m practically a cultural ambassador,” she said walking down 
the corridor. “It’s what my people do. Difficult if there’s nobody 
around to pay attention to me.” 

Their boots clattered loudly as they walked on the metallic floor 
of the corridor but besides of the echoes of their footsteps and the 
flickering of the lighting overhead, there was barely a sound to be 
heard. 

“You have to admit that all this is a bit spooky.” 
“Don’t tell me the big tough security guard is scared of an 

empty Klingon ship.” 
“Didn’t say I’m scared. I can handle whatever is going on 

around here. Just discomforting that it’s so quite, t’s all.” 
They both heard the moan at the same time and froze. 
It had come from further down the corridor. 
They looked at each other for a moment and then she nodded 

quietly as Gradkowski started out first, keeping his rifle trained 
forward, Aliris just a step behind him. 
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Coming up to a corridor junction, the security guard paused 
and then swung around, ready for whatever. 

Aliris followed suit. 
Nothing. 
Then footsteps.  
Behind them. 
They whirled around and the light on Gradkowski’s phaser 

revealed a glimpse of a person rushing around the next corner. 
“Who was that?” the security guard whispered. 
Aliris wasn’t as shy. “Hello? We’re with Starfleet, we’re here to 

help.” 
No response. 
She walked towards the corner to follow whoever they had 

spotted. 
Gradkowski hesitated only a moment before joining her and 

they both carefully rounded the corner. A Klingon man was standing 
at the far end of the corridor section and Aliris recognized him 
immediately when the beacon caught his face. 

“Lieutenant K’thor?” she said and slowly stepped closer. “We 
need some help to treat your captain.” 

“Aliris, watch out,” Gradkowski yelled and then forcefully 
pushed her into the bulkhead. 

Just in time to avoid being decapitated by a well-placed 
disruptor blast fired by the weapon K’thor had pulled out of his 
holster. 

The security guard returned fire but the Klingon had already 
rushed off. 

He offered his hand to the Risian who was picking herself up 
from where she had landed. “Are you alright?” 

“Bruised but otherwise alive,” she said as he pulled her back 
onto her feet. She massaged her sore back she had fallen on. 

“What’s going on here?” Gradkowski said with obvious 
confusion. “Why did he just take a shot at us? Did we do something 
wrong?” 

She shook her head. “No, it’s something else. And I intend to 
find out what it is. Let’s go,” she said and followed K’thor down the 
corridor. 
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It wasn’t difficult to pick up his trail as he made plenty of noise 
rushing down the empty corridors. Being aware that he was being 
followed, he turned and fired a couple of pot shots towards his 
pursues which Aliris and Gradkowski avoided easily enough by 
pushing themselves against the bulkheads. And it seemed clear that 
K’thor was too much in a hurry to try and take proper aim. 

Gradkowski never got a clean shot to try and stun the Klingon 
and stop the mad dash across the ship either. 

It did however come to an end when he stormed into a room 
Aliris thought she recognized. “It’s the transporter room.” 

The two Starfleet officers entered just in time to see him 
dissolve in a bright crimson light until he was completely gone. 

“He must have managed to redirect power somehow,” said 
Aliris, seeing that the room was now lit, at least as well as the rest of 
ship, and some of the consoles appeared operational again. “Check 
the coordinates, where did he go?” 

Gradkowski quickly did as he was told but after just a moment 
he began to shake his head. “I think he may have beamed to another 
part of the ship but I can’t really make heads or tails out of this,” he 
said and looked up. “Should we go after him?” 

Aliris needed a moment to catch her breath and think. Then she 
turned back to Gradkowski. “To be perfectly honest with you, Jo. 
Nothing here makes a whole lot of sense and I haven’t got the 
slightest idea what to do about it.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
Telvin had quickly come to regret leaving sickbay, as what he had 
found beyond was nothing but a maze of empty rooms and corridors. 
Worse yet, the lights, already dim and shining in an ominously red 
glow, tended to cut on and off with every step he took, causing him 
to see phantom movement around every corner. 

And then there was that banging noise again. 
It sounded almost as if somebody was pounding pipes together 

or perhaps knocking them against bulkheads. And it seemed to 
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originate from all around him and from nowhere at all at the same 
time.  

“Hello?” he nearly whispered into the crimson gloom. “Is 
anybody there?” 

The response was a low, pained groan. 
“Hello?” he said a bit louder, now that he thought that 

somebody was there for certain. 
Footsteps. He thought he heard footsteps. Just behind him. 
He turned around to see nothing at all. 
Telvin took a deep breath and turned back. 
And shrieked. 
A Klingon had appeared just a couple of feet away, stumbling 

right towards him and then collapsed, crashing into him. 
They fell together onto the hard metallic floor and like a 

panicked animal he tried to free himself from the weight of the 
Klingon pressing down on him. 

It took him a few seconds to realize who had dropped on him. 
“B’Nera? Are you … are you alright?” 
She clearly was not. She was alive but seemed to be sweating 

profusely and a steady trickle of blood escaped her nose. 
He quickly picked her up from the floor to get her into a sitting 

position by leaning her back against the bulkhead. “B’Nera, can you 
hear me?” 

She looked up at him as if seeing him for the first time. Then 
she did something Telvin had not expected. She smiled. It was a big 
one, revealing her sharp teeth. 

“You … you don’t look so good. You should come back to 
sickbay with me.” 

“I feel fine,” she said and wiped away the blood. “I don’t need 
sickbay. I need something else,” she added her hands beginning to 
pull at the neckline of her tunic which already displayed an 
impressive amount of cleavage. 

Telvin tried hard not to notice. “Uh, you look hot. Like you’re 
burning up.” 

“Yes,” she almost purred now, her facial features turning 
lecherous. “I’m very hot,” she said. “I need you … I need you right 
now.” 

“I … I help anyway I can but—“ 
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She practically leaped at him, causing the Tiburon to fall onto 
his back with the Klingon woman on top of him. He immediately 
tried to push her away. “Wait a minute, wait a minute, this isn’t right. 
You’re not thinking straight.” 

“I’m thinking as clear as crystal,” she purred. “I’m about to die 
but before I do I want to experience pleasure. Come on, fight me, 
Starfleet. Make this interesting,” she said as she tried to shove her 
face into his. 

Trying to hold her back and crawling away from the seemingly 
possessed woman at the same time, he didn’t appear much of a 
match for her. “You don’t want me … this is really more Aliris’ thing 
… maybe she could—“ 

“You are a man, aren’t you?” she said and pushed harder until 
she was close enough to lick his cheek just before biting into it. 

Telvin screamed but the adrenaline caused by the sudden pain 
was enough to free himself from B’Nera. He managed to get back 
onto his feet and shoved her away hard when she tried to move in on 
him again. 

She fell into the bulkhead and slid down to the floor, 
apparently losing consciousness for a moment. 

Telvin found it near impossible to focus on anything as he was 
gripped by sudden dizziness and his vision went blurry. He reached 
for his cheek and found his hand covered with blood. 

He turned and stumbled towards the direction he thought he 
had come from, trying to return to sickbay. But after just a few steps 
he could no longer tell where he was or which way he needed to go. 

The banging was back and seemed to be coming from right in 
front of him now. Just beyond a set of heavy doors. He somehow 
found the large manual release lever and pulled down. 

The doors opened to reveal complete darkness. 
The banging stopped. 
Telvin took a step towards the threshold. 
“Is … is anyone there?” 

 
 

* * * 
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“I’m losing him, damn it, I’m losing him.” 
Captain K’ven’s condition had worsened significantly over the 

last few minutes and whatever Jiang and Chayton had tried to 
stabilize him seemed to have had the exact opposite effect, almost as 
if the Klingon was determined to die. 

“Give him 5 cc’s of cordrazine,” said Jiang while she continued 
to monitor his vitals through her tricorder. 

Chayton gave her a surprised look. “That could kill him.” 
“He’s already dying and we tried everything else. Give him the 

damned shot.” 
The med tech didn’t hesitate again and quickly applied the 

hypo-spray.  
The stimulant showed immediate results. K’ven rose a few 

inches from his bed, stiffened for a moment and then collapsed again. 
The nurse shook her head. “His nervous system reacted but his 

vital were almost completely unaffected. I just don’t understand 
this.” 

“His blood pressure and heart rate are crashing. ” 
“I know,” she uttered in frustration. “Try to find something like 

a cardiostimulator before he goes into shock.” 
Chayton nodded and went to search for an appropriate 

instrument to keep the Klingon from dying. 
All help seemed to come to late when the medical tricorder 

confirmed sudden cardiac arrest. 
“No, no, no,” said Jiang, dropped her tricorder and in lieu of 

having any useful equipment nearby, climbed onto the bed and on 
top of K’ven, located his heart and began to apply cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation with both her hands. “Come on, come on, you big 
oversized, eight-chambered heart. Don’t give up on me now.” 

K’ven gasped, giving the Chinese nurse some hope as she 
looked up at him. 

“When there is no more room … no more room in Gre’thor … 
the dishonored dead will rise…. “ A last gurgle escaped his lips and 
then his body went completely limp with his empty, lifeless eyes 
seemingly transfixed on the Starfleet nurse kneeling on top of him. 

“No, no, come back, come back,” she urged as she restarted her 
efforts. 
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Chayton picked up the tricorder which now sounded a 
noticeable, single-toned beep to indicate the patient’s condition. 
“He’s dead.” 

But Jiang continued to try and restart his heart, not paying the 
med tech any attention. 

This continued for almost a full minute without showing any 
effect until Chayton placed his hand around her arm. “He’s dead.” 

Yifey Jiang gave him a blank look, then turned back to see 
K’ven’s unmoving face before she finally slowed down and 
eventually stopped. “I’ve never … I’ve never lost somebody before,” 
she nearly whispered. 

Chayton helped her off the lifeless body but said nothing, not 
even when tears shot into her eyes and she began to wipe them away. 
He continued to watch her as she took a few steps away from the 
bed. When she turned around she found him still giving her that 
empty look. 

“What are you? Vulcan? You could at least try to show some 
emotions. A man we tried to save just died,” she said angrily and 
stepped right up to him, having to crane her neck slightly to look into 
the large man’s eyes. “I’m really sick of your entire attitude, you 
know that. You could say something. Like how we did everything we 
possibly could, like how there was nothing we could have done 
differently. Something. Say something, you big useless oaf,” she 
yelled at him and pounded his chest in frustration. 

Chayton said nothing at all. 
  
 

* * * 
 
 
“I don’t like this, Aliris, I don’t like this at all. First almost the entire crew 
seems to be missing, and then the man in charge starts shooting at you 
without provocation? It was without provocation, I mean, right?” 

The dark-skinned beauty from Risa rolled her eyes which 
Torain of course couldn’t see. “Yes, without provocation. I didn’t as 
much as look at him before he tried to take my head of. Usually men 
get to know me a little better before they try that.” 

“But not by much,” mumbled Gradkowski with a wide grin. 
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Aliris shot him a ‘shut-up’-look 
“Okay well, clearly things over there are out of control and our help is 

apparently not appreciated. I think you should come back,” said the 
lieutenant over the comlink. 

“It may not be fully appreciated but it’s clearly required. Their 
captain is gravely ill and there were at least a handful of other sick 
crewmembers in their infirmary. I think we should let Jiang and her 
people at least try to help them as much as they can before we call it 
quits.” 

Graham seemed to think about that for a moment. “No,” he 
finally said. “Get our people and bring them back to the runabout. If the 
rest of the crew feels about you being there anything like K’thor did you’ll be 
way outnumbered and quickly fall prisoners or worse. I’ll advise Eagle of 
our situation. I think we should leave this to the big boys.” 

“But don’t we have an obligation to help those who—” 
“Those who ask for it, not those who try to kill us while we do,” said 

Torain, cutting her off. “This is a direct order, Ensign. Return to the 
runabout as soon as—“ 

The link disconnected in mid-sentence. 
Aliris glanced at Gradkowski in surprise. “Graham, you still 

there?” 
Nothing. 
“Aliris to Torain, can you hear me? Nebuchadrezzar, please 

respond.” 
It was of no use. 
The security guard in the meantime had stepped up to the 

transporter console. “I think there may be some interference coming 
from the engineering room that is causing problems with 
communications,” he said. 

“Great. B’Nera did mention that they were having some 
technical difficulties. Can we at least still beam out of here?” 

“I think so.” 
She gave him a pointed look to which he merely shrugged. 

“Hey, I’m a security guard not an engineer.” 
“Right,” she said. “I suppose we’ve got our orders and I’m 

getting an increasingly bad feeling about this place. Let’s grab the 
rest of our people and get off this bucket,” she said and headed out of 
the transporter room. 
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* * * 
 
 
“I’ve … I’ve found the crew.” 

Jiang turned away from staring at the Klingon corpse like she 
had done for the last couple of minutes or so since he had died, only 
to see the Tiburon stumble back into sickbay. 

“Oh my God, Telvin, what happened?” she said and 
immediately rushed towards the medical technician. 

His face was bloodied and his uniform ripped and torn in 
multiple places. He practically fell into her arms when the nurse 
approached and she was forced onto her knees by his weight. 

“Chayton, help me get him onto one of the beds,” she said even 
while she looked him over. He had a large bite mark on his left cheek 
but there were other wounds all over, almost as if he had been in a 
vicious melee combat with multiple unyielding opponents. He was 
bleeding from more places than she could count. 

“What did this to you?” she said and when she pulled down 
the collar of his blood soaked uniform shirt she gasped in shock 
when she realized that a massive chunk of his neck had been ripped 
clean out, severing his jugular vein along with a couple of others. 
“How … did this happen? How can you still be—“ 

She felt Chayton by her side, harshly yanking her away at the 
same moment that Telvin snapped forward as if he was trying to take 
a bite right out of her. 

The Sioux instantly threw a mean left hook which smacked 
loudly against his chin, causing Telvin to fall backwards and 
collapse. 

“What …” Jiang was too confused to know what was 
happening but seeing the Tiburon falling on his back and bleeding 
onto the floor, she immediately freed herself from Chayton’s grasp 
and knelt at his side. 

She tried to take a pulse but there wasn’t enough neck left to do 
it with so she went for his wrist. She found nothing. She pulled out 
her tricorder for a second opinion but the result stayed the same. 
“He’s dead. You’ve killed him.” 
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“He was dead before.” 
She shot him a perplexed look and then stood slowly. “What 

are you saying? He was walking. He spoke. He wasn’t dead until you 
attacked him.” 

“He attacked first.” 
“How could he have attacked first if he was already dead? You 

are not making a lick of sense, Crewman,” she shouted, almost 
hysterically. 

Then she heard the long, guttural moan. 
She turned around very slowly, not quite able to believe what 

her ears were telling her. 
And yet the sound was clearly emanating from Telvin.  
She didn’t quite dare to get close but she consulted her 

tricorder yet again. No heart beat, no brain activity, all life signs at 
zero. He was completely and entirely dead. 

And then he began to stir. 
“This … this is not possible,” she said as she watched in horror 

as the previously assumed dead Telvin rose from the ground.  
He moaned loudly and seemed momentarily confused. He had 

an empty, almost soulless look in his eyes as he seemed to take in his 
surroundings. 

“Telvin … Telvin, can you hear me?” she said. 
But he didn’t appear to respond to his name. Not at first. Then 

he groaned again and began to slowly walk towards the nurse and 
Chayton with small, unbalanced steps as if he had only learned to 
walk minutes ago. 

Jiang and Chayton stepped backwards as he continued on. His 
skin had turned a sickly pale and his mouth opened wide as if getting 
ready to consume. An almost constant groan escaped from 
somewhere down his ripped throat. 

“This cannot be happening,” said Jiang. “Stay back. Please just 
stay back and we’ll figure this out.” 

But he didn’t and eventually they both ended up with their 
backs against the wall. 

Chayton found a Klingon sword, a mek’leth, discarded 
carelessly on one of the workstations. He reached for it and used it to 
keep Telvin at bay without success. He kept coming even when the 
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sharp blade began to tear through his uniform and flesh underneath 
as if it was made out of nothing but air. Telvin kept coming. 

The Sioux changed tactics. He pushed Telvin away harshly, 
coming within inches of being bitten by him and when that didn’t 
discourage him, he took a vicious swing with the blade. 

It did nothing but tear clothes and flesh. 
“My god, what has happened to him?” Jiang nearly shrieked. 
Chayton went for the head and the sword split his cranium 

with such force, Chayton and Jiang were both hit by the blood 
spatter. The blade remained lodged inside Telvin’s skull but the 
groaning stopped almost instantly and the former medical technician 
sagged to his knees before collapsing to the floor where he remained 
motionless. 

For a moment nobody spoke as they simply stared at his 
seemingly lifeless body lying in a pool of his dark red blood. Jiang 
had tears streaming down her cheeks. 

Then they heard the groans again. Dozens of them, coming 
from the same direction Telvin had arrived from. 

Chayton looked at Jiang. “The crew,” he told her. “He said he 
had found the crew.” 

She didn’t seem to understand straight away. Then she saw the 
Klingons stream into sickbay, all of them with the same pale skin, all 
of them with horrible and clearly fatal wounds covering much of 
their bodies, all of them with that same empty look in their eyes and 
all of them single-mindedly stumbling or walking towards the two 
Starfleet officers. 

These ones were much faster than Telvin had been and within 
moments the sickbay was filled with them. 

Chayton grabbed the mek’leth still buried inside the dead 
Tiburon’s skull and by placing one boot onto his head. He dislodged 
it, making a sickening squishing sound in the process. 

“Stay behind me,” he said as he waved the blade back and forth 
in an effort to keep the horde of Klingons at bay.  

For Jiang there was no place to go, within no time the 
seemingly crazed crew had completely surrounded them, blocking 
off all potential avenues of escape. 

The only place to go was deeper into the medical bay and 
towards the bio-beds.  
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Staring with wide-open eyes and complete disbelieve at the 
approaching Klingons, Jiang failed to notice the movement right by 
her side. Until something cold grabbed hold of her wrist and she 
screamed.  

It was K’ven. She had stepped up right next to the bed on 
which the dead captain had been left except for that he wasn’t dead 
anymore. At least not in the traditional sense. He had risen slightly 
from the bed, reached out for the nurse and looked straight at her 
with an unintelligible and disturbing groan which added to the sick 
symphony now filling the sickbay. 

And he didn’t let go. 
Chayton noticed and with once swift move with his blade, cut 

right through the Klingon’s lower arm, separating him from Jiang. 
He pushed the captain off the bed, causing him to land on the 

floor. Then he swung around just in time to impale one of the other 
Klingons who had tried to use the distraction to attack him. 

Unfortunately, in the process the mek’leth got stuck in the man’s 
chest and Chayton found himself unarmed and faced with two dozen 
more Klingons, all seemingly determined to eat the two Starfleeters 
alive. 

Jiang hadn’t quite realized this predicament yet as she 
desperately tried to pull K’ven’s severed hand and arm stump off her 
wrist. By the time she had finally managed to get those dead fingers 
untangled, she quickly threw the limp away in disgust only then to 
discover that Chayton was now without a weapon and the Klingons 
almost upon them both. 

“My God, my god, what do we do, what do we do?” she 
shrieked. 

Apparently Chayton’s only response was to place himself in 
front of the petrified nurse to try and shield her from the inevitable. 

The nearest Klingon of course was undeterred and continued to 
stumble forward, ready to take a bite out of the tall Sioux. Chayton 
was not going to stand still while serving as dinner to the crazy-
starved former crew and went on the offensive, grabbing hold of the 
possessed Klingon, struggling with him for a moment and quickly 
realizing that his unnatural condition had lessened none of his 
inherent strength. 
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Understanding that he would not be able to simply overpower 
him, he went for his head and in a swift motion, jerked it ninety-five 
degrees until he heard a loud crunch. The Klingon stumbled 
backwards and fell and even though his neck was clearly broken, he 
didn’t appear to be completely dead yet.  

Chayton had no time to try and finish the job. 
“Watch out!” 
Jiang’s warning still came too late. Another Klingon had 

walked up next to Chayton, placed his hands by his neck and went in 
to tear out a mouthful of flesh. 

But just before his rotten teeth could make contact, the Klingon 
completely disintegrated. 

Nurse Jiang wasn’t entirely sure what had happened until she 
heard the sound of a phaser blast and then saw an amber colored 
beam de-molecularize another Klingon nearby. 

It was enough to give the two Starfleeters some breathing room 
as their attackers turned to find the new threat. 

“Are you guys, alright?” 
Jiang peered past the Klingons and recognized Gradkowski 

and Aliris who had entered the sickbay, the security guard blasting at 
the Klingons with his rifle while the Risian was wielding a Klingon-
made disruptor pistol. 

After disintegrating two more former Klingon crewmembers, 
they had managed to clear a path between them and their fellow 
officers. 

Chayton, recognizing this, grabbed hold of Jiang’s arm and 
pushed her forward. “Go.” 

They both ran through a field of Klingons trying to eat them, 
exploiting their momentary confusion caused by the armed 
newcomers. 

On his dash, Chayton found the man who still had his mek’leth 
stuck in his chest, pulled it free and then cut him down in the same 
motion. 

Jiang breathed hard when she finally managed to get to the 
relative safety of Aliris and Gradkowski who hadn’t stopped firing 
into the horde for cover. “Am I glad to see you,” she said through 
labored breaths. 
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“What the hell is going on here, Yifey?” said Aliris as she 
blasted yet another Klingon in the chest. “One moment the ship is all 
but abandoned and the next we’re fighting our way through a legion 
of flesh-eating monsters.” 

“They’re dead,” Jiang said hysterically. “They’re all dead.” 
Aliris gave the nurse an unconvinced look. 
“When there is no more room in Gre’thor, the dishonored dead 

will rise.” 
They looked at Chayton and not just because it was perhaps the 

longest sentence he had ever uttered since either of them had known 
him.  

“That’s what the Klingon captain said just before he died,” 
explained Jiang, recalling the words K’ven had spoken earlier and 
which at the time had seemed like nothing more than the fever-
induced ramblings of a dying man. 

“Alright, for argument’s sake, let’s ignore for a moment the 
absurdity of what you’re saying,” said the ensign and dematerialized 
another Klingon who was getting too close. “Why the hell are they 
trying to eat us?” 

Neither Chayton nor Jiang had an answer to that. 
“And where is Telvin?” she added. 
The sad look in the nurse’s eyes was enough answer. 
“We can’t keep this up,” said Gradkowski just before 

disintegrating another undead Klingon. “At this rate I’ll run out of 
juice long before we run out of … whatever they are.” 

Aliris nodded with understanding. “We need to get back to the 
transporter room and off this gods-forsaken ship,” she said. “For 
now, lower the setting of your rifle to seven,” she added and then 
performed a similar adjustment on her disruptor. 

Gradkowski’s next shot went clean through an approaching 
Klingon, leaving behind a gaping hole in his torso. The zombie was 
unimpressed and continued on. 

He fired again with the same results. “It’s not having any effect 
on them.” 

Aliris found the same to be true. The Klingons kept coming. 
“Shoot their heads,” Chayton said. “Aim for the heads,” he 

repeated and took a wild swing with his sword. He was dead-on 
target as the blade sliced through a Klingon’s neck, causing his head 
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to pop straight off. The body itself took another step before collapsing 
in a heap at the Sioux’s feet. 

Aliris had a Klingon at arm’s length and without hesitation she 
pressed the muzzle of her pistol against his bony forehead and pulled 
the trigger. The head exploded instantly, showering her in nasty, cold 
Klingon blood. 

Gradkowski dispatched an attacker in similar fashion, blasting 
away the entire left side of a Klingon’s face. 

“Jo, behind you,” Jiang cried out. 
The security guard wasn’t able to get his rifle around quickly 

enough and the zombie grabbed Gradkowski’s arm and bit him right 
through his uniform while the human screamed in pain. 

Aliris blew away his head too late. 
“Goddamnit, the bastard bit me,” said Gradkowski, his face 

twisted into a mask of agony as he reached for his injured arm. His 
rifle clattered to the floor. 

Chayton didn’t waste any time and picked up the weapon to 
keep the advancing Klingons back. 

Jiang quickly tended to the security guard, removing his jacket 
and rolling up the golden undershirt, she revealed a nasty wound 
underneath, bleeding profusely. “Just a flesh wound, soldier. 
Nothing to worry about,” she said with forced humor. 

He gritted his teeth. “Stings like a son-of-a-bitch,” he said. 
“You’re losing a lot of blood.”  In lieu of any readily available 

bandages, she tore away the sleeve of his discarded jacket and 
wrapped it around the wound. “This should hold for a while but we 
need to get you back to the runabout.” 

“That’s our cue,” said Aliris. “Let’s get the hell out of here.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
The one-armed Klingon seemed a little lost as he stumbled across the 
corridors of a gloomy ship which he had once known as well as the 
back of his now missing right hand.  
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The once proud warrior was on the hunt, something he had 
been most proficient at before he had succumbed to his present state. 
The instinct however was still there, buried but impossible to ignore. 

He stopped at a corridor junction and slowly turned ninety 
degrees.  

There, not a hundred paces down the corridor, he sensed the 
presence of his prey.   

Had he still had control over all the faculties which had once 
made him a proud and fierce warrior, he may have been able to 
recognize the group as an alien team of Starfleet officers but in his 
current condition they were simply his quarry and his one and only 
urge was to feed. 

He stumbled forward at first but then slowly, as if drawing on 
skills and abilities that had laid dormant for years, his steps 
quickened and his balance improved until he was at an all out trot. 

He continued to accelerate to a near run as he quickly 
approached his unsuspecting targets. 

With only a handful of paces left until he would burry his teeth 
deep into the warm-fleshed, brown-skinned, delicate creature, it 
turned, its hand outstretched, pointing a device right at his face. 

An emerald blast erupted and his head exploded like a 
watermelon, painting the bulkheads with blood and brain matter. 
Headless, his body collapsed by the creature’s feet not a moment 
later. 

The Klingon’s blood was barely noticeable on Aliris' red 
uniform shirt but the same could not be said for her caramel-colored 
face. She tried to wipe it off the best she could with her free hand, 
shuddering with disgust the entire time. 

"They can run now?" she said once she had wiped herself 
reasonably clean. 

There wasn't much time to consider this new development. 
Another undead Klingon had appeared at the end of the corridor, 
having spotted the away team he started out to try and succeed were 
his predecessor had failed. 

Aliris aimed her disruptor and pulled the trigger. 
Nothing happened. "Damn, I'm out." 
Chayton stepped forward, took aim with his phaser rifle and 

fired.  
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The precise beam sliced into the Klingon's bony forehead, 
leaving behind a near perfect perforation which went clean through 
his cranium. Like a puppet whose strings had been cut, the holed-out 
Klingon dropped like a stone. 

"Take this," said Chayton and threw the Risian ensign the rifle 
as she disposed of the now useless disruptor. Chayton reached for 
the mek'leth which he had acquired in the medical bay. 

"I can ... I can take the rifle," Gradkowski said, his voice weak 
and with little timbre.  His face was now sickly pale, thick droplets of 
sweat pouring down his forehead and his nose bleeding 
intermittently. He could hardly stand at all and depended on Jiang to 
steady him. 

The nurse however was too lithe to be able to carry so much of 
his weight and as they attempted another step, they collapsed 
together against the bulkhead. 

"Easy there," Jiang said exasperated as she tried her best to keep 
him in a sitting position. 

"My ... my rifle," he moaned. 
"I'm sure they'll take good care of your weapon," she said with 

a smile. "I doubt you'd be much use with it at the moment anyway." 
"This? This … this is nothing. A scratch, a flesh wound. I had 

worse. I just need a minute to get my strength back." 
"Sure thing. After all we'll need you to protect us," she said 

exchanging a smile with the wounded security guard which never 
quite reached her eyes. 

"No time. We have to move on, now," said Chayton, barely 
making eye contact with Jiang or Gradkowski. 

"I've about had it with you, you know that?" she shot back with 
real fire in her voice. "We're stuck on the Klingon ship from hell, 
surrounded by two hundred bloodthirsty zombies trying to eat us 
alive. I had to watch Telvin die and come back to life only to join this 
madness and turn against us. The goddamn flickering lights and the 
smell are making me go absolutely crazy and I don't need you and 
your two words per sentence crap on my case as well." 

Both Chayton and Aliris gave the infuriated nurse blank looks. 
"Okay, Yifey, try to calm down. We can't have you freak out on 

us now. He's just trying to keep us moving," said Aliris. 
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The nurse took a deep breath and then nodded. "Of course, I'm 
sorry. It's just I wish you could say something encouraging once in a 
while." 

"I apologize if you feel that my attitude has made things more 
difficult for you. I promise I will talk as much as you like once we get 
out of here in one piece. Hell, if we come out of this alive I'll invite 
you to one of my infamous poetry reading sessions," said the Sioux 
and promptly stepped up to the fallen security officer to help him 
back on his feet and continue down the corridor. 

Aliris and Jiang exchanged astonished looks, neither of them 
having witnessed the tall man use that many words in one go before. 

"Well, if we didn't have a reason to survive this before," said the 
Risian. 

Jiang gave her a small smile and then began to follow Chayton. 
But before she had made even a couple of steps, she felt Aliris' hand 
on her arm. When she looked at the ensign, she found her eyes 
focused on Gradkowski. 

"How is he, Yifey? Can he pull through?" 
The Chinese woman's empty eyes seemed to hold little hope. "I 

... I really don't know." 
 
 

*  *  * 
 
 
It had taken the Stafleet team five minutes to get from the transporter 
room to the medical bay when they had first arrived on the Lukara. 

Fighting off sporadic attacks from crazed Klingons with just 
one phaser rifle and helping along the quickly deteriorating Jonas 
Gradkowski, the remaining away team needed over an hour to 
finally reach their destination. 

Thankfully the transporter room appeared to be at least 
partially functional when they arrived. 

“Chayton, put Gradkowksi down and then try to get those 
doors closed while I’ll attempt to speed-learn how to operate a 
Klingon computer console,” said Aliris as soon as she had stepped 
foot into the room. She stepped up to the station controlling the 
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transporter, leaning the rifle against a bulkhead and began to look 
over a computer station which was completely alien to her. 

The Sioux did as instructed, carefully helping the security 
guard to sit on the platform while he went to tend to the doors which 
were currently stuck in a wide open position. 

Jiang went to tend to Gradkowski. “Okay there, big feller, just 
hang on a few more minutes and we get you back on the runabout,” 
she said and injected him with a stimulant in the hopes to keep his 
vitals stable. And for the sixth time she found that it was having 
absolutely no effect on him. 

His body temperature was threatening to burn him up inside, 
his skin was now completely pale and his nose wouldn’t stop 
bleeding. He had almost constant coughing fits and shivered 
uncontrollably. 

He still managed to make eye contact with her. “Don’t … don’t 
worry about me. Gradkowski’s are made … made out of stern stuff. 
Shake this off … in a jiffy,” he said with great difficulties through 
dry, chapped lips. 

She tried to smile at him but her facial muscles simply didn’t 
cooperate. She turned to look to the ensign working on the controls. 
“Aliris, we need to go.” 

“Yeah, yeah, tell me something I don’t know, Doc,” she said 
without ever taking her eyes off those Klingon panels which may as 
well have been hieroglyphs as far she was concerned. “If you know 
how to read Klingonese be my guest and help me out over here.” 
  It turned out Jiang couldn’t. 

In the meantime Chayton had managed to close one of the two 
heavy door panels by using nothing more than brute strength. He 
was just about to start on the second when he heard the sound. 

At first he wasn’t quite sure what it was but it sounded as if 
something or someone was grating metal. 

And it was becoming more pronounced with every second. 
Aliris looked up. “What the hell is that?” 
“I don’t think we want to find out,” Jiang whispered. 
Chayton took a careful step out of the room to look down the 

corridor. Then he turned back to look at the Risian woman who gave 
him a quizzical look. “Ensign, we need to leave here now or we’re all 
going to die,” he said and pulled out his mek’leth. 
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It was only then that the previously distant sound became 
obvious to everyone. It was a mixture of deep groans and footfalls, 
most of which sounded as if those feet were being merely dragged 
across the floor. But these weren’t just the sounds made by a few 
individual Klingons, this was the sound of countless men and 
women, all producing the same awful noise. All now seemingly 
trying to converge on the last place on the ship were a warm body 
could be found. 

Aliris reached for the rifle and shockingly realized that its 
power pack was nearly drained. “Yifey, take this and try to buy us as 
much time as you can. Make your shots count, it doesn’t have much 
juice left,” she said and threw the rifle at her. 

She caught it awkwardly, looked at it for a moment as if she 
had never seen it before and then back at the Risian. “I’ve … I’ve 
never used one before.” 

“Never to early to start,” she said. “Point and shoot, just like 
the smaller ones.” 

But Yifey Jiang was suddenly more concerned with 
Gradkowski who uttered a low, throaty rattle and then nothing at all. 
She put the rifle to one side and kneeled next to him. “No, no, Jonas. 
Jonas, come on, come on, don’t do this now.” 

“Incoming,” said Chayton and started slashing at Klingon 
bodies who had appeared by the half-open doorway. 

To his credit he held his ground for a few seconds before he 
was forced back deeper in the transporter room, now faced with a 
seemingly unbroken wall of the undead, and with every one he 
managed to cut down, another one took its place in a seemingly 
never-ending horde of walking zombies. 

“Damnit, Yifey, help Chayton!” Aliris yelled as she noticed the 
nurse trying to revive the apparently dead Gradkowski. 

“I need to try and—“ 
“You need to buy us time or we’re all dead meat,” she shot 

back, trying to keep an eye on the approaching horde while working 
on the console at the same time. 

Jiang very reluctantly left Gradkowski to take the rifle. She took 
careful aim at one of the Klingons threatening to get past Chayton 
and pulled the triggering stub. 
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The shot went wide, still drilling a Klingon—just not the one 
she had aimed for—and nearly grazing the Sioux. 

“Sorry,” she stammered. 
“Just keep shooting,” responded a blood drenched Chayton 

who didn’t stop hacking away even if it was beginning to look more 
like self-defense than any kind of coordinated attack, slashing away 
at limps and everything else in front of him, slowing the Klingons but 
not really putting them down. 

The floor was turning into a slippery, crimson red mess. 
The nurse tried again, this time hitting her target but missing 

the head of the tall Klingon she had tried to take out and incinerating 
his shoulder instead. 

“I think … I think, I’ve got it,” Aliris exclaimed. “Get on the—“ 
A female Klingon had slipped past Chayton and bore down on 

the ensign at the computer console. Aliris hadn’t seen her in time and 
was pushed backwards as the Klingon slammed into her. 

She managed to bring up her arms just before her sharp teeth 
were able to rip into her. Aliris recognized her attacker. “B’Nera?” 

A low groan was her response. But what sounded like 
unintelligible noise suddenly began to make sense to the ensign. 

“Help … help me.” 
Aliris had to fight tooth and nail to keep the former medic 

away from her as she was pushed down onto the floor. “B’Nera, can 
you understand me?” 

“Help me,” she groaned again. “Kill … kill.” 
Aliris was fighting a losing battle. The Risian was no match in 

pure strength to the Klingon warrior even in her zombified-state.  
“Kill … kill … kill me.” 
The Risian noticed the hilt of a dagger on her belt and in a last, 

desperate measure, reached for it and managed to pull it free with 
her fingertips. 

Just as she could feel B’Nera’s foul smell and sharp teeth at her 
throat, Aliris mustered all her remaining strength by taking hold of 
the Klingon’s low cut vest and pushing her up and away from her. 

Her other hand gripped the dagger firmly and in one quick 
motion, she shoved the razor-sharp blade upwards where it buried 
itself between B’Nera’s chin and neck and drove deep into her head. 
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Aliris was immediately showered by thick, cold blood which erupted 
like a fountain. The Klingon’s body stopped moving. 

She managed to pull the lifeless body off her and crawl back 
onto her feet. “Get … get Gradkowski off the platform and let’s go,” 
she said with apparent effort and began to activate the transporter 
sequence. 

Jiang looked at her in shock. “We can’t just leave him here,” she 
said. “We can bring him back to the runabout and … I don’t know … 
put him in stasis.” 

But Aliris shook her head. “Too much … too much of a risk.” 
The nurse apparently was determined not to leave anyone else 

behind. “We’re not abandoning him,” she said just before she 
decapitated another approaching Klingon with a now well-aimed 
shot. 

“I’m giving you an order, godsdamnit, get him off the gods-
forsaken platform, now,” Aliris screamed. 
Jiang turned to look at the dead security guard, sitting slumped over 
against the bulkhead. “I … I can’t …” 

That’s when he came back to life. Sort of. 
Jiang shrieked in panic as he groaned loudly and bore down on 

her with an empty look in his dead eyes and blood tripping from the 
corners of his mouth. 

“Shoot him … shoot him,” Aliris shouted, trying to finish the 
sequence but now hesitating to enter the final command until the 
undead Gradkowski was clear of the platform. 

Jiang hesitated, letting herself being pushed backwards until 
she ran out of room. “Jonas … Jonas, please,” she begged to no avail 
as he continued to stagger towards her. 

“Blow his, godsdamned head off!” 
She raised the rifle and Gradkowski reached out for it, 

wrapping a pale and flaky hand around the barrel. Then he hesitated 
for a moment as if he recognized the device now pointing at his head. 

It lasted less than a second. 
Jiang, with tears streaming down her face, fired. 
At point blank range, his head was practically seared off. 
Aliris hit the last command, activating what she hoped to be the 

remote start-up sequence and then had to leap over the console to 
escape the mass of undead Klingons trying to eat her. 
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“Chayton, let’s go,” she yelled without being able to make him 
out anymore. 

Unbelievably, the tall Sioux emerged not a moment later, 
shoving Klingons away left and right, he had long since lost his 
mek’leth sword, apparently taking on the undead with his bare hands. 

The three blood soaked Starfleet officers converged on the 
platform were Aliris unceremoniously kicked Gradkowski’s 
separated head into the crowd of Klingons while Chayton pushed the 
body off the platform. 

Yiang was too busy cowering in the corner, sobbing, to be of 
any help. 

“Is this going to work,” said Chayton as he positioned himself 
in front of the nurse and next to Aliris on the platform, facing the 
Klingons below which were now mere steps away. 

“We’ll either get back on the runabout or explode in the 
vacuum of space.” 

“Either way, beats being turned into fresh gagh,” said Chayton. 
A thousand arms seemed to reach out for them just before they 

heard the telltale sounds of a cycling transporter beam. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
Giving that none of them exploded upon re-materialization, it was a 
good bet that they had not been beamed into outer space.  

Yifey Jiang pretty much immediately collapsed onto the floor of 
the runabout and then crawled up against the nearest bulkhead, 
pushing her knees up to her chest and hugging them tightly, she 
began to weep. 

Chayton quickly dropped to her side. “Are you alright?” 
She simply shook her head. 
“Have you been hurt? Did they touch you somehow, did you 

get bitten anywhere?” asked Chayton as he began to look her over 
closely and trying to establish if any of the blood she was covered in 
was hers. 

“Don’t touch me,” she barked and pushed him back harshly. 
“Just don’t touch me.” 
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Aliris watched them for only a moment. “Where the hell is 
Graham?” she said when she had realized that Torain was nowhere 
to be seen. She grabbed the phaser rifle and headed towards the back 
of the ship. “The bastard should have beamed us out of there hours 
ago. I’m going to kill him.” 

“Telvin and Gradkowski are … dead,” mumbled Jiang. “Or … 
something worse. That entire ship is filled with walking … dead 
people,” she continued, slightly rocking back and forth and staring 
out of the forward view point to see the unassuming Klingon Bird-of-
Prey drifting just a few hundred meters away, not allowing the 
slightest indication of what horrors it contained. 

“Yifey, I know you’ve gone through a lot over there but this is 
important,” he said. “Have they managed to injure you in any way?” 

She turned to look at him very slowly and gazed straight into 
his eyes. Then a very small smile formed on her lips. “That’s … that’s 
the first time you’ve ever called me Yifey.” 

He returned the smile. 
She nodded and then quickly shook her head, wiping away the 

blood on her face. “It’s not mine. It’s … it’s Jonas’. I … I killed him.” 
“You didn’t kill Jonas,” he said. “Whatever that was. Whatever 

he had become. He wasn’t Jonas anymore when you shot him, do 
you understand?” 

Her nod was barely perceivable at all. 
A high-pitched warble of a phaser beam cut through the silence 

that had ensued. Both Chayton and Jiang whipped their heads 
towards the back. 

“What happened?” the nurse asked. 
But Chayton was already on his feet, storming towards the rear 

compartment. 
He found Aliris holding the phaser rifle and pointing it straight 

at a clearly feverish and panicked Graham Torain. He did not look 
well at all, his skin pale and his nose refused to stop bleeding.  He 
was on his knees, trying to stem his nosebleed with one hand while 
the other one was held up in front of him, as if trying to protect 
himself from the weapon pointed at his head. 

“What … what are you doing?” Torain stammered. “I need … 
help,” he said, his voice so weak, he had difficulties making himself 
heard. 
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Aliris trembled slightly and Chayton could see from the scorch 
mark on a bulkhead behind Torain that she had fired a warning shot, 
presumably to keep him away. Thankfully the rifle had not been set 
on the highest setting or she may have perforated the hull. 

“I’m not saying it again,” she said with uncharacteristic 
coldness in her voice. “Stay the frak back.” 

“What’s wrong with you? What’s … what’s happening?” 
Torain managed to say but was hardly able to even get those words 
over his lips anymore. 

Jiang joined them and immediately gasped in horror upon 
finding Torain in his current condition. “Oh my god.” 

“Yifey, can you help him?” Aliris’ voice trembled. “Is there 
anything you can do for him?” 

But the nurse had no words as she simply stared at the young 
lieutenant on the floor, barely able to keep himself upright. 

“Godsdamnit, Yifey. Can you frakkin’ help him or not?” 
“I … I don’t know how but maybe—“ 
“I’m sorry Graham, I’m not having you turn into one of those 

monsters,” said the Risian as tears began to well up in her eyes. “I’m 
so sorry.” 

“Wait,” the nurse said. “You can’t do that. You can’t just shoot 
him down in cold blood. There maybe something we can do.” 

The ensign threw her a withering look. “There was nothing you 
could do for those Klingons. There was nothing you could do for 
Jonas. I’m doing him a favor, don’t you see that!” Her voice was now 
almost hysterical. “I’m putting him out of his misery,” she added 
more quietly as she looked back at the shivering Torain on his knees, 
unable to speak but with his pleading eyes wide open, staring right 
back at the Risian woman. 

Jiang looked at Chayton for help. 
He nodded and carefully approached the ensign. “Aliris, listen 

to me. Lower your weapon and we’ll try to figure something out.“ 
“There is nothing to figure out. Don’t you get it? He’s too far 

gone. He’ll turn just like the others.” 
“B’Nera,” the nurse said, suddenly remembering the Klingon 

medic, and stepped closer.  “She talked to you. I saw her talk to you 
in the transporter room when she attacked. There is still hope.” 
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The ensign nodded. “You’re right. She did talk to me. She 
begged me to kill her.” 

Jiang tried to reach out for the Risian. “Aliris, please just—“ 
But she had already pulled the trigger. 
The phaser beam sliced off Torain’s hand before burning itself 

through the left side of his face, instantly melting away his cheek, jaw 
and eye socket and leaving his head a bloody pulp just as he 
collapsed to the floor where he remained unmoving in a quickly 
expanding pool of his own blood. 

Jiang covered her mouth in shock. 
For a moment all they could do was stare at the scene with 

disbelieving eyes. 
“You … you—“ But Jiang couldn’t even say it. 
“I had no choice. I had to do it. I had to keep him from 

becoming one of them,” Aliris stammered, seemingly unable to take 
her eyes of the man she had just murdered. Then, with apparently 
newfound strength and determination, she clasped her rifle tighter. 
“Those godsdamned Klingons. I’m going to kill them. I’m going to 
kill them all,” she said, turned on her heels and stormed back 
towards the cockpit. 

Chayton followed her. 
Jiang stayed behind for a moment, almost as if unsure if she 

should try to see if she could do something for Torain, her medical 
training compelling her to at least check his vitals even if it appeared 
obvious that he couldn’t have survived the massive head trauma 
caused by the phaser blast. 

“Wait,” she said. “Wait, this isn’t possible. Guys, this isn’t 
possible,” she added when sudden realization hit her. When she 
noticed that they had both left, she quickly followed them into the 
cockpit. 

Aliris had flung the rifle carelessly to the side and headed 
straight for the runabout’s controls, her eyes sharply focused on the 
Klingon ship floating mockingly in space before them. 

“I’m going to blast you all back to whatever hell you belong,” 
she seethed and found the weapon controls.  

Without bothering so much as calibrating the phasers or taking 
proper aim, she repeatedly hit the controls, unleashing uncontrolled 
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and imprecise rounds of destructive energy, blasting away at the 
unshielded Klingon starship. 

Her aim didn’t need to be true. At their relatively close distance 
and with nobody on board trying to evade or protect their vessel, the 
phasers easily tore into the Lukara and slicing away entire chunks of 
ember duranium hull. 

“Aliris, stop,” Chayton urged as he tried to get her away from 
the controls. 

But before he could get hold of the infuriated woman, she had 
managed to do significant damage to the Bird-of-Prey and tearing off 
one of it’s prominent wings, sending the entire ship and the debris 
into an erratic drift and exposing numerous decks to the cold vacuum 
of space. 

“Let me go, let me go,” she screamed hysterically as he pulled 
her away from the console and she futilely tried to free herself. “I 
have to kill them all!” 

“Calm down. This is not helping.” 
She struggled for a moment longer and when she finally 

stopped fighting him, Chayton let her go just before she collapsed 
into one of the seats with tears now flowing freely down her cheeks. 

Jiang joined them not a second later. She looked at the tumbling 
and broken up Klingon ship in shock before looking at the equally 
broken Aliris slumped in the chair. Then she made eye contact with 
Chayton. “Something’s wrong.” 

“You think?” 
“No, I mean Graham. How did he get infected? From 

everything we’ve seen so far it takes direct contact with somebody 
who has already been infected for them to show symptoms and die 
only then to come back. You said it yourself earlier. Jonas was bitten 
before he became … un-dead.” 

“Perhaps it’s airborne,” said Chayton. 
“Perhaps,” she responded. “But none of us have exhibited any 

symptoms so far and we have spent hours on that ship. Torain has 
never left the runabout.” 

Even Aliris looked up through swollen and teary eyes as she 
began to slowly grasp what the nurse had been trying to get at. 

And then they heard that low, guttural moan again which 
neither of them had hoped they would ever have to hear again. 
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It was coming from the rear compartment. 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
The all to familiar sounds prompted Aliris to take immediate action, 
her brief episode of uncontrolled hysteria behind her, she jumped out 
of her chair to grab the rifle she had so carelessly discarded earlier 
and which now lay on the floor near the cockpit entrance. 

Just as she had reached the weapon and was about to lift it, a 
large black boot adorned with a sharp, gleaming spike jutting out of 
its cap stepped onto the rifle, keeping it trapped against the deck 
plate. 

She looked up to see the pale face of K’thor staring back at her, 
his mouth painted blood red and dripping as he groaned and 
grunted at her. 

“Oh crap.” 
It was all she had time to say before the rabid Klingon jumped 

her. 
“Aliris!” Jiang shrieked. 
But without a weapon, the Risian didn’t stand a chance as 

K’thor easily lifted her up by her neck and pulled her close to try and 
rip out her jugular with his teeth. 

“Warning: Collision Alert. Warning: Collision Alert,” said the 
computer and began to sound an urgent warning siren. 

Chayton turned towards the front viewports just in time to see 
massive chunks of the Bird-of-Prey flying right towards them. 
“Computer. Evasive Man—“ 

But it was already too late and part of the Lukara’s torn off wing 
smashed into the front of the runabout, the force of the impact 
throwing everybody inside flying across the cockpit. 

It probably saved Aliris’ neck. Quite literally, as both she and 
K’thor were thrown off their feet, only to harshly smash into a rear 
bulkhead. 

The Risian forced herself to recover quickly and take full 
advantage of the distraction the impact had caused. Luck remained 
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on her side when she noticed that the phaser rifle had fallen just a 
few inches away. 

K’thor in the meantime had landed on his back and seemed to 
struggle to get back up again, whatever dexterity he may have 
possessed once, seemingly lost in his current state. 

Aliris didn’t hesitate, didn’t check on the status of the runabout 
or her fellow crewmembers first, instead she jumped onto her feet, 
grabbed the rifle and quickly stepped up to the former Klingon 
lieutenant who desperately tried to pull himself off the floor. 

She placed a boot right on his thorax to keep him pinned to the 
deck and then roughly shoved the entire emitter cone of the rife into 
his blood dripping mouth. “Go back to hell, you gods-forsaken, 
undead, zombie freak.” 

She pulled the triggering stub to find that her luck had finally 
run out. After hours of nearly continuous operation, the phaser rifle’s 
power cell was completely depleted. 

Aliris panicked when the weapon refused to fire while K’thor 
easily reached out for the rifle which gave him just enough leverage 
to pull himself up again. 

“Warning. Fatal system failure detected. Hull integrity compromised. 
Structural failure imminent.” 

The small runabout didn’t stop rocking and shuddering from 
large and small pieces of debris, hitting the unprotected hull. 

As soon as Chayton managed to get back onto his feet, he 
quickly helped Jiang to stand as well.  But before he could even think 
of coming to Aliris’ help, he spotted another imminent disaster 
heading straight for them through the forward viewport. 

The transparent pane already showed signs of significant 
damage and large cracks rippled through the material, growing 
quickly under the constant impact of debris.  

One of the Klingon ship’s main disruptor canons had come 
loose under the earlier phaser bombardment and was now on a direct 
collision course with the already compromised viewport. It didn’t 
take a degree in structural engineering to understand what would 
happen next. 

Chayton reached out for the nurse and put his arms tightly 
around her. “It’s about to get very cold and you’ll want to hold your 
breath. Don’t.” 
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She didn’t understand straight away. Not until she caught a 
glimpse out of the viewport and saw something big and menacing 
heading straight for them. 

Not a second later the cannon smashed through the damaged 
viewport and the cabin’s oxygen and pressure exploded outwards 
and was sucked into the vacuum of space and along with it everyone 
and everything not bolted down. 

Chayton and Jiang went first, the nurse clinging tightly to the 
larger Sioux. 

Aliris went next and less than a second later so did the 
zombified K’thor.  

Just as the Klingon was pulled through the now open viewport, 
did the protective force field finally snap into place. But by then it 
was too late to ensure structural integrity. Instead it cleanly severed 
K’thor along his hip, his lower body staying behind on the runabout 
while the rest of him was blown out into space. 

Aliris’ earlier predictions that they would explode the moment 
they were exposed to outer space remained untrue. The more 
immediate problem was the sudden drop of temperature and the 
acute lack of breathable oxygen. 

Chayton held on to Jiang as tightly as he could in order to share 
their rapidly dwindling body heat even if his exposed skin began to 
pale and shiver. The force of the sudden loss of cabin pressure was 
catapulting them towards the ripped open Bird-of-Prey. 

Aliris was faring much worse. She’d had no time to prepare for 
the unscheduled and un-suited extravehicular activity and had 
panicked the moment she had been sucked out of the runabout. 

As it turned out, being forcefully ejected into space wasn’t the 
worst thing to happen to her. Not a moment after hitting the cold 
vacuum, she felt equally cold hands reach out for her shoulders. 

Her body twisted around just in time to allow her to see K’thor, 
or what was left of him, pulling himself towards her. The undead 
Klingon seemed not to be bothered by the lack of pressure, warmth 
or oxygen, or for that matter the lack of his entire lower body. Aliris 
with no leverage or avenue of escape, was unable to stop him from 
burying his foul teeth deep into her once beautifully smooth and 
caramel colored neck. 
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The Risian ultimately proved, once and for all, the old human 
adage that in space, nobody could hear you scream. 

Chayton was not aware of the ensign’s fate as he had to focus 
on his and Jiang’s own survival and right at that moment, their only 
chance was entirely dependent on sheer luck. 

Their momentum continued to push them towards a large 
opening were once the Klingon ship’s landing deck had been. 
Thankfully for them, the bay doors had been ripped clean off when 
Aliris had unleashed her phaser barrage. 

They tumbled end over end into the Klingon ship and 
accelerated when they were caught in its artificial gravity until they 
slammed into the bulkheads, Chayton turning just so to ensure his 
broad back absorbed most the impact. But the depressurized 
compartment offered no shelter from the unforgiving elements of 
outer space. 

Chayton did however spot an open doorway and ignoring his 
bruised back, his nearly frozen skin and oxygen deprived brain, he 
held on tightly to Jiang, unable to tell anymore if she was even still 
alive, and set out for the hatch. 

Helped by the still partially effective artificial gravity net, they 
reached the doorway in a matter of seconds which to Chayton felt 
more like hours. Every single step painful and awkward. 

Inside the hatch he finally let go of Jiang and turned to find the 
closing mechanism. He found a lever right next to the open doors but 
hesitated for a moment when he spotted a body tumbling towards 
him.  

It was Aliris. 
He reached out for her, managed to snag her trouser leg and 

pulled her into the hatch just before he was able to use the absolutely 
last vestiges of his strength to push down onto the lever. 

Lady Fortune looked upon his request favorably once more, as 
the hatch slid shut and the room immediately re-pressurized, 
flooding the room with desperately needed heat and oxygen. 

Zapped of all his strength, Chayton could do little more than 
crawl towards the unmoving body of Jiang. “Yif … Yifey.” 

She didn’t respond. 
He reached her and turned her onto her back to find her face 

pale and her eyes closed. Her body was cold as ice. 
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Chayton quickly pulled her close to him and pressed his lips 
onto hers to pump oxygen into her lungs. After a moment she stirred. 
“So … so cold.” 

Satisfied that she wasn’t dead, he next turned towards Aliris 
who was lying in a heap near the now closed hatch. 

He watched with surprise as she slowly pulled herself up and 
back onto her feet. 

But before he could check in on her something else happened 
which proved that they were not quite out of danger yet.  

With his eardrums ruptured, Chayton hadn’t noticed before, 
but the Klingon ship was far from being in optimal condition and 
loud alarm klaxons droned on, advising of immediate danger. The 
Lukara had been sliced open like a Thanksgiving turkey, structural 
integrity had been severely compromised, the hull was breached, the 
artificial gravity had become unreliable and unbeknownst to 
Chayton, what was left of the ship was about to collide with the 
Starfleet runabout. 

The Lukara’s computer, apparently still functional enough to 
know that it was doomed, opened another hatch, just to their right.  
And while Chayton couldn’t be sure, it looked a lot like a tiny escape 
pod. 

The impact was bone jarring and once again the three Starfleet 
officers were thrown about like ragdolls. 

Chayton was sure that he broke several bones when he 
smashed hard into the bulkheads. Convinced that the ship was about 
to come apart at the seams around them, he managed to grab the 
barely conscious nurse and pushed her into the escape pod. 

When he turned to get Aliris however he found her already 
back on her feet and looking right at him. Only then did he notice 
that her neck and part of her shoulder were exposed bloody pulps 
with entire chunks of flesh missing. 

Her face was completely drained of color and her eyes empty. 
She groaned loudly as she focused in on the Sioux. 

He expected her to stumble forward but was caught off guard 
when she covered the few meters between them in a quick dash, 
jumping him and pushing him backwards. 

They both fell to the floor. 
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With little strength left to fight her off, he scrambled to crawl 
into the escape pod. Unfortunately for him, the zombified Aliris had 
no intention of letting him get away and reached out to take hold of 
one of his ankles. 

Chayton didn’t let up either and somehow managed to pull his 
frame into the pod while using his free foot to try and shake off 
Aliris. 

It didn’t work. Even after the sole of his boot smashed into her 
face repeatedly, breaking her nose in the process, Aliris simply 
wouldn’t let go, determined to either keep him on the doomed Lukara 
or follow him into the escape pod. Either way she was going to get 
her fill. 

That’s when he noticed the release panel next to the hatch. 
Chayton changed tactics and instead of continuing to batter her face, 
he smashed his boot into the panel. 

Aliris let go upon hearing a loud swooshing noise and looked 
up just in time to see the hatch come down on her with the force of a 
guillotine. And just like it, the door sliced through flesh and bone, 
decapitating the Risian in one swift motion. 

The escape pod disengaged with a sudden jerk and pushed 
away from the Lukara. Through a tiny viewport, Chayton was able to 
see what remained of the Klingon ship, breaking up piece-by-piece 
with almost half the runabout buried deep inside its guts. 

Still shivering from the cold, he quickly wrapped himself 
around Jiang. 

“Chay … Chayton,” she whispered weakly. “What … 
happened?” 

“It’s alright,” he responded, his own voice sounding hollow 
and feeble. “Everything’s going to be alright. Just close your eyes. 
Whatever you do, don’t look,” he said as he pressed her closer 
against him, keeping her face against his shoulder. 

For just a few inches away from her sat Aliris’ severed head, 
staring at them with wide-open but entirely dead eyes. 
 
 

* * * 
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“Bridge to sickbay. Prepare to receive casualties.” 
Veteran doctor and CMO Elijah Katanga turned to look 

towards the ceiling upon hearing the voice of first officer Tazla Star 
over the speakers. “Understood, Commander. Any more details you 
can share?” 

“They are ours, Eli. We’ve identified them as Ensign Yifey Jiang and 
Crewman Chayton. They are onboard what we believe to be a Klingon escape 
pod. No idea yet how they ended up there but their life signs are weak and 
they’ll require immediate medical attention. We should be within 
transporter range in a few minutes.” 

Katanga nodded and immediately began to direct his staff to 
make preparations to treat the injured crewmembers. 

“Taz, Yifey and Chayton were part of the team we sent to Delta 
Cephei III. There were six people in that group.” 

The Trill responded quickly with just the slightest hint of 
impatience in her voice. “We know that, Doctor and we are keeping an eye 
out for the rest of them. But for now I suggest we treat those we can. Bridge 
out.” 

“I didn’t suggest otherwise,” he mumbled and then turned to 
his second-in-command in sickbay, Doctor Barry Nelson. “Can you 
tell what we got yet?” 

The youthful physician checked a computer terminal. “I’m 
getting the sensor feed now. My god,” he said as he reviewed the 
medical data. 

“What is it?” 
He shook his head slightly. “Whatever they’ve been through 

must have been hell. They are both suffering from extreme 
hypothermia and cerebral hypoxia. They also show signs of acute 
congelatio over at least seventy percent of their skin.” 

“Sounds like they’ve been exposed to outer space for an 
extended period of time,” said Katanga, quickly putting the 
symptoms together. 

“And that’s not all. Chayton appears to have multiple broken 
bones and fractures as well as a serious concussion. And then there is 
this,” said Nelson and pointed at an unusual RNA reading. 

“Looks like some sort of aggressive retrovirus infection. See if 
the biofilters can sieve that out of their systems and erect a level five 
quarantine field just in case.” 
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Nelson went to work. Within minutes the medical team was 
ready. Katanga and his colleagues had donned quarantine suits and a 
force field had been erected around two prepped biobeds as well as 
around sickbay. 

Then the two bodies slowly shimmered into existence but 
didn’t completely solidify. 

“The biofilter has identified and removed the retrovirus,” said 
Nelson who monitored the computer readings. 

“Good. Let’s keep the quarantine procedures in place for now 
and fully materialize our patients,” said the Chief Medical Officer. 

Within moments the transporter completed its cycle to reveal 
the bruised and frost bitten bodies of Nurse Jiang and med tech 
Chayton. Their uniforms were dirty and torn and both their clothes 
and faces were covered by cuts and surprising amount of dried 
blood. 

“Dear God,” said Nelson when he finally laid eyes upon his 
colleagues. 

Katanga did a much better job at hiding his shock. “Most of the 
blood covering their bodies contains Klingon DNA.” 

“Looks like they fought an entire army,” said Nelson. 
“Let’s get started by raising their body temperature and getting 

their blood oxygen back to normal. Than start brain injury and bone 
knitting treatments. Cuts, bruises and … dried up blood are cosmetic. 
Let’s get this done, folks.” 

Katanga, Nelson and the various nurses and medical 
technicians went to work on the two bruised and battered bodies like 
a well-coordinated hive of bees, each one knowing exactly what 
needed to be done to fix up their patients. 

When Jiang regained consciousness for the first time a few 
hours later she was greeted by the dark-skinned and white-bearded 
face of Elijah Katanga. “Welcome back, Yifey. Don’t worry, you’re 
going to be alright.” 

“What … what happened?” 
“I don’t know what you guys went through but it’s over now. 

You’re going to be fine,” he said. 
“Chayton?” 
Katanga looked towards the next bed over. 
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Jiang turned her head to follow his gaze and found the large 
Sioux lying on the biobed next to her. He had come around as well 
and was looking straight back at her. They reached out to gently hold 
each other’s hands. 

“You’re both going to be just fine.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
Doctor Katanaga appeared to remain right as he was able to give 
them both clean bills of health and discharged them from sickbay 
within forty-eight hours. 

For her part, Jiang had quickly retreated to her quarters were 
she remained by herself until her solitude was interrupted by the 
familiar sound of the door annunicator a couple of hours later. 
“Please come in.” 

Chayton stepped inside and found the lights dimmed. Yifey, 
dressed in civilian attire, sat by herself near a viewport, staring out 
into space. A bottle of Saurian brandy sat on a table next to her with a 
half-empty glass at its side. 

She jumped out of her chair upon seeing the Sioux. “Chayton,” 
she cried and then quickly wrapped her arms around the large man. 
He hesitated for a moment and then reciprocated the gesture. 

“How are you?” she said after she had let go. 
“Well. You?” 
Her eyes turned sad. “I’ve been thinking about the others. 

Telvin, Gradkowski, Aliris and Graham,” she said and looked up. 
“Any word yet?” 

He shook his head. “None. I hear they’re still trying to locate 
the Lukara and the runabout but haven’t found a sign of either yet.” 

“They deserve better than floating around space somewhere as 
… as those horrible things.” 

Chayton nodded in agreement. 
Yifey went and got a second glass, poured in some of the 

brandy and handed it to him before reaching for her own. She held it 
up. “To absent friends.” 
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“Absent friends,” he said and they clinked glasses before taking 
a sip each. 

“You know, I never got a chance to thank you for what you did. 
Without you I would have never made it out of that nightmare 
alive,” she said as she watched him intently. 

“I did what I had to.” 
She shook her head. “No, you did much more,” she quickly 

said and relieved him of his glass and placed it on the table along 
with hers. “I know I gave you a hard time before about your attitude 
but none of that matters anymore. I want you to know that I’m truly 
grateful for all you’ve done.” 

But before Chayton could respond, Jiang and gone onto her 
tiptoes to be able to press her lips against his. His surprise didn’t last 
long and within seconds they embraced again, much tighter this 
time, and exchanged a long, meaningful kiss. 

Yifey let go very hesitantly and gasped. “Wow, I needed that.” 
Chayton smirked. “That was … nice.” 
He punched him playfully in the shoulder. “You really need to 

brush up on your eloquence if you want that ever to happen again.” 
“That’s why I’m here,” he said and raised a padd he had 

brought with him. 
She looked at it curiously. “What’s that?” 
“Don’t tell me you forgot about my poetry?” 
She gave him a blank look and then laughed. “Oh my god, you 

were serious.” 
“Of course.” 
She nodded with a big smirk. “Alright. Make yourself 

comfortable, I’ll be right back.” 
Yifey darted into her washroom. After all she had been 

through, after losing her friends and colleagues in the most 
nightmarish manner imaginable, after having come close to death or 
worse a dozen times over, she now needed more than to grieve in 
solitude for lost friends. She needed a reaffirmation of life and she 
wanted it to be with Chayton. 

She looked herself over in her mirror when she spotted the 
pearls of sweat that had formed on her forehead.  

She smirked. Her thoughts were making her hot. Literally. 
She pulled off her shirt. 
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Then she felt a tingle in her nose and reached for it. When she 
looked at her hand she saw droplets of blood there. 

A knock on the door. “Yifey are you alright?” 
She grabbed a tissue and cleaned herself up before turning back 

towards the door and opening it to find a concerned looking 
Chayton.  

“I’m perfectly fine. What do you say we skip the poetry?” she 
said and guided him towards the bed. 

She tossed the blood-soaked tissue onto the floor. 
 
 

And	  I	  heard	  as	  it	  were	  the	  noise	  of	  thunder,	  
One	  of	  the	  four	  beasts	  saying	  come	  and	  see,	  […]	  

And	  I	  looked	  and	  behold,	  a	  pale	  horse,	  
And	  his	  name	  that	  sat	  on	  him	  was	  Death,	  

And	  Hell	  followed	  with	  him.	  
	  

Johnny	  Cash	  -‐	  The	  Man	  Comes	  Around	  
(Revelation	  6:1-‐8)	  
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Horizon Protocol 
 
 

Planet Tiaita 
2374 AD 
24 Hours Ago 
 
 
Dale McBride of the border cutter Bluefin and Tazla Star, acting first 
officer of the USS Eagle had been separated from the rest of the joint 
Starfleet, Border Service and Marines away team when the New 
Light rebels had begun their assault on the local airport. 
 They slipped behind a tall and rusted fuel tank to avoid the 
incoming volley. 
 “Missile, missile,” one of the Marines shouted and then 
scrambled to get away from the vehicle behind which he and his 
comrades had sought cover. 
 It was a smart move. Not a heartbeat later a projectile launched 
from one of the technicals struck the government-issue van, causing 
it to be catapulted several feet into the air as it was ripped apart and 
consumed by an explosion. 
 Star watched on with a frustrated frown. She hit her combadge. 
“Major, what’s your status?” 
 The Marine commander’s reply came promptly. “We have one 
man down, attempting to regroup as we speak.” 
 “I need you to take them out, now.” 
 “We’re on it, Wasco out.” 
  “Look over there,” said McBride and pointed towards the 
burning remains of the vehicle. 
 Star wasn’t quite sure what the Bluefin officer was seeing at 
first. But then she realized that he wasn’t looking at the destroyed 
van but at one of the other ones. 
 The shockwave of the explosion had thrown this one on its side 
and somebody was emerging from it.  
 It was Teldro. 
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 He had apparently managed to overpower his guard and now 
crawled out of the van. He used the confusion the attack had caused 
to make his getaway. 
 Tazla Star aimed her phaser rifle and took him into her 
crosshairs. It would have been an easy takedown. 
 But McBride pulled her rifle down. “Wait.” 
 “Wait for what?” she said with obvious annoyance. 
 “Look.” 
 He wasn’t heading towards the attacking rebels, instead he was 
making his way into the opposite direction. Not towards Star’s and 
McBride’s position but towards one of the jet planes rolling along the 
taxiway.  
 “The antimatter bomb is on that plane which means so is Deite 
and T’Ser,” he said and got up to follow Teldro, determined to go 
after the New Light rebel threatening to detonate a bomb over the 
capital city and rescue his Vulcan colleague and companion from her 
clutches. 
 But once again he was held back by Star. 
 He turned on her with an angry expression written all over his 
features. “What more proof do you need? They’re all on that plane.” 
 She nodded. “Fine, but what you’re doing is suicide. Those 
rebels might not fire on him,” she said and pointed at Teldro who 
was crossing the wide-open tarmac unmolested by the rebel forces, 
“but they sure as hell will take you down the moment they get a clear 
shot.” 
 “So what do you suggest?” 
 She turned to look at the plane which had noticeably slowed 
down, now that Teldro was approaching. For a moment Star studied 
the layout of the taxiways and the runway. 
 “Wasco to Star.” 
 She tapped her combadge. “Star here.” 
 “We’re in position for a counter-attack, however it may leave you 
exposed. How do you want to proceed?” 
 “Major, do what you have to do and don’t worry about us. 
Take them out.” 
 “Understood. But I suggest you find a new place for cover. And soon. 
Wasco out.” 
 “Follow me,” she said and began to move. 
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 But McBride hesitated when he realized that Star was heading 
away from the plane he so desperately needed to stop. 
 She threw him a look over her shoulder. “Just trust me on this. 
Besides this spot is going to become very uncomfortable, very 
quickly.” 
 McBride nodded and followed the Trill commander. 
 Star had remained right. In order to get their enemy into the 
right position for an ambush, the Marines along with Nora Laas, 
Solly Brin and Deryx had ceased fire for the moment, leading the 
rebels to believe that the Starfleet team was retreating. 
 The rebels moved in closer and used additional missiles to 
soften up the enemy positions. Two went into the hangar which was 
quickly claimed by a series of explosions as one plane after the next 
caught fire in a domino effect of destruction. 
 Another projectile did short work of the fuel tank which Star 
and McBride had used for cover moments earlier, producing a sky 
high fireball fueled by the highly combustive jet fuel it had contained. 
 The Marines had retreated but not quite the way the rebels 
thought. 
 Wasco had quickly and efficiently moved his small team 
behind the enemy and to their right flank. 
 The rebels, even though outnumbering their enemy by at least 
two-to-one, never had a chance. 
 Star, confident that Wasco and the others had things firmly in 
hand, rushed along narrow paths in between aircraft hangars and 
fuel tanks, ignoring the ear shattering explosions and sounds of 
phasers and automatic machine guns battling for dominance. 
 McBride was following closely even though he was beginning 
to fear that the Trill was taking them into the wrong direction. That 
was until she came to a halt at the edge of a hanger building and 
pressed her back flat against the wall.  
 It was quite literally the end of the tunnel. Beyond lay only 
open tarmac. 
 She spied around the corner and when she looked back at 
McBride she had a playful smile on her lips as if she was quite 
pleased with herself. 
 McBride ventured a look himself and was surprised at what he 
discovered. 
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 A taxiway was running just a few short meters along the 
building and the plane they were after was coming straight towards 
them. What was more, the tarmac made a sharp turn here to lead the 
planes directly onto the runway for takeoff which meant they had to 
slow down significantly. 
 “It looks like there is an access ladder by the landing gear. 
That’s our way in,” said Star. “We wait until the plane gets to the 
turn and then make a run for it. We should be close enough that they 
won’t even see us coming.” 
 McBride gave her a nod and secured his phaser in its holster. 
He would have to leave the bulkier rifle behind, it would only slow 
him down. 
 Star followed his lead and placed her type-3 phaser next to 
McBride’s, leaning it against the hangar wall. 
 Then the moment came. The plane reached the turn and slowed 
down to align with the runway. 
 The Trill and the Texan took off. 
 The noise of the engines was nearly deafening now and they 
had to be careful to stay out of their wake.  
 When they reached the landing gear the aircraft was already 
speeding up again and this time it would not slow down again. 
 McBride reached the ladder first and quickly jumped onto it 
and began to climb up.  Star was next. The ladder wasn’t much more 
than a few rungs placed along the landing gear, certainly not 
designed to board the plane while it was moving. Star’s foot slipped 
and her boot missed the massive rubber wheel by inches. At their 
current speed it was rotating fast enough that it could have ripped 
her clean off the ladder and turned her into road kill with ease. 
 They both managed to climb into the landing gear housing 
chamber. 
 It was then that the plane lurched forward to reach takeoff 
velocity.  
 Neither of them had been prepared for the sudden acceleration. 
Star tried to hold on desperately to anything but found only a loose 
hanging wire which immediately snapped off. She tumbled back 
towards the quickly spinning wheels below. 
 McBride caught her just as her feet went over the edge. 
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 But he didn’t have the leverage to pull her back in and for a 
moment they simply hung there, suspended in place as the aircraft 
began to take to the skies. 
 
 
USS Eagle 
Now 
8:00 hours until departure 
 
Security Chief Nora Laas found Captain Michael Owens walking 
briskly down a corridor on deck twelve and joined him. “We have a 
problem, sir,” she said with little preamble. 
 “That’s putting it mildly,” he said without so much as 
acknowledging the Bajoran or slowing his pace. “This mission has 
been a complete disaster and neither Starfleet nor the Federation 
Council are going to be happy to hear of what transpired here.” 
 “We have another problem.” 
 He shot her a sidelong look. “Lieutenant, I have the entirety of 
Starfleet Command breathing down my neck and half a dozen 
councilors wanting to know exactly what the hell happened here and 
why Tiaita will no longer be a viable Federation ally against the 
Dominion. I don’t need another problem.” 
 Nora referred to her padd. “Commander Star left behind two 
phaser rifles on the surface which are still unaccounted for,” she said 
and looked up. “I strongly recommend she’s put on report for this 
gross oversight.” 
 Owens stepped into the turbolift and Nora followed. “Deck 
two,” he said and then to the security chief. “We still have people on 
the planet. Can they recover?” 
 She shook her head. “We have every able-bodied crewmember 
from Eagle, Bluefin and the freighter fleet helping out with dropping 
off five and half million tons of humanitarian supplies. And I 
understand we’re already running behind schedule. A rudimentary 
sweep of the area didn’t reveal anything. My guess is somebody took 
off with them. By now they could be halfway around the globe.” 
 The captain massaged the bridge of his nose. “I don’t need this 
now,” he said. “Admiral Throl was pretty clear that we have just 
eight hours before we are due to leave the system and not a minute 
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longer. And I had to fight for that. As far as Command is concerned, 
after the disaster on the surface, they want us to break off ties with 
what is left of the Tiaitan government immediately.” 
 “If we suspend the delivery of supplies we could shift 
resources towards locating the weapons.” 
 Owens didn’t like the idea. “After all we’ve done to these 
people, the least we can do is ensure they’ve got all the medical and 
humanitarian supplies we came here to deliver in the first place, 
stable government or otherwise. We may have to leave the Tiaitans to 
their own devices from now on, but I’ll be damned if we don’t at least 
give them the best chance we possibly can by getting them every last 
crate of supplies we brought along.” 
 “Sensors have proven unreliable,” she said. “It’s going to be 
difficult trying to locate these weapons without sparing anyone to 
look for them.” 
 The lift arrived at its destination and the captain turned to the 
Bajoran security chief. “Make it work, Lieutenant. You’ve got eight 
hours and eight hours only,” he said. “Initiate Horizon Protocol,” 
Owens added just before he briskly stepped out of the turbolift, 
leaving Nora behind. 
 
 
Shuttle Cyrus 
7:47 hours until departure 
  
“What’s Horizon Protocol?” Crewman Zolwat asked. The short and 
diminutive Bolian was sitting in the packed shuttle and rather than 
wait for his partner to provide an answer, was already thumbing 
through the padd he had brought with him. 
 Petty Officer Valdemar Horowitz who couldn’t have been more 
different than the blue-skinned Bolian—dark-haired, tall and 
stocky—rolled his eyes. “Did you not listen to Lieutenant Carlos’ 
mission brief?” he said, sounding generally annoyed. “Somebody left 
something behind, we go bring it back.” 
 “There must be more to it,” said the Bolian. “Why Horizon 
Protocol?” 
 “What does it matter? Mission’s clear.” 
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 “I just like to know the history of things. The full background of 
a given situation. It tends to add perspective and makes you 
appreciate the scope.” 
 “You need to stop over-thinking things,” Val shot back. “Prime 
Directive is not to leave things on other planets, therefore when it 
happens we go there and make sure to bring it back.” 
 “To ensure we do not contaminate their culture.” 
 “Precisely.” 
 “Ah, I found it,” he said and looked at his padd again. 
“Horizon, Federation starship in service in mid-22nd century. Made 
first contact with population of Sigma Iotia II in 2168 and 
inadvertently left behind textbooks, technical manuals and other 
literature which had a severe impact on the local populace which 
subsequently based their entire culture on those documents.” 
 “Fascinating.” 
 “The Horizon Protocol has been put in place to avoid similar 
incidents in the future,” said Zolwat and looked at his partner. “This 
is really important stuff.” 
 “Yeah.” 
 “No, really.” 
 Val shot the younger man another annoyed look. “We have 
eight hours to find two phaser rifles which by now could be 
anywhere on this planet and all they send to retrieve them are the 
two of us. Tells you something about how important this mission is.” 
 “Maybe they’re just really confident in our abilities.” 
 “Right.” 
 “Well, I’m determined to get them back no matter what. We 
can’t allow this culture to be contaminated by outside factors,” said 
Zolwat and stood to walk towards the front where he found the two 
pilots. He turned towards the ranking officer, a short Andorian 
woman named Srena. “Ensign, any chance we can just scan for these 
phasers.” 
 “Jesus, Zol, if they had been able to find them that way, don’t 
you think they would have done so from Eagle?” said Val upon 
overhearing his colleague. 
 The Bolian paid no mind to the petty officer. 
 Srena looked up at him with a smirk, seemingly amused by her 
two passengers. “Sorry but he’s right. The radiation of the antimatter 
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weapon which detonated here yesterday is still interfering with 
sensors and transporters. It’s why we have to make these shuttle runs 
to get the supplies to the surface instead of just beaming them down. 
Not that I’m complaining.” 
 “An antimatter weapon?” Zolwat said and promptly checked 
his padd again. 
 The Andorian nodded, her smile quickly replaced by a sterner 
expression. “Yes. It was quite the mess. From what I hear it took out 
the entire planetary government, throwing Tiaita into virtual chaos.” 
 “What are we doing about that?” 
 She shot him an incredulous look. “We’re dropping off supplies 
and then we high-tail it out of here.” 
 “Don’t these people need more help if they lost their 
government?” 
 “Those are our orders and I hear they come all the way from 
the top of the food chain. Apparently this is a real political hot potato 
and you won’t see a lowly ensign like me asking questions about it.” 
 “And neither should an even lowlier crewman, Zol. Stop 
distracting the ensign from flying the shuttle, will you?” 
 “Right,” Zolwat said and gave the woman a meek smile. 
“Sorry.” 
 She returned it in kind. “That’s all right. And good luck finding 
those phasers.” 
 “Don’t worry, we’ll get them back. Sounds like we’ve done 
enough damage to these poor people.” 
 Val rolled his eyes again. 
 
 
Local Airport, Tiaita Captial City 
7:17 hours until departure 
 
“Goddess gracious, this place is a mess.” 

Val turned to look at his partner. “It’s goodness gracious,” he 
said. “If you want to use human expressions, at least make sure you 
get them right.” 

“How are we ever going to find the phaser in this chaos?” the 
Bolian continued as he stood by the open ramp of the Cyrus and 
looking out at the hectic airport. Seemingly hundreds of vehicles of 
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all sizes were either parked on the tarmac, just arriving or departing 
again. Nobody seemed to be in charge of organizing the relief drop 
and none of the drivers appeared to be observing any kind of traffic 
rules. It bordered on a miracle there hadn’t been an accident yet. 

Scores of Tiaitans were running back and forth between their 
vehicles and the arriving shuttles to pack up as many supplies as 
they could. 

Besides the Cyrus there were at least ten other shuttles and 
Border Service Star Stallions unloading their supplies. Other shuttles 
were just in the process of taking off to return to the freighter convoy 
in orbit and looking up into the sky, Zolwat could see a few more on 
approach. 

“Watch it, coming through.” 
Zolwat and Valdemar jumped aside when they heard Srena’s 

voice behind them and not a moment too soon to avoid being run 
over by an anti-grav unit she was helping to unload the shuttle. 

“Still confident we get those phasers back?” Val said after they 
had passed. 

The Bolian kept his eyes on the tarmac. 
 Horowitz removed his tricorder and opened the scanning 
device. After a moment of studying the results, he shook his head. 
“Just as I thought. Nothing on the tricorder either,” he said and 
turned it off again. “This is hopeless. Hey, where are you going?” 
 Zolwat was heading straight towards a uniformed Tiaitan who 
was loudly shouting orders to the men and women around him. 
What distinguished him from many others who were shouting as 
loudly was the fact that some were actually following his orders. 
 “Put those on the second truck,” he hollered at a group of 
Tiaitans and Starfleet officers tending to a number of recently arrived 
crates. “No, no, the second truck.” 
 “Excuse me, sir. I’m Crewman Zolwat from the starship Eagle 
and—“ 
 The lanky man didn’t appear to pay attention. “That won’t fit 
there,” he shouted at another group. “Leave it for now, we’ll pick it 
up later. Later, I said.” 
 “Uh, excuse me, I was hoping you’d be able to help us with–“ 
 “What part of second truck, did you not understand? Leave the 
first truck alone. You getting any of this?” 
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 “But this one is still mostly empty,” another Tiaitan was 
shouting back. 
 “Brothers help me,” the uniformed man moaned. “Do. Not. 
Touch. That. Truck. Understood? Second truck. Second truck,” he 
shouted and pointed towards a larger vehicle further towards the 
back. 
 The others were begrudgingly following the directions and 
carrying the crates to the other vehicle. 
 “We’re looking for some items which my have been left here 
yesterday.” 
 “We’re all looking for something,” the man said, still not 
making eye contact. “I’m looking for workers with enough common 
sense to know how to load a crate of goods the right way,” he said 
and then found something else that needed his attention. “You can’t 
leave those there, they’ll block the exit. Move those Tia-forsaken 
crates now.” 
 “Uh, right. Listen, we’d be grateful if you could help us out 
here.” 
 The man whipped around to face the Bolian. “Zoolwat, was it?” 
 “Zolwat actually.” 
 “Listen here, Zoolwat. I’m Orgun-Tia.” 
 “Nice to meet—“ 
 “Tia, get it?” he said. “I’m not one of those stinking and lazy 
Ait rabble. I actually have a few brain-cells in my head and I need all 
those to make sure this Tia-forsaken operation doesn’t completely fall 
apart. I do not have time to deal with the likes of you,” he said. “No, 
no, no, second truck,” he shouted over Zolwat’s shoulder and then 
quickly ran into that direction. “Second truck.” 
 “Well, that was helpful,” said the Bolian as he watched the man 
go. 
 
 
Local Airport, Tiaita Captial City 
5:49 hours until departure 
 
 
“Watch it!” 
 “Coming Through! 
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 “Make a hole!” 
 “Careful, precious cargo!” 
 “Outta the way!” 
 Zolwat sighed with frustration. They had been searching the 
local airport for the better part of an hour and wherever they turned, 
all they achieved was to be in the way of the many workers trying to 
load the constantly arriving supplies onto their vehicles. Just like 
Zolwat and Valdemar, they too were on the clock as once the 
deadline had arrived, the supplies would stop coming as Eagle and 
the freighter convoy in orbit would leave for good, no matter if 
everything had been delivered or not. 
 “I’m telling you, this is a waste of time,” said Valdemar 
Horowitz. “All we’re doing is hindering these people to get their 
much needed supplies. I say we return to Eagle and advise that the 
weapons have been lost.” 
 “But the Prime—“ 
 “Look around, Zol,” he said. “You don’t think we’re already 
plenty involved with these people. Two phaser rifles won’t make 
much of a difference.” 
 The Bolian shook his head. “They could make a world of a 
difference.” 
 “I really don’t see how. Besides…” the tall human stopped 
himself when he noticed the Tiaitan man standing close by. 
Differently to most others around them, this one was not working on 
loading a shipment, instead he appeared to be trying to eavesdrop on 
the two Starfleet ratings. “Can we help you?” he said with that low, 
annoyed grumble. 
 “I … I couldn’t help overhear that you are looking for 
something,” the rail thin man said. 
 “What of it?” said Val. 
 “I might be able to help.” 
 Zolwat was immediately interested. “You’ve seen the missing 
weapons?” 
 “I … I think I know who took them.” 
 When he didn’t go on, Val aimed an impatience look at the 
man. “Go on.” 
 “Well, see there is this man, named Tigus-Ait, a nasty character 
and well, he was here earlier and he took something and afterwards 
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he practically dashed out of here as fast as he could, not interested in 
any of the supplies or anything else.” 
 “And do you know where he went?” Zol asked. 
 The man nodded. “He operates from Ait Gardens. It’s not too 
far from here.” 
 The Bolian’s face lit up as he looked at his partner. “A lead. 
We’ve got a lead.” 
 “So it would seem,” he said with much less enthusiasm. 
 Zolwat had a tricorder out in a flash and brought up a map of 
the city. “Can you show us where these Ait Gardens are?” 
 The man considered the alien device for a moment and then 
pointed at a location on the displayed map. 
 The Bolian’s face lit up. “Thank you. Thank you very much. 
You’ve been extremely helpful,” he said and was already rushing 
back towards the Cyrus. 
 Val followed a lot more hesitantly. 
 It didn’t take Zolwat long to find Srena who was arguing with 
the local supervisor, Orgun-Tia.  
 “We really do not have the time to be picky about this,” the 
short Andorian told the supervisor. “If you want all these supplies 
you should make all vehicles available.” 
 The man shook his head. “I have no intention of making my 
personal vehicle available to feed Ait scum,” he said, barely paying 
attention to the conversation with the Starfleet officer. 
 “Ensign,” Zolwat called out. “We have a good lead on those 
weapons. We need a ride to a nearby settlement.” 
 Orgun used the distraction to slip away and Srena turned to 
Zolwat and sighed. 
 “It shouldn’t be far,” said the Bolian. “Maybe a five minute trip 
at the most.” 
 But the ensign shook her head. “Sorry but I can’t. I need to take 
the shuttle back to Eagle for another run. We’re already way behind 
schedule,” she said and then headed back into Cyrus to prep her for 
take-off. 
 “But … but we have a lead,” he called after her to no avail. 
 “Maybe I can help.” 
 Zolwat turned to find that the man who had given them the tip 
had followed them to the shuttle. “How?” 
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 “Well, see, I have a vehicle here. I could take you there if you 
wish?” 
 The Bolian smiled and looked at Val who once again seemed 
little enthused by this development. “This is excellent.” 
 “There’s just one thing,” the man said. 
 “Why am I not surprised,” Val said. 
 “You see,” the Tiaitan said. “I’m a worker here and I’m lucky 
that I got this job. They pay good coin to get all these supplies loaded. 
I can’t afford not getting paid today.” 
 “You want money?” said Val.  
 “Just enough to cover my lost income for the day,” he 
responded with a meek smile. 
 “That’s reasonable,” Zolwat said and then looked back at Val. 
“Don’t you think that’s reasonable?” 
 “How do you suppose we pay the man?” 
 Zolwat considered this for a moment. “How much do you 
need?” 
 The questioned seemed to startle him. “Uh, well, a hundred … I 
mean, two hundred, yeah two hundred credits would … uh … that 
would be fine.” 
 Behind them, Cyrus was powering-up again, ready for lift-off. 
 “Ensign,” Zolwat shouted after he’d appeared to have had a 
breakthrough. “Wait just one more minute. Just one minute,” he said 
and rushed into the shuttle. 
 He was back out in less than a minute and holding a thick wad 
of paper money. “Here you go,” he said and held it out for the 
startled Tiaitan man. “Two hundred credits of your local currency.” 
 The man looked at it for a moment, his eyes lightening up at 
seeing all that cash. 
 Val was looking on with disbelieve himself as the man quickly 
took it off Zolwat’s hand and stuffed it into his pockets. 
 “Replicator,” said the Bolian, shooting his partner a large smirk. 
 “I’m sure there is a regulation somewhere about using the 
replicator to procure alien currency and handing it out to the local 
populace.” 
 “It’s for the mission.” 
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 “Name’s Litus-Ait, by the way,” said the man. “My vehicle is 
just around the corner,” he added and led the two Starfleet men away 
from the loading area. 
 Not a moment later the Cyrus took off and shot back into the 
skies. 
 
 
En route to Ait Gardens, Tiaita Captial City 
3:52 hours until departure 
 
 
“I apologize if this mode of transportation is not as convenient as you 
are used to,” Litus hollered over his shoulder as he drove his 
decrepit, three-wheeled vehicle over dusty and bumpy roads. 
 “This is just fine,” Zolwat shot back as he desperately tried to 
hold on even while he bounced around on the small flatbed just 
barely large enough for him and Val. 
 The petty officer simply grunted, struggling even more to keep 
his taller and heavier body secure.  
 After their departure form the airport Litus had steered his 
vehicle southward and higher into the hills surrounding the capital 
city where the metropolitan glitz and glamour had quickly given way 
to dirt roads, rundown shacks and a populace clearly living near 
abject squalor. 
 “We’re almost there.” 
 “This would have taken less than five minutes on the shuttle,” 
said Val and just before he was nearly forcibly ejected from the bed 
when the vehicle hit a particularly nasty pothole. 
 Zolwat managed to hold on to him. “It’s going to be alright. 
Litus is taking us to the man who took the rifles, we take them off 
him and head back to the airport with plenty of time to spare.” 
 Val simply shook his head. “I really don’t know where you get 
the energy for all that optimism.” 
 He fixed him with a wide smile. “Bolian buoyancy, my friend.” 
 “Right.” 
 “Here we are. Ait Gardens.” 
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 The vehicle slowed, allowing the two Starfleeters to carefully 
stand, holding on to the small, single person driver’s cab, to lay eyes 
on their destination for the first time. 
 “It’s a slum,” said Horowitz. 
 Slum was probably too good a word for the hillside settlement 
with its dirty and dilapidated buildings which looked as if they were 
about ready to collapse just by being exposed to a brisk breeze. 
 Most of the windows appeared to be shuttered and the few that 
weren’t were urgently being closed as soon as the residents spotted 
the alien arrivals riding in the back of the Litus’ vehicle. 
 The few people in the streets were similarly beating a quick 
retreat as they rolled into the deprived settlement. 
 “Folks here are wary of outsiders,” said Litus as he parked in 
front of a particularly decaying housing complex. “But I know 
somebody here who can help us.” 
 Val jumped out even before the vehicle had fully stopped. 
“What do you mean, somebody who can help us? I thought you said 
you knew who took the rifles.” 
 “Yes,” he said. “I know of him.” 
 Val rolled his eyes before shooting Zolwat a look. 
 “But this person knows the one we’re looking for, right?” 
Zolwat asked, doing his best to ignore Val’s skepticism. 
 “Oh yes,” said Litus as he stepped out of his vehicle. “Yes, yes 
without a doubt. Follow me,” he added and then headed into the 
building. 
 “I don’t like this, Zol,” said Val quietly. “And I don’t trust this 
guy.” 
 “Look, we’re already here and this is our only lead. Might as 
well see where it takes us,” he said and then followed the Tiaitan. 
 Seconds later a very reluctant Valdemar Horowitz followed. 
 “She lives up on the fourteenth floor.” 
 “Turbolift?” Zolwat asked 
 “Turbo what?” 
 “Never mind.” 
 They heard the screaming and crying from two floors down.  
 It sounded like children. 
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 “Litus, I told you never to show your face here again,” the 
woman shouted through the little window in the steel door after he 
had knocked. 
 “I brought some people.” 
 “I don’t care if you brought Ait incarnate himself. I’ve got five 
hungry mouths in here and you haven’t made a single effort to feed 
them in six full cycles,” she shouted, only a small part of her face 
visible. 
 Litus shot the Starfleeters behind him a sheepish look before 
turning back to the enraged woman. “Vere, listen these people can 
help—“ 
 “I’m sick to death of your little get rich quick schemes. I told 
you never to show your face here again and I meant it.” 
 “Zol,” Val said, aiming a very displeased look at the Bolian 
crewman, clearly not liking where this was going. 
 “I want you to take your no-good backside out of here and 
never come back again. And take your friends with you,” she said 
and then loudly banged the window shut. 
 “Litus, are you sure this woman can help us?” Zolwat said, 
even his famed Bolian optimism beginning to show some cracks now. 
 He offered them both a nervous smile before turning back 
towards the door, banging against it. “Vere, come on, don’t be like 
that.” 
 “Go away!” she shouted from somewhere within, clearly 
upsetting the children inside who promptly began to wail even 
louder. 
 “These men,” he said. “They’re looking for Tigut.” 
 The window opened again and her eyes looked larger now. 
“Shhh,” she hissed. “Don’t shout his name like that.” 
 “They can help, Vere, honest.” 
 “Step aside, let me have a look at’em.” 
 He did. 
 “My, you’re not from ‘round here, are ya?” 
 “No, ma’am,” said Zolwat. 
 The door opened and the three men were allowed entry into 
the small dwelling. Vere was an attractive young woman even with 
those large dark rings under her eyes and the unkempt hair that 
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likely hadn’t seen a brush in quite some time. She was holding a 
small, crying child in her arms. 
 They were let into the sitting room which also doubled as a 
bedroom for her and her five little children. So say it was cramped 
was an understatement. 
 “So you haven’t brought any food or money but you bring 
these … these aliens who you say can help us out with Tigut?” 
 Litus nodded eagerly. 
 “Excuse me, ma’am, but there appears to be a 
misunderstanding here,” said Val. “We’re not here to assist you, we 
are trying to recover certain items which were taken from a nearby 
airport.” 
 The woman named Vere shot venom towards Litus. 
 “Weapons,” he said quickly. “They’re looking for weapons 
taken by Tigus.” 
 “Who exactly is this Tigus person you keep referring to?” asked 
Zolwat. 
 “He’s the local constable but only because he fixes the elections. 
He’s really nothing more than a hooligan and a gangster,” she said as 
she tried to rock the upset child back to sleep with little success. “He 
makes us pay a tax to live here and when we can’t pay he starts 
sending his goons after us. They nearly broke my arm the other day. 
Others are never seen again.” 
 “That sounds horrible,” said Zolwat. 
 “We cannot get involved,” said Val. 
 “But … but he’s got your weapons,” said Litus. 
 “That he does. He’s got all kinds. Collects them in his 
warehouse like trophies. Must have hundreds of them. That and his 
goons is why nobody dares to stand up to him,” the woman said. 
 Zol looked at his human colleague. “Cleary the man we’re 
looking for. We should seek him out.” 
 But Horowitz did not look convinced. 
 “Come on, Val, it’s why we came all the way out here.” 
 “We’ll talk to him. And that’s all. Just talk,” he said and then 
looked first at Litus and then at Vere. “But you must understand, we 
cannot get involved in local matters like that. We’re just trying to 
recover what is ours.” 
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Ait Gardens, Tiaita Captial City 
2:32 hours until departure 
 
 
Vere had pointed them towards a large warehouse at the fringes of 
the Ait Gardens complex and Val, Zolwat and Litus had found Tigus 
in a small office, sitting behind an officious looking desk. 
 Tigus was a short, slightly rotund and an overall unimpressive 
little man and projected his authority through the five deputies 
which hovered at all four corners of the office, surrounding the three 
sitting visitors. 
 Tigus had been very eager to grant the Starfleet officers’ request 
for a sit down but had been noticeably more wary to allow their 
Tiaitan companion into his office. 
 His eyes were keenly focused on the two alien visitors. “You 
have bestowed our little community a great honor by your visit here 
today,” he said. 
 “We understand you are the local constable, responsible for 
upholding law and order,” Zolwat said, doing a poor job to keep his 
voice free of doubt and accusation. 
 He nodded quickly. “That’ right,” he said. “Me and my 
associates here are responsible for keeping the good people of Ait 
Gardens safe and secure.” 
 Litus coughed at that, a clearly sarcastic gesture even in his 
culture. 
 The constable shot the man an angry look. “Don’t believe the 
lies that some disgruntled residents may have you believe,” he said 
and focused on the Starfleeters again. “I was duly elected to this post 
and without my efforts this place would be falling apart.” 
 “Looks to me it’s already doing that,” Zolwat said. 
 Val aimed a look at his colleague, wordlessly warning him to 
keep those kinds of observations to himself. “This is not an official 
visit,” he said to Tigus. “We are simply trying to locate items which 
have been removed from the airport yesterday and we’ve been told 
you would be the person to speak to.” 
 “The airport, you say? That’s quite a little bit outside my 
jurisdiction,” he said. “Of course if you have any reason to believe 
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that your items are within Ait Gardens you have the full support of 
my people to try and locate them.” 
 Zolwat didn’t miss that his eyes kept dropping towards the 
phaser at his hip. “You are interested in weapons, I hear?” 
 He nodded. “You could say I’m a bit of collector.” 
 Zolwat removed his phaser for him to have a better look at it. 
 His eyes lightened up. “Very interesting device. It’s a beam 
weapon, is it not?” 
 “Oh yes,” Zolwat said, eying him suspiciously. 
 “May I … hold it?” 
 “You would like that, wouldn’t you?” 
 “Yes, very much so.” 
 Litus jumped out of his chair. “Why would you need any more 
weapons? It’s not as if you and your thugs don’t have enough 
already to intimidate the people around here.” 
 Val didn’t care for where this was going. “Litus, please—“ 
 But the constable was already on his feet and his men had 
stepped closer, tightening the circle around their visitors. “I provide 
essential protection to this district,” he shot back. “My personal 
collection is none of your business.” 
 “Protection?” he said and laughed. “Does that include breaking 
Vere’s arm the other day.” 
 “The wrench had it coming.” 
 Red with anger, Litus tried to jump over his desk but Val 
managed to hold him back just in time. 
 Some of the men in the office drew their weapons. 
 “See what I have to deal with around here?” he said, looking at 
Zolwat. 
 The Bolian had no sympathy to offer. “What did you do with 
the phaser rifles, Tigus?” 
 “What rifles?” 
 Zolwat took a step closer to the desk. “Don’t play stupid with 
me. The ones you took from the airport. Where are they?” 
 The constable went from angered to enraged. “You dare come 
into my district, brining in the bottom-feeding scum of the streets, 
and accuse me of being a thief? I don’t have to put up with this, I’m 
in charge here.” 
 “You’re done, Tigus,” Litus cried and struggling against the 
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burly human holding him back. “Your reign of corruption and terror 
is over. You’ve crossed the wrong people this time. They’ll put an 
end to you.” 
 Valdemar shook his head. “We just want our—“ 
 “We’ll see about that!” Tigus shouted. “I’ll bet by the Brothers 
they’ll bleed and die just like everyone else,” he added and then went 
for the gun in his hip holster. “Kill’em. Kill’em all.” 
 The deputies moved in, the first one trying to take out the much 
larger Horowitz, forcing the petty officer to let go of the still 
struggling Litus. 
 As soon as he was free Litus shot over the desk like a rubber 
band, tackling the constable to the ground before he could free his 
gun. 
 Val easily lifted his chair with one hand and smashed it across 
the approaching deputy. The chair disintegrated and the other man 
went down. 
 Zolwat jumped another Tiaitan and unleashing a mean right 
hook. The man had a glass-jar apparently, his eyes opened wide as 
saucers before they snapped shut and he tumbled to the floor. 
 Val swung what was left of the chair at a third attacker, hitting 
him in the stomach so that he doubled over, before using the chair leg 
like a bat against his head and knocking him out cold. 
 The fourth thug tried to take out the Bolian from behind but the 
security man was better trained than to allow somebody to sneak up 
on him. He kicked the man hard against the shin and causing him to 
howl in pain. Zolwat followed it up with an open palm strike against 
his solar plexus. The one aimed at the side of his head was the one 
that took him down for good. 
 The fifth deputy had quickly decided that ganging up on the 
blue-skinned alien was a better bet than facing his taller and more 
muscular colleague. He had Zolwat dead to rights when he felt a tap 
against his shoulder. He turned around only to be greeted by Val’s 
fist, smashing into his nose. He was out before he hit the floor. 
 “I had this,” Zolwat complained. 
 “Sure you did.” 
 “I’m going to make you regret the day you were born, you 
insignificant little worm,” Tigus hollered after having thrown off 
Litus and pushed him hard against the wall. With his gun now freed 
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from his holster, it was clear he meant to put the other man down 
permanently. 
 Val sighed heavily, as if regretting what had to happen next, he 
swiftly drew his phaser, aimed it at the constable and punched the 
trigger. 
 The crimson beam hit the surprised man in his side and slung 
him harshly against a set of shelves before he slumped to the floor 
with the shelves collapsing on top of him. 
 Litus let himself fall against the wall, breathing hard and 
seemingly unable to believe that he was still alive. 
 Val surveyed the office. It hadn’t been exactly clean before but 
now it was a complete mess with broken and destroyed furniture and 
six unconscious bodies littering the floor. He aimed one of his angry 
looks at Zolwat. “This was not what I meant when I said we’re just 
going to talk.” 
 The Bolian shrugged innocently. “What’s that thing they say 
about the plans of monkeys and men?” 
 “Mice.” 
 “Huh?” 
 “It’s mice and men.” 
 Zol looked at him with quizzical confusion. “That makes no 
sense.” 
 Val shook his head. “Never mind.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
“Are you injured?” Zolwat asked as he helped the Tiaitan man back 
onto his feet. 
 “I’m fine, I’m fine,” he said and then limped over to where 
Tigus’ unconscious body sat. He looked down at the fallen constable 
for a moment before angrily kicking him into his side. “Who’s in 
charge now, huh? Who’s in charge now?” he yelled even though it 
was clear the man was in no condition to hear a word he was saying.  
 The two Starfleeters watched on silently as Litus vented what 
had to be years of anger and frustration. 
 “Mister Litus?” Val said. 
 But he wasn’t listing, too busy driving his boot into the other 
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man’s midsection. “You’re done, you hear me. Your reign of terror is 
over.” 
 The Bolian reached out for the enraged Litus and pulled him 
away. “I think he had enough.” 
 “Mister Litus?” Val said again. 
 He turned around to face the large human. 
 “The rifles?” 
 “What?” He was still shaken and angry, clearly not at all on the 
same page as the Starfleet NCO. 
 Horowitz took a deep breath, his patience reaching new limits. 
“We’ve come here because you told us that we would find our 
missing weapons. Where are they?” 
 “Oh,” he said as if he had finally understood. “Of course, of 
course. The warehouse,” he said and limped over to a set of large 
doors and pulled them open to reveal a huge warehouse space, 
packed with a wide assortment of weapons. “You’re rifles should be 
here,” he said and then quickly darted through the doors. 
 Val shot his partner an impatient look but Zolwat simply 
offered one of his shrugs again and then followed the Tiaitan man. 
 “There must be hundreds of weapons in here,” said the petty 
officer. 
 “Enough to outfit his private little army,” said Litus as he 
picked up a gunmetal gray pistol and aimed it into the distance for a 
try out. 
 “We don’t have the time to search this entire place,” Val said. 
 Zolwat had his tricorder out but shook his head as he studied 
the results of his scan. “I can’t pick them up,” he said. “But if they’re 
powered down it would be tricky for the scanners to detect them.” 
 Val in the meantime had found a black carbine which held his 
interest. “This is pretty advanced weaponry,” he said. “I don’t think 
the Tiaitan’s should have access to this.” 
 “Maybe they picked it up from off-world,” said Zolwat. 
 The human seemed unconvinced. “Maybe.” 
 The Bolian holstered his tricorder and pulled his phaser. He 
quickly dialed up the power and then, without notice, fired at one of 
the carbines and disintegrating it within a heartbeat. 
 “What the hell?” Val said, whirling on the crewman. 
 “You said it yourself,” he responded as he took aim at another 
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weapon. “They shouldn’t be having these.” 
 Another rifle was reduced to atoms.  
 “In fact,” said Zolwat, “I’m sure everyone would be better off if 
all of these would disappear.” He took aim at an entire rack of rifles, 
adjusting his phaser for wide beam and disintegrated the entire shelf. 
 “That’s not your call to make, Crewman,” Val said angrily after 
he watched the weapons disappearing into nothingness. 
 Litus seemed similarly upset. “What are you doing?” he cried. 
“We could have used those.” 
 Zolwat fixed his partner with a telling look. “See what I mean? 
As long as this arsenal is here some other thug will just take over.” 
 Horowitz frowned but said nothing when the Bolian reduced 
another row of carbines, pistols and grenades to nothing more than 
dust. 
 “Hey, that stuff is real valuable,” Litus protested but not quite 
bold enough to try and stop the Starfleeter’s efforts. 
 Val shot the Tiaitan an insistent look. “You need to find us our 
weapons.” 
 He nodded gingerly. “Alright, I think I know where to look for 
them,” he said. “I believe Tigus keeps his most valuable items in a 
reinforced safe. This way,” he said and rushed off deeper into the 
warehouse. 
 Val followed closely while Zolwat continued to zap one rack of 
weapons after the next into non-existence. 
 “Here we are,” said the Tiaitan after he had led the petty officer 
to a heavy metal door. “I don’t know the combination though,” he 
said and then glanced at the human with an eager look in his eye. “If 
we wake Tigus I’m sure we could come up with all kinds of 
entertaining ways of making him talk.” 
 Horowitz looked appalled. “We don’t torture people,” he said. 
“Step aside.” 
 Litus practically jumped when he saw the large man pull his 
own phaser. Having already witnessed the awesome power of the 
weapon, he clearly wanted to be nowhere near it when he put it to 
use. 
 Put it to use he did. Within moments the door was gone. 
 The Tiaitan quickly darted into the vault. 
 Val found more weapons inside, mostly heavy armaments such 
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as rocket launchers and grenade dischargers but no Starfleet-issue 
phaser rifles. 
 Litus was busy opening a number of smaller safety boxes, his 
eyes gleaming with unadulterated joy upon discovering the content. 
 “Mister Litus, I don’t see our weapons here anywhere.”
 “Keep looking, they have to be here,” he said but made no 
effort assisting the Starfleet NCO to find what he was looking for. 
Instead he collected as many of the boxes he could and then hastened 
back out of the vault, nearly running into Zolwat as he stepped 
inside. 
 “Careful there,” said the Bolian after the near-miss. 
 But Litus paid little heed and rushed past him. 
 “What’s his hurry?” 
 Val turned to the crewman. “Did you find them?” 
 He shook his head before he noticed the exotic weaponry in the 
vault. He quickly had his phaser back in hand. “Look at this stuff. It’s 
enough to turn the entire city to rubble,” he said and quickly began to 
sterilize the room. 
 Val watched silently as one weapon after the next disappeared. 
Then with an angry frown he turned towards the exit and headed out 
with long, determined steps. “We need to have a serious 
conversation with Mister Litus.” 
 
 

* * * 
 
“Is it just me or does this place have a different vibe than before?” 
said Zolwat after he and Val had stepped out of the warehouse. 
 It was, quite frankly, the understatement of the year. Where just 
an hour earlier the settlement of Ait Gardens had looked like an 
abandoned ghost town, people were now literally dancing in the 
streets. 
 Residents from buildings all around who had previously 
barricaded themselves in their homes had come outside to find out 
what had happened. Apparently Litus had been quick to share the 
story of the two aliens overpowering their tyrannical constable and 
his thugs and the news had spread like wildfire. 
 People who had previously shunned their neighbors as if the 
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entire community had been affected by a plague like disease, had 
now come out with food and drink, some had brought instruments 
and began playing music to which many, young and old, began 
dancing to. 
 Zolwat scratched his hairless head, turned back to the 
warehouse and then again to the increasing gathering of residents in 
the street. “Did we just step into a parallel universe or something? I 
hear that kind of stuff happens all the time.” 
 Val shook his head. “No, this is worse.” 
 Zolwat shot his partner a puzzled look. “How can this be 
worse? People are having a good time, eating and drinking and 
dancing. That’s a good thing,” he said. “A clear improvement to the 
depressing conditions before, I’d say,” he added with a large smile 
plastered on his face as he watched the elated crowd. “It’s a proper 
cube party.” 
 Val walked off towards the celebration. “It’s block party,” he 
said. “Find Litus. Now.” 
 That turned out to be pretty easy as the Tiaitan man was the 
focus of events, eagerly sharing the story of his conquest over the 
constable with everyone who was willing to listen. But there was 
another reason he had suddenly become so popular. 
 “Is he handing out money?” Zolwat asked. 
 Val frowned, a semi-permanent expression on his face these 
days. “He took it from the vault.” 
 And the people were elated by the gesture, most of them 
already proclaiming the man the next constable of Ait Gardens. 
 Before the two Starfleeters could get close to Litus, they were 
intercepted by Vere, still holding on to her child which had 
miraculously stopped crying, the young woman with a huge smile on 
her face. “You’ve done it,” she said to them, “you’ve really done it. 
You’ve taken care of Tigus for good.” 
 “Ma’am, we’ve done no such thing,” Val insisted. 
 She beamed at that. “Your modesty suits you well,” she said. 
“But I’ve seen it with my own eyes. And Litus says that without 
money or weapons he and his thugs will have no choice but to leave 
Ait Gardens. They won’t dare ever show their face here again. Thank 
you, thank you so much.” 
 “There is that little matter about the rifles we were looking for,” 
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said Zolwat. 
 “You found his weapons, didn’t you? Destroyed them all,” she 
said. “Now if you excuse me, I have to make sure to get me some of 
that coin before it’s all gone. It’ll feed my children for at least a couple 
of cycles, maybe more,” she added and then quickly rushed off. 
 “Well, she’s happy,” said the Bolian. 
 But it was all too apparent that Petty Officer Horowitz was so 
clearly not. “Litus, now.” 
 It wasn’t as easy to getting to the man of the hour than it had 
been of spotting him. Eventually Val had enough of waiting for the 
still growing crowds around him to disperse and he simply used his 
much larger frame to make his own path. Zolwat followed closely. 
 “And here come the true heroes of the day,” he shouted as he 
saw the aliens approach. “The men who, with my humble assistance, 
were able to dispatch Tigus’ villainous forces for good.” 
 A loud cheer went up, entirely drowning out Val’s question. 
 “Please help yourselves to food and drink,” he said and then 
added in a softer tone. “There is a surprising amount of that 
considering how much these people were complaining about how 
poor they are.” 
 “I wouldn’t mind going for one of those pastries,” said Zolwat, 
feeling his mouth watering upon seeing and smelling the selection on 
a nearby table, realizing for the first time how hungry he was and 
how he hadn’t had a chance to eat since leaving Eagle hours earlier. 
 One look at Val changed his mind. “Or, maybe later.” 
 “I don’t want to seem greedy but you don’t have any use for 
this money, do you?” he said. “These people can really use it, you 
see.”   
 “We don’t care about money,” grunted Val. “We want our 
weapons back.” 
 “Right, right,” he said, now once again busy handing out big 
wads of cash to the people all around him. Val had noticed that it 
wasn’t quite as much as he had liberated from the warehouse. No 
doubt he had made sure to keep a handy sum back for himself. 
“Were they not in that vault?” he asked, but paying them little 
attention. 
 “No.”   
 “That’s odd,” he said absent-mindedly. 
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 Horowitz’s patience ran out. He reached for the man’s 
shoulders, spun him around and then grabbed him by the collar of 
his shirt, easily raising the diminutive Tiaitan a couple of feet into the 
air.  
 The crowd gasped in surprise. 
 “Where are they?” 
 “Uh, Val, buddy,” said Zolwat as he surveyed the crowd which 
seemed to be on the cusp of turning from a joyous mass of revelers to 
an angry, vicious mob. “Don’t think that’s such a good idea.” 
 “I … I thought they were in the vault,” Litus stammered. 
 “They weren’t.” 
 “I think you should put him down,” said the Bolian as he 
watched the crowd stepping closer and growing impatient. They may 
have done the lion’s share of fighting Tigus and his thugs but at the 
end of the day, it had been Litus to hand them money. And loyalty, 
clearly, was easily bought in this place. 
 Val did not appear impressed by the idea of being stoned to 
death by a crowd of hundred plus angry Tiaitans. 
 “I swear I thought that they were there,” Litus said. 
 Zolwat decided something had to be done and he quickly 
stepped next to the petty officer, focusing on the man still squirming 
in his grasp and suspended in air. “Tell me, did you actually ever see 
Tigus remove those phaser rifles from the airport? I mean, physically 
take them?” 
 The man looked visibly uncomfortable responding to that 
question. 
 “Answer him,” Val barked. 
 “Well, not … directly, no. But it had to be him, right? You’ve 
seen how much he loves his weapons. Who else could it have been?” 
 Horowitz sighed loudly and put the man back on his feet. “This 
was all just based on a hunch?” he said, trying to come to grips with 
this himself. “You never saw him take the weapons, you just wanted 
us to take care of your little problem here.”   
 The man shrugged and then offered a sheepish smile. “It 
worked, didn’t it? And chances were good Tigus actually had those 
weapons you were looking for.” 
 Val balled his hand into one huge fist but Zolwat grabbed hold 
of his wrist before he could bring it up. “Really bad idea considering 
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the company we’re keeping at present.” 
 Horowitz took a deep breath and relaxed. Then he abruptly 
turned and walked away, once again barging right through the 
crowd. 
 “Now you’ve done it and upset the big man,” said Zolwat and 
shot the Tiaitan man a last, scowling look. “Hope you’re real proud 
of yourself,” he added before he turned to catch up with his partner. 
 Litus shrugged. “Can’t complain,” he said and then, with his 
beaming smile, attended to the eager men and women surrounding 
him again. “Who could use some more money?”   
 And the crowd went wild. 
 
 
 
Local Airport, Tiaita Captial City 
0:41 hours until departure 
 
 
“I’m sure Litus would have been happy to give us a lift back to the 
airport.” 
 “Zol buddy, do me a favor and just stop talking for a while.” 
 It had taken them nearly an hour to find their way back to the 
airport on foot after their hasty departure from the Ait Gardens 
settlement. Val had been adamant that he had not been interested in 
asking the Tiaitan man who had so obviously deceived them for 
assistance to return to the airport. Zolwat had raised Eagle but had 
found out that transporters were still not reliable and none of the 
shuttles were available for a pick-up which had left them no other 
option but to hike back the old fashioned way. 
 “It could’ve been worse,” said the Bolian. “At least Litus’ 
motives were mostly altruistic in nature.” 
 Horowitz shot the man a sidelong glance of such an intensity, 
had he been a telepath, one could have assumed his thoughts alone 
could kill.  
 The two had barely spoken since hitting the road and any kind 
of conversation Zolwat had tried to strike up had resulted in a similar 
result.  
 The crewman quickly redirected his eyes forward. Then a small 
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smile formed on his blue lips and he pointed ahead when he spotted 
the telltale airport control tower. “We’ve made it,” he said and 
checked his tricorder, “and with time to spare.” 
 Val’s only response was a grunt. 
 Very much aware of how little time remained until Eagle was 
due to depart the system, they jogged that last few hundred meters 
and to their relief found that a handful of shuttles still remained, their 
crews hastily unloading their cargo. Among them was the Cyrus and 
her pilot, Ensign Srena who did not appear happy when she spotted 
the two crewmembers. 
 “Where have you been?” she said. 
 “Uh, Horizon Protocol,” said Zolwat, hoping it would explain 
everything. 
 But it was quickly becoming obvious that the short Andorian 
woman wasn’t so much upset at their excursion, as she was irritated 
with the Tiaitan ground crew. 
 The airport looked impossibly more packed and chaotic then it 
had been hours earlier. Transport vehicles of various sizes and states 
of loading and unloading were strewn all over the tarmac and 
numerous more were either attempting to leave or trying to get in. In 
between all that seemingly unsupervised bedlam were countless 
Starfleet issue containers, crates and barrels still awaiting to be 
loaded on vehicles. 
 “Right,” said the ensign, clearly not having the time to consider 
the two any further and then turned to one of the crewmen 
struggling to find the space to unload another crate on top of an anti-
grav unit. “Grosvenor, let’s have those crates out of the shuttle, we 
have to get out of here.” 
 The young rating shook his head with frustration. “There 
simply isn’t any more room,” he said. “We’ve already started piling 
them up higher than we should.” 
 Srena uttered a heavy sigh and then spotted one of the persons 
supposedly in charge of the airport and quickly headed towards him. 
“Mister Orgun-Tia.” 
 The Tiaitan turned around and sighed dramatically. “That’s 
Supervisor Orgun-Tia.” 
 “Right, whatever,” she said. “We need you to speed up loading 
some of this cargo on these vehicles,” she added, “I’m supposed to be 
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wheels up five minutes ago and still got half my load sitting in the 
shuttle.” 
 “I wish I could help,” he said, already having lost interest with 
the blue Starfleet officer and making to turn away. 
 “What do you want us to do, take this stuff back? I thought 
your people urgently require these supplies.” 
 “Of course we do.” 
 “Then what’s the problem?” she said with clear exasperation. 
“You’ve got enough people here and a number of half empty 
vehicles.” 
 Val and Zolwat watched the exchange with fascination. 
 “It’s not that simple.” 
 She rolled her eyes. “You’ve got this vehicle right over there, 
completely empty, you haven’t loaded a single crate onto it since we 
got here,” she said and then headed towards the large truck parked 
nearby and doing nothing more than blocking off one of the access 
routes. “Get some of the crates onto that one.” 
 The supervisor whirled around. “No, that’s my personal 
vehicle, get away from there,” he urged and then quickly followed 
the Starfleet pilot, apparently determined to stop her. 
 Seeing that things were about to get physical. Zolwat and 
Horowitz quickly stepped up to cover Srena. 
 “This makes no sense, just put some crates onto this thing and 
unload them somewhere else later,” she said as she reached the 
vehicle and then undid the loading hatch in the back. 
 “Don’t touch that, that’s mine,” the supervisor cried but found 
himself unable to reach her when Val put himself in his path. 
 “Relax,” he said. 
 Srena opened-up the van and her eyes grew wide when she 
spotted the vehicles’ only content. “Oh my.” 
 Zolwat turned to see what the ensign had discovered and a big 
smirk came over his lips.  
 Srena turned around. “Mister Orgun, I believe you must be 
mistaken. This does not appear to be yours at all.” 
 The supervisor tried to free his sidearm but Val was faster and 
simply slapped that pistol out of his hand and then unceremoniously 
pushed the smaller man into the side of a large crate before he fell 
painfully onto his backside. 
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 Zolwat climbed into the van and picked up the two type-III 
phaser rifles and lifting them up victoriously. “We got’em, Val. We 
finally got’em. Mission accomplished.” 
 “You can’t take those,” Orgun moaned. “Those are mine. I 
found them.” 
 Horowitz pushed the man back against the crate as he tried to 
stand up. “You want to be real careful about what you’re saying next. 
We’ve spent hours running around looking for these only to find that 
they were here all along.” 
 Message apparently received, the man cowered back and kept 
his mouth shut. 
  Ensign Srena quickly found another supervisor to hand Orgun 
over to—she doubted it would accomplish much—and then had her 
people load the remaining crates on the now empty truck. 
 Ten minutes later the Cyrus took off from the airport, empty 
except for its crew, Zolwat, Val and two phaser rifles. 
 
 
Shuttle Cyrus 
0:14 hours until departure 
 
 
Val Horowitz looked as if somebody had just diagnosed him with a 
terminal disease as he sat opposite Zolwat on the now mostly empty 
Cyrus, approaching her mother ship. 
 The Bolian on the other hand seemed elated and he still had 
those two elusive phaser rifles clutched in his hands like trophies. “I 
really don’t understand why you’re in such a grim mood,” he said. 
“We’ve got them back and accomplished our mission.” 
 The human shot his partner and withering look. “We spent 
nearly eight hours looking for these cursed things and the ensign 
stumbles over them within a couple of minutes.” 
 Zolwat laughed. “Don’t worry, Srena promised me she’ll put in 
her report that we were the ones that thought of checking in that 
truck.” 
 “That’s hardly the point,” he shot back and then defiantly 
crossed his large arms in front of his chest. “We’ve wasted hours of 
our time chasing a dead end.” 
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 He shrugged. “Most important thing is that we retrieved the 
weapons and that we prevented cultural contamination by having 
the Tiaitans take these apart and reverse engineer them. Prime 
Directive upheld. Everything’s good that ends right. Right?” 
 Horowitz rolled his eyes at yet another botched aphorism. 
“Right, so it’s the Prime Directive you’re concerned about. Well then, 
let’s recap today’s events then, shall we? We’ve handed a local a large 
amount of replicated currency, thereby influencing an alien economy. 
We’ve removed an official—even if corrupt—law enforcement officer 
from his post by violent means. We’ve destroyed an entire 
warehouse full of weapons, redistributed massive amounts of wealth 
and shifted the balance of power for an entire settlement with 
apparently positive short-term implications but impossible to 
calculate long term effects,” he said and glared at the other man. 
“Now, please tell me again how exactly we upheld the Prime 
Directive today?” 
 Zolwat visibly blanched and then looked at the two phasers 
whose retrieval suddenly wasn’t that much of a triumph anymore. 
 They heard somebody clear their throat and both their heads 
whipped around. 
 Ensign Srena was standing by the doorway leading to the 
cockpit. 
 “Uh, did you … hear any of that?” said Zolwat. 
 She glared at him. “Trust me, I wish I hadn’t.” 
 For a moment nobody spoke as the three Starfleeters looked at 
each other in silence. 
 “Now what?” asked Horowitz. 
 She considered the petty officer for a moment longer. Then she 
shrugged. “I think you boys better get started on writing that report,” 
she said. “But as far as I understand it, you’ve retrieved what you 
came for. The Horizon Protocol has been a complete success.”  
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Celestial Fire 
 

Labor to keep alive in your breast that little spark of celestial fire, called conscience. 
– George Washington 

 
 
 
“We have now received confirmation from a number of independent 
sources that Starfleet carried out a counter-attack against Talarian 
forces at some point around 0400 hours Federation Standard Time. 
Our sources tell us that Starfleet once again utilized so-called UWCVs 
or Unmanned Warp Combat Vehicles to carry out the assault. This 
marks the third time Starfleet has used these weapons against the 
Talarians since they began their incursion into Federation territory 
last week and following heavy initial losses on the Federation side. 
 The target appears to have been a Talarian starship facility and 
early estimates confirm that the facility along with three to four 
starships either being built or undergoing refits have been destroyed. 
We take you now live to the Palais de la Concorde in Paris, Earth for 
a press conference by Federation Press Secretary Nellen Tore.” 
 The newsfeed which had been playing footage of Talarian and 
Starfleet starships in combat—a trained eye would have noticed that 
most of it had been taken not from the current conflict but from the 
Galen border wars dating back over two decades—was replaced by 
the image of a podium adorned with the Federation seal. A tall 
woman with an elaborate hairstyle, featuring two small buns on the 
top of her head and a prominent ridge running up her nose and 
forehead stepped up behind it. “I have a quick statement to make and 
then will take a limited amount of questions. There will be a follow 
up briefing this afternoon with additional details,” she said and then 
quickly looked at a padd she had brought before placing both her 
hands at the side of the podium and glancing at the press corps 
sitting in front of her but which was hidden from the newsfeed. “At 
0418 hours this morning, the Starfleet vessel USS Eagle—a Nebula-
class cruiser, for those of you who find that information pertinent—
launched four unmanned weapon platforms against a target in orbit 
of Castal VII. At 0525 we received positive confirmation that the 
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targeted starship facility along with three vessels stationed there 
were destroyed or disabled in the attack. All four assault crafts 
returned to the starship Eagle under their own power and were 
retrieved at 0611 hours.” 
 “Do you have a Talarian casualty count yet?” a voice from the 
audience asked. 
 Tore consider the man sharply. “No, not yet. Those details will 
follow in the later briefing. And I’m not finished with the statement, 
I’d appreciate if you could wait to ask your questions until then.” She 
took a small breath before continuing, now looking directly into the 
newsfeed’s visual pickup. “President Satie and this Administration 
want to make it clear, not just to the Talarians, but also to any other 
foreign power which seeks to engage in unprovoked and unjustified 
war against the Federation, that we will go to whatever lengths are 
necessary to protect our citizens and our territory from any and all 
foreign aggression. Any attack on the Federation will be met with 
unprecedented military force. And those who believe that we will 
continue to merely defend ourselves against attacks should take heed 
from today’s events. We will, if necessary, strike anytime and 
anywhere, against any and all legitimate targets to encourage the 
Talarians to immediately withdraw from our territory, as well as 
discourage any other power seeking aggression against us,” she said, 
letting that sink in for a moment. “I will now take a few of your 
questions.” 
 The same voice as before beat everyone else to it. “Does this 
signal a tactical change in the way we will fight off this incursion?” 
 She nodded. “I believe that’s what I just said, Borus. Please pay 
attention.” 
 “And this more aggressive stance is not limited to this current 
conflict alone?” said another voice, this one female. “The president is 
declaring a new military strategy, then?” 
 “That is correct,” the press secretary said. “We will, wherever 
necessary, bring to force the entire power of Starfleet with extreme 
prejudice whenever we see our borders and our citizens threatened 
in a manner such as this.” 
 “Selik for FNS.” 
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 Tore rolled her eyes. “I know full well who you are Selik. 
Everyone here does, you don’t have to introduce yourself every 
time.” 
 There was a soft chuckle going through the crowd but the 
heavily pragmatic voice continued unperturbed. “The Federation has 
suffered heavy losses during the recent Dominion War. Some 
estimate that Starfleet has lost 53% of its ships and personnel during 
that conflict alone. Am I correct to assume that this new strategy will 
mostly be based on Starfleet’s recently introduced UWCV 
platforms?” 
 “Unmanned warp combat vessels will form a key element of 
Federation military policy moving forward, yes,” she said and 
nodded her head. “And we expect to rely on these platforms to a 
significant degree should the Talarians not abandon their current 
designs. But let’s make one point particularly clear. The Federation 
will no longer tolerate this form of aggression and our enemies will 
have no place to hide if they decide to test us in this manner. We will 
find them and we will destroy them. Wherever they may be.” 
 

* * * 
 
“About damn time that we showed some teeth. And those things are 
just the way to do it. We’ve been testing them since the final days of 
the Dominion War but never got around of deploying them,” said 
Kerra Owens while she was sipping on a large glass of orange juice 
and watching the newsfeed displayed on the large window turned 
monitor of her living room. 
 Her husband, Vincent, was serving French toast, serving it up 
on multiple plates on the counter of the open-plan kitchen. “I don’t 
know how I feel about that. Satie is practically sounding like a 
Klingon. Is that who we are now? Belligerent and with a take-no-
prisoners attitude towards war? The Federation was founded on the 
prospects of peace and collaboration and now Starfleet is essentially 
sending out automated machines to go into battle for us.” 
 Kerra, already wearing her crimson red uniform shirt along 
with the four golden pips decorating her collar turned towards him 
with a look of surprise etched into her features. “You can’t be 
serious? We’re just defending ourselves here. The Talarians started 
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this, sending entire fleets against our outlying border colonies 
without provocation. A number of worlds have already fallen, 
Starfleet and the Border Service have lost ships and a lot of good 
people.” 
 “I’m not disputing that,” he said. “But I don’t like the idea of 
war getting too easy. Of some people light-years removed pressing a 
few buttons to destroy the enemy. If that’s all that it takes, what’ll 
stop us from starting the next one?” 
 “Vince, you know I love you but you’re a hopeless idealist.” 
 He shrugged. “Better an idealist than a warmongerer.” 
 “I don’t like war any more than the next guy, and I’m positive 
Satie and Starfleet Command aren’t looking for one, but we can’t 
afford to just sit back and take another hit on the chin like that. Not 
after what we’ve been through.” 
 “I’m not a total pacifist. I believe in fighting back if somebody’s 
trying to take away our freedoms. But I don’t want to see mindless 
machines doing it for us.” 

His Starfleet wife considered that for a moment. “Okay, here’s a 
hypothetical questions for you, I hope you will never have to face. 
Say the Talarians come to Earth and my Sol Defense Squad has to go 
out and fight off the attacking fleet. Would you rather have me go out 
there with a crew of living and breathing people trying to hold off the 
enemy or would you prefer we send out the UWCVs, which might 
not only stop them in their tracks but do so with no casualties on our 
side.” 
 “That’s not fair. Besides that’s self-defense,” he said and 
pointed at the winding down news broadcast on the screen. “What 
we did here was an attack deep behind enemy lines.” 
 She emptied her glass of juice. “War isn’t fair, now is it? Besides 
the difference is merely semantic. The Talarians attacked us. We are 
defending ourselves by making the war too costly for them to 
continue. Surely you can see that.” 
 “I’m worried about where we draw the line.” 
 “You’re worried about the sun coming up in the morning,” she 
said with a grin. “You have to be able to believe in the institutions we 
have put in place to make these determinations. About much smarter 
people than you and me making these calls for us and for the good of 
all the Federation.” 
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 “Honey, you’ve never sounded more like a Starfleet yes-girl in 
all your life,” he said with a frown. “What if those institutions fail us? 
What then?” 
  “Then my dear husband, we’re all doomed,” she said with a 
twinkle in her eyes. 
 “That’s what I thought,” he said and took a bite out of his 
French toast. 
 Captain Kerra Owens turned to look at the third person in the 
room, the young man in his cadet uniform sitting quietly by the 
counter and munching on his breakfast, keeping his head down. 
“Rhory, would you not like to come to your mother’s defense here, 
seeing that you are one of those smart people the Federation’s future 
rests on.” 
 “I’m not that smart, mom. Just another first-year cadet among 
thousands,” he said without looking up. 
 She took a step closer. “Really? You could have fooled me 
seeing that you aced every Starfleet Academy aptitude test ever 
devised and are well on your way to fulfill your dream of becoming a 
Starfleet captain one day just like your old lady,” she said and looked 
at her clearly equally proud husband. “What did Professor Sullivan 
call him again?” 
 “I think his exact words were: ‘The damn smartest sentient 
being this side of Vulcan.’” 
 “He did not say that!” Rhory Owens insisted, putting down his 
food and standing up. 
 “Hey now, you can’t help being a smart cookie,” his mother 
said with a grin. “Runs in the family.” 
 “Whatever. And just to be clear, I want to be a starship captain. 
Not an officer in the Defense Squad. You know, like my cousin on 
Eagle?” 
 Kerra gave him a mocked hurt expression. “Don’t wound me 
so.” 
 “Sure, you could be another boring old starship captain, 
gallivanting around the galaxy like the famous Michael Owens, even 
if he seems to be spending most of his time these days sitting near a 
border and launching fancy missiles at our enemy from a safe 
distance,” said his father. 
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 “Vince,” Kerra warned him, clearly not appreciating his 
condescending tone while speaking of her cousin-in-law. 
 He raised his hands defensively. “I’m just saying, the real glory 
is in science.” 
 “Actually, I was thinking working myself through operations. 
Wear a gold shirt before trading it in for red.” 
 Vincent Owens uttered a puff. “Operations officers are nothing 
but glorified administrators.” 
 Rhory quickly picked up a few padds and headed towards the 
door. “Whatever you say, dad, I gotta run, I’m gonna be late for 
classes.” 
 “Dinner at seven tonight?” his mother called after him. 
 “Sure,” he said just as he slipped out of the door. 
 

* * * 
 
It only took Rhory a five-minute walk from his house to the local 
transporter station in suburban Toronto. Thanks to his priority 
clearance he was able to just leap onto an available platform and 
then, moments later, materialize in a very similar station at Starfleet 
Academy in San Francisco.  
 But his daily commute was not yet over. 
 He greeted the technician behind the controls and then darted 
out of the room, picking up a steady pace through the corridors of the 
main building. The turbolift he entered was one very few people 
beside him knew about and even fewer used regularly. It only moved 
once the computer had been satisfied with his authorization codes. 
 The lift took him deep underneath the academy grounds. 
 There he found another transporter, except for this one was 
entirely automated; no operator greeted him here. He activated an 
automated sequence before positioning himself on the platform and 
then was quickly whizzed away again.  
 He re-materialized for only a split-second in a non-distinct 
transporter room he knew was located somewhere on Starbase One, 
the massive space dock facility in Earth’s orbit. 
 Then another beam grabbed hold of him and he felt his atoms 
being dissolved and shot through the ether yet again.  
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 When he finally arrived at his destination, he was greeted by a 
stunning vista and perhaps not one would have come to expect from 
a building which predominately housed people dealing in secrets. In 
fact, there where no dark corner or deep underground lairs to be 
found here. At least none he was aware of. Instead the structure had 
been built to take full advantage of its usually bright and sunny 
surroundings and he found himself, as always, admiring the wide 
open African steppe which stretched on for miles under a seemingly 
endless blue sky. 
 He took a couple of second to take it all in before turning 
around to face yet another transporter ensign. “Morning, Blondie.” 
 The young woman returned the smile sweetly. “Morning, 
Egghead.” 
 “All my molecules still accounted for?” 
 She looked down at her panel and her face turned into a 
concerned frown. “Gee, I don’t know, looks like we may have lost 
some of those famous brain cells of yours on the way over,” she said 
and looked up, offering an apologetic shrug. 
 He stepped down the platform, tapping his head. “Don’t 
worry, I’ve been told I’ve got more than enough stored up there 
already,” he said, falling into an easy routine they had long since 
perfected. 
 “Glad to hear it. I know how valuable they are.” 
 He frowned at that one. “Right,” he said. “I see you later, 
Maggs,” he said and headed out of the transporter room. Secretly he 
couldn’t help worry at least a little bit about all those transporter 
beams taking him apart and pulling him back together on a daily 
basis. Intellectually he understood that it was the safest form of travel 
known to man but that couldn’t quite dispel the irrational fears that 
perhaps someday, not every part of him would come through. Most 
people went through the transporter perhaps a couple of times a day; 
thanks to his other job however, he had to follow a rather intricate 
transportation routine. 
 He banned those thoughts out of his head, aware that he 
needed his focus somewhere else and moments later stepped into the 
large conference room where the rest of his team were already 
assembled. 
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 “Sorry, I’m late,” he said and casually dropped himself into one 
of the chairs around the table; the one with the best view out of the 
large windows and unto the landscape belonging to the nation state 
once known as Tanzania. 
 “Oh, that’s quite alright,” said Lieutenant Mankins with a voice 
dripping with sarcasm. “I believe there is a special protocol for the 
resident wunderkind, so, you know, whenever you can join us is 
fine.” 
 “Lay off him, Bruce,” said Sade Williams who was just 
finishing getting a raktajino out of the replicator. At twenty-eight, 
Williams was the most senior member of their group and the dark-
skinned woman with delicate braids was the only one in the room to 
wear civilian attire as she was not a member of Starfleet. “You’re just 
mad you’re not the wunderkind anymore.” 
 Terik raised an eyebrow. The Vulcan was just a couple of years 
older than Rhory and a fellow cadet. “I was not aware you had been 
part of this program for such a long period of time.” 
 Bruce glared at the Terik. “And you’re supposed to be one of 
the smart ones,” he said. “That’s how this thing works, didn’t you 
know? They get you when you’re just a promising first-year cadet 
unlucky enough to have answered the right questions on your 
aptitude test and then lure you in with all kinds of crazy promises of 
fame and fortune. Then they spit you back out once they’ve sucked 
you dry.” 
 “Don’t be so melodramatic,” said Sade as she took a seat next to 
him. “We all agreed to this and went in with our eyes wide open. 
And considering that you’ve been here for over five years, you’re 
clearly holding out for yet another promotion.” 
 Mankins considered Williams carefully. “Yeah, it’s a great 
deal,” he said with little enthusiasm but then became more 
suspicious. “Which begs the question what you’re getting out of this. 
It’s not like there are any promotions in your future.” 
 She smiled. “We all serve in our own way.” 
 Rhory clapped his hands together, eager to get to work. “Hell 
of a strike that thing this morning, wasn’t it? We were right on target 
and the facility was exactly where we said it would be. Got ourselves 
all three ships as well.” 
 “Hooray for the good guys,” said Mankins. 
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 “The intelligence was compelling,” added the Vulcan. 
 The doors to the room opened to allow a bearded, middle-aged 
man to enter the room. He held a padd in one hand and was taking a 
large bite out of a Granny Smith with the other. Like Williams he 
wore civilian clothes, including a prominent tweed jacket. Unlike her 
however, everyone here knew he was Starfleet through and through. 
“Good morning, children. I trust you had a good night and are in 
eager spirits today.” 
 “Just peachy,” said Mankins. 
 “First of all, let me congratulate you all on a successful 
operation carried out earlier today based on the intelligence put 
together in this very room. Nyx is extremely pleased with your 
efforts.” 
 Mankins rolled his eyes. “And of course when Nyx is happy, 
we’re happy.” 
 “Is she coming to see us herself?” asked Rhory. 
 “Not today, sport.” 
 “Don’t hold you breath,” said Mankins. “Nyx doesn’t 
preoccupy herself with such lowly analysts such as us.” 
 “Not true,” said the man in the tweed jacket as he walked 
towards the head of the table. “In fact Nyx is very much aware of 
your efforts and the great work this particular team has made over 
the last few weeks.” 
 “Here’s what I don’t understand,” said the youngest member of 
the team. “Nyx. Is that supposed to be a person or a group or what?” 
 “It’s the goddess of night and mystery,” said Tweed Jacket with 
a bemused smile. “She works in shadows and obscurity.” 
 Mankins shook his head. “Oh, give it a rest, will you.” 
 Rhory still looked confused. 
 Sade took pity on the young man. “Nobody really knows. The 
word is that it’s either a code name for the director or for the 
executive council. Hell, for all we know, it may be President Norah 
Satie herself. It’s a lot of secret mambo-jumbo. Honestly you get used 
to it after while.” 
 Rhory shrugged. “Fine with me,” he said and then looked back 
towards their handler. “So what does all-powerful Nyx demand from 
us today, master?” 
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 He grinned and activated his padd. It immediately caused the 
windows to turn opaque and into a large, continuous display. 
 Everyone in the room turned to look. 
 Besides a lot of data, it also prominently displayed the faces of 
three Talarian men just passed middle age. Judging by the insignias 
on their uniforms, they were all high-ranking military figures. The 
image of the man at the center dwarfed the other two. A prominent 
playing card face was displayed underneath the man’s image. 
 “The Jack of Clubs,” said Sade in semi-awe. 
 The liaison stood again and walked over to the screen. “Fleet 
Colonel Envek, the very man you have identified as one of the 
principle architects behind the incursion into Federation space.” 
 Rhory immediately set up straighter. “We’re going after the 
Jack of Clubs? I’ve been saying that for days. We’ve had solid intel on 
his travel itinerary for a good while now. “ 
 “Nyx agrees. She has reviewed your latest report and she 
believes that if we strike quickly, we’ll be able to take him out along 
with two of his closest advisors while they are inspecting a military 
facility on Perlus IX which is within our operational range.” 
 “Let’s do it,” said Rhory. 
 “You know the procedure,” the liaison said. “Let’s go through 
the motions. Mister Mankins?” 
 The junior lieutenant brought up a report on his padd, quickly 
reviewing the content. “We’ve gone through it three times already. 
Both HUM and SIG-INT are aligned on this one, placing our target at 
Perlus IX for the next couple of days,” he said and looked up. “I say 
it’s a go.” 
 The man in the tweed jacket nodded and looked at Williams. 
 “We’ve got four independent sources placing him there,” she 
said. “One more than we need for confirmation. I agree it’s a solid 
target.” 
 The Vulcan was next. “My analysis shows a 96.43 percent 
chance that Jack of Clubs will be at the target location.” 
 The liaison looked at Rhory last who nodded eagerly. “With 
him out of the picture, the Talarians will lose one of their chief 
strategists for this war. And every piece of intel we have tells us he’s 
there. Let’s hit it.” 
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 Tweed Jacket looked at his padd. “You’d be happy to know 
that VIRGIN agrees with your findings as well and also recommends 
a go mission.” 
 “The big computer brain agrees,” said Bruce Mankins with a 
shrug. “Almost makes you wonder what they need us for.” 
 The handler headed for the doors. “Because without 
personalities like yours Mister Mankins, this would be a dull job 
indeed.” 
 Rhory stood. “When will it happen?” 
 Tweed Jacket stopped before reaching the doors and turned to 
face the cadet. “That’s need to know, kid and unfortunately that part 
of the job you don’t need to know about. But considering the tight 
window, if Nyx agrees with your findings, I’d expect something to 
happen very soon,” he said. “Now, I think there are some classes you 
need to go attend.” And with that the man left quickly, no doubt to 
pass on the team’s recommendations to his superiors. 
 “This is dumb,” said Rhory as he took his seat again. “Why 
can’t we be told these things?” 
 “Because we’re just the brains,” said Sade. “We analyze the 
data until our eyes fall out and then make our recommendations to 
the people who make the decisions. That’s all. Everything else is up 
to Nyx and the big brass at Command. And those types don’t like to 
share.” 
 Mankins leaned back in his chair. “Welcome to Starfleet 
Intelligence, Cadet.” 
 

* * * 
 
When Rhory came down into the kitchen for breakfast, he could see 
his parents already glued to the news reports playing out on the 
screen. 
 “Good morning, folks,” he said but received no reply, their 
faces blank and focused on the newsfeed. “What’s the good word 
today?” 
 His father shook his head but didn’t say anything. He did 
however raise the volume of the report. 
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 “As far as we can tell, the strike carried out by the unmanned vessels 
was executed with pinpoint accuracy and so far there is no evidence to 
suggest that this was not their intended target.” 
 Intrigued, Rhory stepped closer. It sounded as if Starfleet had 
indeed agreed with their recommendation and carried out the strike. 
On the screen he could see footage of what he immediately 
recognized as the Perlus star system with it’s distinct, crimson and 
yellow binary stars. Footage taken from long-range sensors focused 
in on the ninth planet. 
 “We have now obtained confirmation that the facility on Perlus IX, 
which again, appears to have been the target of the attack, has been 
completely destroyed. FNS has also received numerous reports from 
witnesses on the ground.” 
 Rhory felt pride swelling in his chest at hearing the news. He 
had no doubt that their analysis had been correct. The Jack of Clubs 
and his cadre had been in that facility when it had been hit.  
 “What we have learned from intercepted Talarian communications is 
that a high-level military officer was visiting the facility for an inspection 
during the time of the attack, giving further credence to the theory that this 
facility was intentionally targeted by Starfleet.” 
 He smirked at that. Fleet Colonel Envek was dead and with 
him gone, the Talarians had to seriously rethink their war effort 
against the Federation. Their reports had clearly indicated that the 
man and his advisors had been the main instigators of the incursion, 
overseeing much of it personally. While the Talarian government and 
military did not rely on one single general, it was still a major 
strategic blow. And now that their enemy knew that Starfleet had no 
scruples to go after their military command structure, none of their 
generals were safe and that had to be a real motivation for the 
Talarians to rethink this war. 
 Rhory was not a violent man. He certainly didn’t rejoice in the 
knowledge that men had been killed partly due to his analysis but he 
had long since understood that these kind of sacrifices were 
necessary for the greater good. Envek’s death could mean the end of 
the war and potentially save hundreds, if not thousands of lives on 
either side. 
 “They went after the generals,” he said. “Good. It shouldn’t be 
just the foot soldiers who die in a war.” 
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 His father turned to face him and he actually had tears in his 
eyes which was not something he had seen many times before. “Oh, 
Rhory, it’s … it’s awful.” 
 “Come on, dad. I agree war is a nasty business but they had 
this coming.” 
 He looked at his mother, the hardened Starfleet captain who 
commanded an entire wing in their star system’s defense force, 
knowing that she was more likely to appreciate the tactical 
significance of this strike. “Mom?” 
 But she didn’t turn away. Her eyes were steely and her face 
almost a blank mask, as if she wasn’t sure how to process a shock she 
hadn’t expected. 
 Rhory didn’t understand their reaction and looked back 
towards the screen. 
 “Talarian sources have now confirmed what our initial reports have 
already suggested and that the target was indeed a military school for mostly 
prepubescent boys. Such institutions, we have since learned, are quite 
common in Talarian society. And we understand that the school was fully 
staffed at the time of the assault.” 
 “What?” Rhory couldn’t believe his ears. 
 “We are now getting live footage from the scene.” 
 And it was chaos. The images were not being recorded with the 
kind of sophisticated technology one would usually expect from a 
Federation news report. These were shaky images of a ruined 
building, burning or smoldering rubble and emergency crews 
fighting the flames and desperately looking for survivors. The few 
that could be seen were clearly nothing more than kids. Ten, fifteen 
year old boys, many severely injured and regardless of the tough 
warrior ethos the Talarians were trying to impart on their young 
future soldiers, most of the children were openly sobbing from the 
pain and shock. 
 There were scores of men and women searching the remains of 
the building, parents, most likely, many unable to hold back their 
own tears, some mothers were pressing the lifeless bodies of their 
children against their chests. 
 “No, that … that can’t be,” he said. 
 “The Talarian government has just issued a statement advising that 
there were six-hundred people at the school when the attack took place, 
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including over four-hundred children. Their estimates are that between two 
and three hundred have been killed. We are unable to verify these numbers at 
present but we will seek to work with sources on the ground and other news 
organizations to provide a more accurate number. While it would be 
premature to accept any of the Talarian figures, as their government has a 
well known reputation to distort details for propaganda purposes, we can 
verify from our own sources that the images you are seeing now are indeed 
accurate.” 
 “Damnit, damnit all to hell,” said Vincent Owens who had 
transition from shock to sadness and now pure anger. “This … this is 
exactly what I was so worried about. Now we’re going after children. 
What have we become?” 
 “We don’t have all the details yet,” said Kerra but sounded 
unconvinced of her own words as her eyes stayed glued to the 
screen. 
 “What more do you need?” he said, fuming now. “This is what 
we are now. This is who you are working for,” he continued and 
when his Starfleet wife was unwilling to make eye contact, he turned 
to look at his visibly stunned son. “This is what your so called smart 
people are responsible for.” 
 Kerra jumped to her feet. “Alright, that’s enough. Leave him 
out of this, it has nothing to do with him,” she said with fire in her 
voice. “He’s just a first-year cadet, studying at the Academy.” 
 He nodded slowly. “You’re right,” he said and glanced at 
Rhory, “I’m sorry, son. But this,” he added and pointed at the screen. 
“This is just too much to accept.” 
 Rhory felt as if he had been struck by a phaser set on full power 
and his body was being disintegrated at an excruciatingly slow pace 
even while he was unable to take his eyes off that footage playing out 
on the screen, of the dead and dying children hundreds of light-years 
away. 
 He didn’t even hear his parents anymore, didn’t see them 
having turned to him and watching his pale face with concern. Even 
the voice of the reporter was no longer registering in his head. 
 All he heard was a single sentence over and over again. I’m 
responsible for this. I’m responsible for this. I’m responsible for this. This is 
my doing. 
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 He felt his stomach churning violently and ran for the 
washroom to empty its contents. 
 “Son, are you alright?” his father asked with increasing 
concern. 
 When he came out, Rhory looked impossibly paler than he had 
before. 
 “I have to go,” he said and practically ran out of the house and 
towards the transporter station. 
 

* * * 
 
The stunning and serene view of the Serengeti did little to calm his 
fried nerves after he materialized on the transporter platform. 

“Good Morning, Egghead.” 
 But Rhory didn’t pay the blonde transporter operator any 
mind, and the young woman looked after him with a befuddled 
expression when he simply jumped off the platform and raced out of 
the doors.  
 He arrived in the conference room not a couple of minutes later 
and once again found to be the last one to arrive and the mood 
among the analysts noticeably sour. Other than the young Vulcan, 
nobody was in their seats while Tweed Jacket stood in a corner, the 
apple in his hand mostly untouched while he observed the others. 

Bruce Mankins, the moodiest of the bunch on a good day was 
particularly sullen as he paced the length of the window. “This is all 
kinds of wrong. All kinds of wrong.” 

Williams agreed. “How could this have happened?” she said 
and looked at their handler. 

Tweed Jacket looked paler than usual but otherwise seemed 
much less affected by the news of the recent strike. “Variables.” 

Mankins stopped and shot him a venomous look. “What the 
hell does that mean?” he said angrily. “We’ve got hundreds of dead 
children on our hands and you’re talking about variables?” 

He shrugged. “All our analyses were focused on the Jack of 
Cubs; his itinerary and his location at the time of the strike. We knew 
the target was a military installation and we weren’t wrong on that. 
We just didn’t factor in the exact nature of that installation.” 
 “That’s a hell of an oversight,” said Sade Williams. 
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Rhory shook his head. “I didn’t sign up to kill children.” 
The man in the tweed jacket considered him for a moment. “Of 

course not. And let’s be very clear about this. Starfleet and SI does 
not target civilians. This was a tragic mistake and every effort will be 
made to avoid such an incident in the future?” 

“The future?” Rhory said surprised. 
The liaison officer nodded. “Regretfully the Talarians have 

escalated their war efforts immediately following the strike and Nyx 
wants to be able to demonstrate to our enemy that their current 
course of action will only hurt them further.” 

There was stunned silence in the room. 
Terik nodded sharply. “It is the logical course of action.” 
“How can you say that after what we’ve done?” Rhory said 

sharply, unable to keep his anger out of his voice. 
The Vulcan was predictably unaffected and merely raised an 

eyebrow. “I did not say that I fully agree with the decision, only that, 
considering all circumstances and the prospect of further aggression 
against the Federation, it is logical to assume that Starfleet would 
wish to continue to rely on a strategy which significantly reduces the 
possibility of friendly casualties.” 

Mankins shook his head. “God forbid we put Starfleet officers 
in danger. But we slaughter a few hundred children and nobody bats 
as much as an eyelash.” 

“Starfleet Command and the Administration have issued a 
formal apology to the Talarians—“ 

“An apology?” Mankins said. “Well, why didn’t you say so? Of 
course that makes everything alright then.” 

Tweed Jacket stepped away from the corner of the room and 
his voice took on a harder edge. “There is nothing alright with this 
situation and nobody, not myself, not Nyx nor Command thinks 
otherwise. But let me make something very clear to all of you. In the 
work that we do, mistakes are never entirely unavoidable. It is the 
nature of the intelligence business to make best guesses based on all 
the information we have available and make our recommendations to 
the decision makers. Nobody ever said that this was easy or painless 
but that doesn’t change the fact that the work still has to be done. As 
difficult as this is, the best thing for all of you to do is to put this 
behind you and focus on what needs to happen next.” 
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“This is rotten to the core,” said Sade but then very slowly sat 
down in her usual chair. 

Mankins was next, still shaking his head. “I don’t like it. I don’t 
like any of this.” 

Tweed looked at the only person who remained standing. 
“Rhory?” 
 The cadet said nothing for a moment. But then, after almost half 
a minute, he quietly went over to his chair and sat. 
 The liaison activated a few panels on the table and the glass 
surface turned into a larger computer display, showing images and 
details on a number of potential Talarian targets. “Nyx wants two 
legitimate military targets for UWCV strikes before the end of the 
day.” 
 “And what Nyx wants, Nyx gets,” mumbled Mankins under 
his breath. 
 Tweed continued as if he hadn’t spoken. “You guys have done 
a lot of work over the last week identifying possible targets,” he said 
and gestured to the table-top display and the two dozen images there 
ranging from starbases and military outposts to shipyards, refueling 
depots and planet-based installation. 
 When nobody spoke for a while, Terik took the initiative and 
highlighted one of the potential targets which quickly moved to the 
center and enlarged. “We know that the re-fueling station in the 
Kellon system is fully automated and destroying this facility would 
incur no casualties on either side but significantly slow Talarian 
military progress in that sector.” 
 Sade Williams nodded hesitantly. “Agreed.” 
 “Mister Mankins?” said Tweed Jacket. 
 “Yeah, go ahead and blow it up if you want.” 
 “I take that as an affirmative. Mister Owens?” 
 Rhory stared hard at the image of the mostly unremarkable 
depot and the information which they had been able to attain about it 
over the last week. But details which had seemed so clear-cut just a 
few days ago were suddenly a lot less assured. “How … how do you 
we know it’s unmanned?” 
 “Three long-range sensor sweeps on three different occasions, 
including one while the depot was in use resupplying two Talarian 
strike craft, showed no life-signs on the depot itself,” the Vulcan said. 
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 Of course Rhory knew all that. In fact he had been the first to 
mark the depot as a possible target. It felt like a lifetime ago now. 
And who was to say that the Talarians hadn’t decided to crew the 
outpost since the last scan? What if they had sent a maintenance 
crew? What if the depot was refilling at civilian craft at the time of 
the strike? A ship filled with young children? 
 “Mister Owens, the group requires consensus before we can 
move on,” the liaison said. 
 But Rhory shook his head. “Sorry but I just … I just can’t,” he 
said, stood abruptly and left the room. 
 

* * * 
 
“’Dear Mr. President: I very much regret that I must refuse the opportunity 
you offer me for service in the Armed Force. You will understand how 
painful such a decision is for somebody whose family traditions, like your 
own, have always found their fulfillment in maintaining, through 
responsible participation in both the civil and military services, our freedom 
and honor.  

Like the majority of our people I watched the approach of this war with 
foreboding. Modern wars had proved subversive to the Democracies and 
history had shown them to be the iron gates to totalitarian slavery. On the 
other hand, members of my family had served in all our wars since the 
Declaration of Independence: I though – our tradition of service is sensible 
and noble; if its occasional exploitation by Money, Politics and imperialism 
allowed to seriously discredit it, we are doomed. 

I imagined that my country was in intense peril and come what 
might, unprecedented sacrifices were necessary for our national survival. I 
volunteered and when I heard reports of what would formerly have been 
termed atrocities, I was not disturbed: for I judged that savagery was 
unavoidable in our nation’s struggle for its life against diabolic adversaries. 

Today these adversaries are being rolled back on all fronts and the 
crisis of war is past. But there are no indications of peace. We heard rumors 
of the staggering civilian casualties that had resulted from mining and we 
read of the razing of cities after an almost apocalyptic series of all out raids. 

With the greatest reluctance, with every wish that I may be proved in 
error, and after long deliberation on my responsibilities to myself, my nation 
and my ancestors who played responsible parts in its making, I have come to 
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the conclusion that I cannot honorably participate in a war whose 
prosecution, as far as I can judge, constitutes a betrayal of all that I hold 
dear.’ 

 
With this letter, written by 20th century human poet Robert 

Lowell to his commander-in-chief following the outbreak of the 
Second World War on Earth, we may have one of the clearest 
examples of an individual exercising their moral responsibility, 
defying his nation’s call to war by refusing to participate,” said the 
professor after reading the over 400 year old letter to a lecture hall 
filled with Starfleet cadets. “And while history shows us that his fears 
of a complete destruction of nation states likes Germany and Japan 
did not occur in the way he had anticipated, and in fact both nations 
recovered relatively quickly from that war, there remains little doubt 
of many atrocities committed which culminated in Earth’s first 
military deployment of the atom bomb.” 

Rhory had been unable to pay much attention to most of his 
classes that morning while his mind was still preoccupied with the 
images he had seen on the newscast earlier that day and the 
realization that a large amount of responsibility for the lives claimed 
was undeniably his. 

In a sick twist of fate, his third class that day however, was 
Introduction to Ethics and the example that the professor had chosen 
for that day’s class was striking far too close to home. Every sentence, 
every word this poet had committed to paper so long ago and 
commenting on events which had transpired centuries before he had 
even been born were resonating so clearly with real life events he was 
living right now. The writer may as well have been talking about the 
Talarian Incursion and what he had been asked to do to fight it. 

Ultimately Rhory couldn’t take it anymore. He could not 
remain quietly in his chair while this man in the front was preaching 
about ethical notions which for most of the cadets around him were 
nothing more than abstract concepts. 
 Even while the professor was talking, Rhory quickly grabbed 
his padds, stood and much to the annoyance of his fellow cadets 
sitting in the same row, he hurriedly made his way towards the exit. 
 The professor stopped talking for a moment, looking after the 
young man and his sudden departure with a mixture of surprise and 
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perhaps anger. But when it became clear that Rhory had no 
explanation to offer for interrupting his lecture, he continued where 
he had left off while the cadet darted out of the doors. 
 He felt a sense of relieve after stepping out into the hallway, 
almost as if coming up for air after being submerged under water for 
far too long. The feeling didn’t last long. While he had escaped the 
painfully relevant ethics class, the knowledge of what he had done 
was not as easily left behind. 
 Still so preoccupied with his own thoughts, he didn’t notice the 
cadets rushing down the corridor, one of them bumping right into 
him. 
 He picked himself off the floor after being deposited there 
unceremoniously and noticed that the large Andorian had hardly 
even slowed, promptly continuing his race down the corridor. A 
brunette Trill who had been part of same group showed a little more 
concern. 
 “What’s going on?” he asked her. 
 “Haven’t you heard?” she said, slightly out of breath. “The 
Talarians have mounted a new offensive against our border colonies. 
Two of our ships have already been destroyed,” she said, unable to 
keep the anger out of her voice. “We’ll get these bastards for this,” 
she added and then ran after her friends who were clearly heading 
towards the nearest communications station to get the latest news on 
the attack. 
 By the time Rhory reached the student mess hall, he found it 
already packed with nearly a hundred cadets, all eyes glued to the 
large screens mounted on the walls and currently tuned in on live 
reports from the Federations News Service. 
 Over the noise he couldn’t hear much but he got the gist: Three 
Starfleet vessels destroyed. At least two thousand dead and another 
colony fallen to the Talarians. The report called it a retaliatory strike 
following Starfleet obliterating that Talarian military school. Rhory 
knew enough about their enemy to know that they were probably 
right. 
 The response by the cadets was varied. Many were visibly 
infuriated, some shouted loudly at the newscast in an attempt to vent 
their anger and frustration and openly called out for a swift response. 
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A few others were disturbed, had tears running down their cheeks 
and were looking for solace among their friends and fellow cadets. 
 Rhory once again felt as if the walls were closing in around him 
and he desperately needed to get fresh air. 
 Once outside, he simply kept walking the meticulously 
landscaped Academy grounds with no clear idea of where he was 
going. The only notion he had that time had passed was when he 
realized that the sun was no longer rising but had since began its 
descent. 
 He heard the loud crunch of somebody taking a large bite out 
of a crispy apple. When he turned he found a familiar, bearded face. 
The man sat with his leg crossed above the knee on a bench 
surrounding a large oak tree. Wearing his worn tweed jacket, most 
would probably have mistaken him for yet another professor 
teaching at the Academy. Rhory was fully aware that this man 
worked for an entirely different part of Starfleet. 
 “Always impressed with how beautiful they keep this place,” 
he said as his eyes roamed the grounds and then taking another bite 
out of his bright green apple. “The feller responsible for all this has 
been looking after this place since before I first came to the 
Academy.” 
 “What are you doing here?” 
 The man still didn’t look up. “Nobody seems to know how old 
he is exactly or how he finds the energy but somehow, old Boothby 
always manages to keep all this looking perfectly, year in, year out. 
Not one shrub out of place, not one hedge overgrown, hell, I bet 
every single blade of grass is exactly the same length as the one next 
to it.” 
 Rhory took a step closer. “He does a great job. What do you 
want?” 
 “What do I want?” he said. “I suppose I want what everybody 
wants who comes here. Smell the freshly cut grass, take in the 
beautiful flowers, the trimmed hedges—“ 
 “I’m not talking about the quads,” Rhory said with frustration. 

He looked up at him for the first time. “Neither am I.” 
The cadet shot the man a quizzical look. 
“What do you think will happen if we don’t do our jobs, 

Rhory? What do you think will happen to these beautifully looked 
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after grounds?” he said and stood. “What’ll happen to the city just 
beyond it? How about the planet? What will happened to the 
Federation if we don’t defend it?” 

“How do we defend the Federation by killing hundreds of 
children? If anything we’ve made it a more dangerous place. In 
response to our actions, thousands of Starfleet officers are now dead. 
Because of what we did.” 

He shook his head. “The Talarians killed those people.” 
“They wouldn’t have if we hadn’t bombed their school to 

Kingdom Come.” 
“Is that what you truly believe? Because last time I checked we 

didn’t go and invade Talarian space. We didn’t start an unwarranted 
war and occupied their colonies for no other reason than that they 
border our territory.” 

“We’ve escalated the war.” 
 He shook his head. “We’re ending it.” 
 “How? By indiscriminately bombing behind the front lines? By 
blowing up schools until they have no more children to turn into 
soldiers? Where is our moral responsibility in all that? Aren’t we 
supposed to be held to higher standard? Don’t we know better?” 
 The man in the tweed jacket took another bite out of his apple 
and differently to Rhory kept his voice calm, almost as if he’d had 
this conversation a dozen times before. “The school was a mistake. 
We are not perfect, we make mistakes. But you know what? We learn 
from them, too. We get better, we get smarter and ultimately we 
achieve our aims only through learning from our mistakes. You want 
to know what our moral responsibility is Rhory? It’s to stand up in 
face of adversity and aggression. To fight back. To give those on the 
frontlines the best chance we can to survive. And we do that by 
getting the best and brightest minds we can find, like yours, into a 
room with a lot of other bright minds and figure out how we can win 
a war with the least amount of killing. That’s your job now. And if 
you do it right, not only do you get what you want, you make a real 
difference out there. You want to talk moral responsibility? Yours is 
to do your job and to give us a fighting chance at winning the war. To 
do anything less would be immoral.” 
 But Rhory just shook his head. “I don’t think I can do it. I don’t 
think I’m the right person for that job.” 
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 “Oh you’re the right person, all right. I’ve watched you work. 
And I’ve watched the others and many more like them. And you 
know what? You’re way smarter than any of them. You connect the 
dots were others don’t even see the dots. You have a gift, an ability to 
see patterns were everyone else only sees random chaos.” 
 “Much good that did us. I didn’t see that the target was a 
school either.” 
 He shrugged. “We’re not machines, Rhory. We can’t see it all. 
All we can do is do our best to try. To avoid mistakes as much as we 
can.” 
 The first-year cadet turned to look away, focusing on the 
majestic Golden Gate bridge which had only recently been rebuilt 
following its destruction during the Dominion War. 
 The other man joined him by his side. “We’ve seen what 
happens when we don’t remain vigilant. The price we pay if we don’t 
defend that which is most dear to us.  The galaxy is a dark and ugly 
place, son, with a lot of folks who will stop at nothing to try and wipe 
us out of existence. There is a simple mantra which has served me 
well over the years and one which everyone in the Federation would 
do well to heed,” he took another bite out of the apple. “We do what 
we must to survive.” 
 

* * * 
 
Sade Williams, Bruce Mankins and Terik were all in their usual seats. 
However the chair next to the Vulcan cadet was auspiciously empty. 
 Tweed Jacket decided to start anyway. “Following yesterday’s 
loses, Nyx wants a number of options for a counter-attack, including 
a broad, multi-pronged assault plan that will hit the most possible 
targets at the same time.” 
 “So they hit us and we hit them and then they hit us back only 
for us to hit them again,” said Mankins in his usually dejected tone. 
“Pray tell, where exactly does it end?” 
 “It ends, Mister Mankins, when the Talarians have completely 
retreated from all our territories.” 
 He looked the liaison directly in the eye. “And what happens if 
they don’t?” 
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 “Starfleet has already mobilized the Sixth Fleet to repel the 
incursion. It might take some time to have the entire fleet assembled 
but once we do, the Talarians will be stopped and driven back. But 
the longer we wait, the longer we stay on the defensive, the more 
lives will be lost.” 
 “We have observed the Talarians using significantly advanced 
shields and weaponry since this conflict has begun, possibly obtained 
through Orion sources,” said the Vulcan. “Repelling this incursion 
may require a greater effort than previous military engagements with 
the Talarians.” 
 “Even more reason to provide Nyx with the options she is 
looking for,” said Tweed Jacket. 
 The doors to the room opened and Rhory stepped inside. He 
barely looked at anyone, didn’t say as much as a word, but simply 
walked straight over to his chair and sat. 
 The liaison took only a moment to acknowledge the younger 
man’s arrival and then activated the table-top screen, once again 
littering the display with dozens of potential targets. “We’re calling it 
Operation Lightning Strike and it is designed to take away the 
majority of Talarian supply and war supporting facilities along the 
border.” 
 “How many targets are we talking about?” Williams asked. 
 “Eagle has been joined by three other starships, increasing our 
total to twenty-two UWCVs within the operational theater,” Tweed 
said. 
 “Jeez, that’s gotta be enough firepower to go to war with the 
Borg,” Mankins said. 
 “Other teams are working from intelligence procured by the 
Border Service to coordinate a strike with conventional starships 
against a target in the Hedakas system,” the man in the tweed jacket 
said. “Lightning Strike is designed to keep the Talarians busy and 
with any luck, we’ll end this war in one final sweep.” 
 “Because luck has been squarely on our side so far,” mumbled 
Mankins. 
 The handler ignored him. “We need at least six targets. Nyx 
would prefer eight.” 
 “Six?” said Williams. “We’ve never had to pick that many 
before,” she added and looked down at the screen. “I can see about 
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two or three we were pretty certain about. But six is going to be 
tricky.” 
 “You all studied over two dozen targets over the last two 
weeks,” said Tweed. “I know for a fact that you had over half a 
dozen valid target since earlier this week.” 
 “I suggest we commence by sorting all targets into categories,” 
said the Vulcan. “Targets which we are certain are valid; those where 
we are not and those we should rule out entirely.” 
 The suggestion was quickly taken onboard and while their 
handler stepped back, the analysts began to swipe targets back and 
forth on the screen, keeping them within the three groups.  
 Rhory was the only one who didn’t get involved. He watched 
carefully, listened to everything that was said but offered little to no 
insights himself and hardly even touched the screen. 
 After about five hours of discussions and analyses, they had 
four targets in the confirmed category with twice as many in the 
second. 
 Tweed Jacket who had stepped out at some point during the 
process, returned with four cups of raktajinos but than quickly shook 
his head when he saw their progress. “We have to do better than that. 
Nyx will not be happy with so few targets.” 
 Mankins reached for a Klingon coffee and leaned back in his 
chair. “There are simply too many variables. Remember variables? 
Those pesky little things that got hundreds of Talarian kids killed. 
We just can’t be certain of the others. We don’t have enough data.” 
 The handler looked at Rhory. 
 “Yes we do,” said the cadet and leaned forward, dragging a 
previously unconfirmed target into the first category. “Echelon 
Outpost in the Jerix system is a valid military target.” 
 Williams shook her head. “There is a twenty percent chance of 
civilians on the outpost.” 
 Rhory quickly brought up another report. “HUMINT from 
stardate 51421 confirmed operational orders to remove all civilians 
from that outpost before stardate 52234. There are an additional two 
reports which confirm this, including an intercepted communiqué 
from Talarian Military Command on stardate 52245.” 
  Terik raised an eyebrow. “Those are valid intelligence reports.” 
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 “Alright, so we’ve got five targets,” said Mankins. “Good 
enough?” 
 But Tweed Jacket shook his head. 
 Rhory was at it again. “The starship construction yard in the 
Bologus cluster,” he said and added it to the valid category. “Civilian 
starship construction ceased at this facility three weeks ago according 
to multiple intercepted messages. Officer training facility on the 
second moon of Erix IV will have only a token civilian staff according 
to two deep-cover intelligence assets. The factory complex on Wrex 
III is manufacturing both weapons and starship parts which we have 
established through long-range scans of various transport vessels 
which frequent the facility. The refueling outpost in the Quara 
asteroid belt is the largest in the sector. We already had that 
confirmed and the orbital defensive satellites around Unx IX are 
undergoing maintenance for another forty-eight hours at least.” 
 “Now wait a minute,” said Williams. “You’re right about most 
of these but we also know that the Quara station is operated by a 
mostly civilian crew and the factories on Wrex III are fairly close to 
heavily populated areas. Collateral damage could be significant.” 
 “Well, VIRGIN, likes all these targets,” said the handler after 
referring to the padd. 
 “I’m starting to think that your super-AI just likes to bomb the 
hell out of anything. That thing would agree to blow up the Palais de 
la Concorde if we suggested it,” Mankins said angrily. 
 “There is logical reasoning to support strikes on all these 
targets,” said Terik. “However, as we only required to recommend 
six choices, it would be best to removed Wrex III and Quara station. 
We should be able to eliminate another two to achieve the requested 
number.” 
 “No.” 
 All heads turned to Rhory who had since stood and walked 
over to the windows were he was looking towards the mighty peaks 
of nearby Kilimanjaro, the largest mountain range on the continent. 
“Hit them all.” 
 “You can’t be serious,” Mankins said. 
 Rhory turned. “Dead serious. We won’t be able to avoid 
collateral damage, even if we restrict ourselves to just four targets, 
statistically there is no way to avoid it. However, the more targets we 
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go after the better the chance we give the other mission to succeed. 
The harder we hit them now, the greater the probability that the 
Talarians will be unwilling or unable to keep up this incursion. This 
strike may end the war. It’s worth it.” 
 Tweed Jacket nodded. “That makes sense to me,” he said and 
looked at the others in the room. 
 The Vulcan spoke first. “I concur.” 
 Mankins uttered a heavy sigh. “I really hate this job. Worst 
thing is, the kid is right. God help us, he’s right.” 
 Sade Williams had her eyes sharply focused on the young cadet 
by the window, almost as if she didn’t recognize him any longer. 
Then she nodded so lightly, it was almost not perceivable at all. “I 
agree.” 
 Tweed Jacket smirked. “I have a feeling so will Nyx,” he said. 
“Well done, people,” he added but regarded Rhory more than the 
others before he left the room. 
 

* * * 
 
Rhory had feared that sleep wouldn’t come easy that night and he 
remained right. As much as she tried to keep his mind off the 
decisions they had made, it always went back to the images of those 
children who had been killed after the military school had been hit. 
 He understood that he would have to live with that now, that it 
would never really go away. And truly, once your feet were already 
wet, what was the point of trying to keep the rest of your body dry. 
He had crossed a line somewhere and it was too late to go back now.  
 His intentions were pure after all. Stop the aggressors and fight 
back at any cost. Millions of people in those border colonies’ and in 
Starfleet depended on him and people like him to make the difficult 
decisions to keep them safe. 
 And what happened if he wasn’t strong enough, if they were 
not committed enough to their defense? What would the Romulans 
or the Breen think? If it was so easy to hurt the Federation, how long 
would it be until they made their move against them? 
 All of the Federation depended on him and he was determined 
not to fail them. 
 But none of that helped him sleep that night. 
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 When he came down into the living room in the morning, his 
parents were already up and watching the latest news reports. 
 His father was agitated. “I cannot believe this,” he said. “I’ve 
never seen anything like that. We practically went to all-out war, 
striking indiscriminately against every target in sight like an angry 
and wounded animal lashing out at anything around it.” 
 “Those were all military targets, Vince,” said Kerra, but even 
the Starfleet captain didn’t sound as convinced as she had days 
earlier, as if she had grown tried of defending decisions she could no 
longer justify. 
 “They’re still counting the casualties,” he shot back angrily. 
“One of those damned unmanned platforms was shot down over a 
populated area, killing hundreds, I’m sure.” 
 “But it’s over,” offered his wife. “After this the Talarians will be 
unable to hold on to the territory they’ve gained. They’ll have no 
choice but to pull back.” 
 “Right,” said Vincent. “Well, congratulations then. We’ve won. 
But at what cost? How many did we have to kill to make this 
happen? And what if next time killing a school full of kids and a few 
military targets is not enough? Tell me, where does it end? There use 
to be a sense of moral superiority within Starfleet and the Federation. 
The firm belief that there were lines we would never cross, even if 
our enemies did. We had ideals once that we could rally around so 
that we could make sure we would never become that what we 
feared most. But with no more ideals, with no more moral 
prerogative where do we draw the line? Today it’s a school, 
tomorrow a city, and next time, what? We’ll blow up an entire planet 
to stop an invading army? How about a star? Because that’s exactly 
where this is going.”  
 Kerra Owens had nothing to say to that. 
 On his way to the door, Rhory quietly mumbled something 
neither of his parents could make out. 
 His mother turned to him before he had a chance to slip out of 
the house. “What did you say, Rhory?” 
 He turned around and looked them both over for a moment, a 
sad little smile decorating his lips. “We do what we must to survive,” 
he said and left for Africa. His dreams of once becoming a starship 
captain like his famous cousin had since faded away and died along 
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with those Talarian children he had helped kill. After all he had a gift 
to see what others could not. And the future of the Federation 
depended on him using it where it would do the most good.  

It was his moral responsibility. 
 Anything less would have been unconscionable.  
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